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The Presidents Desk

The Buck Stops Here

Isn’t that new book grand? Large kudos go to John Ostendorf and all the members

of the revision committee. They will be fairly and roundly hailed in the near future.

Their tasks were literally spread over years. And thanks to Scott Blickensderfer and

his crew for their support and interest in forwarding the Society.

I was honored to serve as the CWTS President for the 1987-88 term. Wow! Can you

remember what you doing 18 years ago? I certainly can’t remember a thing that I

did for the CWTS “back in the day.” Sad. But we move on.

I took the challenge of serving again because I’m seriously involved in exonumia,

primarily in the retail end. I’m one of those who dig around, read books, study

auction catalogs, write a bit (my newest book will be Lincoln’s Metallic Imagery, the

title says it all). I stepped into this position because I think I can help make CWTS
a better organization than it was in 1987-88, in 2001-02 and will be in 2015-2017.

Yes, this is a three year term.

Why “The Buck Stops Here?” It is not because of the deer in my yard eating leaves

off my little maple trees and green beans in my garden! It’s because of something

Harry S Truman once said - he was saying that if something needs to get done, it

was going to be taken care of if it reaches his desk. That is how I feel about that! If

you have a concern, I will be happy to hear it. In addition, you may bring it to any

Board Member or any other officer. We are listening.

Do you have an idea or thought about anything that goes on with the CWTS, in-

cluding the Journal? Are you unhappy with what is being printed in the Journal?

(Have you EVER submitted anything for the Journal?) Do you think someone is

not doing his/her job? (I would suggest you might touch base with that person first

to see if any concern might be addressed.)

There are some specific areas which I intend to look at during my term.

1) A digital form of the Civil War Token Society Journal?

2) Increasing the number of in-depth reports [articles] I the CWTSJ.

3) Urging a greater use of those space-fillers, short, but important, notices of items

of interest.
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4) A return to sharing auction results in the CWTS. Remember Jon Harris, Gary

Pipher, Steve Hayden doing the Auction Notes for us?

5) Editorials? Letters to the Editor?

6) A fifty Year CWTSJ Index. While we have available individual indices for the six

Reprint volumes, one integrated index would be great and we’ll mail a copy to each

member. Let’s plan to do that for our 50th anniversary.

7) Literary awards and service awards: we will catch up on these this year. The execu-

tive committee will make selections for the several years we have missed and we will

have all these awards presented at the summer convention.

8) We will seriously look into the A.N.A. summer studies in Colorado Springs. There

are several programs that feature exonumia and more than a few people have shown

interest in such programs. CWTS would sponsor one or two of these per year, ide-

ally, by securing donations or possibly dipping into the general fund (which should

become fat and sassy as the new books sell).

9) Dealers, members and ethics. A long, hard look may be called for in this study.

(And maybe we don’t need such a look!)

10) Redesign the CWTS Journal cover and maybe some inside features. Can you

think of a new column topic? (Could you do a column for CWTSJ?) Would you be

willing to put all aside for an hour or two every third month and write a column FOR
NO MONEY REWARD and little if any support?)

If you have ideas, please share them. 1 will have some ideas to share with you in fu-

ture issues of the Journal.

As you read this, 1 have already contacted the Board Members and other CWTS
officers. All appointees have been appointed again. 1 have laid out some plans already

for the new and old officers. You may notice as we move along that there may seem

to be more things going on. The first directive has already been made: the new

and old officers have been directed to stand up at 12:01AM, January 1, 2015, face

Washington, D.C., and repeat the pledge to the CWTS: “1 (state your name) promise

to uphold the goals of the CWTS to the best of my ability.”

Best wishes,

Paul Cunningham
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3lti iHemorp o( Sterling B.atI|oottn

Sterling Albert Rachootin was born on March 18, 1926 in Los Angeles,

California, the son of Isadore and Henrietta (Freeman) Rachootin. He passed

away on December 28, 2014 in Los Angeles at the age of 88 years. The

families of both his parents were of Russian Jewish origin, although Henrietta

was born in London when her parents were there before coming to the United

States. His parents were married in Chicago, and by 1924 they had relocated

to Los Angeles.

Sterling joined the Civil War Token Society in April 1971. He
contributed some 89 articles to the CWTJ over a period of 36 years. His

articles were known for their historical and symbolic interpretations, and often

explored connections between Civil War tokens and related collectibles such

as Civil War scrip and envelopes, paper currency, and even foreign coinage.

Thirteen of them were recognized by Literary Awards, of which three were

first place awards; an additional four were selected for honorable mentions.

Especially noteworthy are his contributions to the Spring 2005 issue of the

Journal, for which he wrote all the feature articles. The cover proclaims this

to be “A Sterling Issue!” He was elected to five terms on the CWTS Board of

Governors, and served as president of the Society in 1997-98. Sterling was

inducted into the CWTS Hall of Fame in 2013.

His father, Isadore Rachootin, came to the United States when he was

fourteen years old and had to earn a living from that time. With no further

opportunity for education, he was never able to read or write English. His

primary language was Yiddish, and his wife was his translator when English

was involved. For the first ten years or so in Los Angeles, Isadore was a fruit

and vegetable peddler who also ran a concession in Lincoln Park on weekends.

In 1936 he was able to open a small neighborhood grocery market. Sterling

has given the following description of his father’s work schedule during the

1930s: “My dad worked very hard from 6:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m., seven days a

week, with one day off each year - Yom Kippur. He had to retire after his

heart attack in 1944.”

Sterling began collecting stamps when he was ten years old. This was an

inexpensive hobby since he collected used stamps which were removed from

envelopes; he then traded with friends for other stamps. When some of his

friends obtained penny boards and began collecting coins. Sterling planned to

follow their lead, especially since his father’s store would provide a

convenient source of coins for his collection. However, his father did not take

kindly to this idea - the profit margin on a pack of cigarettes was only two
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cents, and the coin board was just an unproductive use for money which would

be at risk of being lost or stolen. So, Sterling had to abandon his penny board

eollecting idea.

In 1944 Sterling graduated from Belmont High School in Los Angeles.

He had just turned eighteen and was subject to the draft for World War II. He
joined the U.S. Navy Reserve and was selected for the Navy’s V-12 offieer

training program. Beginning in July 1944, he attended two terms at

Oecidental College as the first part of this program. Sterling then entered the

Navy on active duty and served for two years with the American occupation

forces on Japan. After completing his service he returned to Los Angeles and

resumed his college education under the G.I. Bill. He became an elementary

school teacher and taught for over 30 years at the Coldwater Canyon
Elementary School in North Hollywood, up until his retirement in 1981. He
also served as acting vice principal and principal of the summer sehool, and

was a representative for the United Teachers of Los Angeles.

While walking through a Sav-on Drugs store in 1960, he came across a

display of pennies in 2x2 holders. He was amazed by the prices listed for what

appeared to be eommon dates, and immediately purehased a Whitman coin

folder for Lincoln cents and a eopy of the Red Book guide to U.S. coins.

Sterling arranged to buy the daily take of change from the eafeteria manager at

the school where he taught and became an active coin collector. Subsequently

his father-in-law moved to Los Angeles and gave him an old leather purse

eontaining some early Lincoln cents which were accompanied by a strange

copper cent-like “coin.” After visiting several coin dealers, he finally found

one who identified this as a Civil War token. Sterling was so excited by this

discovery that he bought the Fulds’ two little black books on patriotic and

store eard tokens for $1 each and began collecting Civil War tokens. He then

met Jack Detwiler, who encouraged him to join the Civil War Token Society

and write articles for our Journal.

A comprehensive view of Sterling’s extensive colleeting interests is given

in his paper “I Enjoy Collecting” in the Spring 2001 issue of the Journal. He
was always generous in helping other collectors till key gaps in their

collections, even if it meant giving up a token from his own collection. He
also actively encouraged our members to submit their own research and

writing to the Journal. His contributions to our Society went well beyond

even the impressive record of service and publication noted above.

Donald Erlenkotter
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ftcmtnestenses of

STERLING RACHOOTIN

I met Sterling Rachootin a couple times early in my time as a

member of the Civil War Token Society. This was probably in

the early 1980s, as that was when I began attending the sum-
mer ANA convention and CWTS membership meetings. 1

admired his articles on scrip and other numismatic items that

were issued by merchants who issued Civil War store cards.

Having an interest in both fields myself, I actively collected

these, such as the scrip issued by D. L. Wing. He was a true

force in the hobby and will be greatly missed.

Wayne Homren
Editor, The E-Sylum
Numismatic Bibliomania Society

I had the pleasure of meeting Sterling and his sweet wife Nadine at

the 2009 CWTS general meeting in Los Angeles. Sterling was there

to receive a well-earned literary award. We spoke after the meeting

and I was able to share with him how much I enjoyed his articles. He
requested a file from me to know everything that had already been

written about in the Journal so that he wouldn't repeat something in a

future article. I gladly provided the file but sadly. Sterling didn't write

any more articles. I truly miss his articles. He wrote with such en-

thusiasm and usually provided some sort of artistic or historical an-

gle to his articles that could make the reader appreciate even some of

the most common tokens. Sterling contributed to the society in many
ways over the years and his induction into the CWTS Hall ofFame was
well deserved. He will be missed.

John Ostendorf
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While I never personally met Sterling, I have had the honor to com-

municate with his wife Nadine and can only attest to the sincerity and

friendliness that both of them exude.

My experience with Sterling was reading his well-written, well docu-

mented and very enjoyable articles on the hobby we all love. His obvi-

ous affection for each token he discussed was infectious and was a key

ingredient in bringing me so totally into this wonderful community

of collectors and students of Civil War Tokens. His knowledge and

willingness to share that will be missed by us all.

Tom Reed

Sterling's contributions to the Journal always took an interesting view-

point. His writing style was unique and should be emulated. As every-

one has said, he will be missed.

Scott Blickensderfer

President, CWTS

Sterling and I had little in common except for both of us having been

teachers and a love of tokens.

As a retired history teacher, he would show you his love of history and,

for us in particular, a study of the history of the Great War as related

by tokens and medals and paper money. He could tell a story like your

grandfather would weave a yarn for you when you were a child.

He wrote stories and articles of wide-ranging topics for the CWTS
Journal, often not letting good grammar nor run-on sentences stand

in the way on making a point. And he wrote a lot.

When I was publishing the Journal, it seemed as though there was al-

ways a Sterling article ready to go in the next Journal. On one occasion

there really was no article available at all except for three written by

him. I put all three of the articles in the Journal and called it A Sterling

Issue!

Paul Cunningham
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It was my pleasure to have known Sterling Rachootin for many years.

His contributions to the world of tokens were immense, including

many interesting articles for the CWT Journal. He had a way to taking

anything and making it sound very interesting.

On a personal basis was one of the most sharing people I have ever

met. Whenever he learned that I was seeking something—counter-

stamped coins of DR. G.G. WILKINS are an instance—he would keep

a weather eye out for such pieces, perhaps at the Long Beach shows or

other venues distant from me---and buy them for his own account,

and then send to me at his cost (I usually paid him more, but he did

not ask this). Whenever our paths crossed at shows he always had nice

things to say.

He will be dearly missed and fondly remembered.

Dave Bowers

The first time I met Sterling was at the Long Beach Goin and Expo

over 20 years ago. I was a brand new, enthusiastic GWTS member and

he was the speaker at our meeting. I sat mesmerized as he wove a story

around the North Star token. That day was the start of a wonderful

friendship and mentoring I shall always treasure. Sterling encouraged

me to become involved in the Society, to write, to research, and serve

the hobby I was so passionate about.

Over the years, I would receive hand written notes in Sterlings

beautiful pen, usually accompanied by a token he knew I was interest-

ed in or some other piece of Givil War exonumia. I am so fortunate to

have these remembrances of him today.

I think Sterling took pride in knowing he was a catalyst in my in-

volvement in the GWTS. I certainly owe him a debt of gratitude for

believing in me and supporting me through all these years. I shall miss

him dearly.

Susan Trask
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SCRIP MATES
Part 1: Introduction, Illinois, Indiana, and Kentucky

by David Gladfelter and Sterling Rachootin,

and dedicated to the memory of Stephen Tanenbaum.

INTRODUCTION

What we are calling “scrip mates” are paper scrip issued by merchants who
also issued metallic Civil War tokens. They and the tokens are exonumic mates; they

go together in our collections. The term was “coined” by Sterling who published a

series of articles about them over the years in our Journal, beginning in 1981. In his

words;
(After buying the Fuld civil war token guide books) I was on my way

to collecting Civil War tokens. From there I stumbled onto paper U. S.

currency and it wasn’t long before I noticed private issued scrip at Ralph

Goldstones setup at a coin show in Boston. One piece pictured a dime

in color, and interestingly it had the signature of E. W. Hall, who issued

the NY 985A-la, lb and Ic CWT. What a find! So I wrote the first arti-

cle to appear in our Journal entitled “Scrip Mates” - private scrip

signed by the issuer who also issued Civil War tokens.

So Sterling was the pioneer, and later, David and Steve also picked up this sideline

to CWT collecting. Among the three of us, we assembled a fairly extensive number

of “scrip mates” in our respective collections. We talked about writing up the group

as a whole, but Steves sudden and tragic death occurred before the project got un-

der way. Steve’s collection was auctioned by Stack’s-Bowers Galleries in Baltimore in

November, 2012.

Sterling reviewed a draft of this article in 2011 and supplied a number of

items for illustration. His recent death, sadly, has left it to David to put the article in

final form. With illustrations, it is long and will run in installments.

With George Fuld’s permission, we are using the same Fuld numbers for

the “scrip mates” as are used for the GWT. The variety numbers will begin with 1

1

so as to provide a good separation between the metal tokens and the paper scrip (in

cases where the metal varieties exceed 10, as in the Yankee Robinson example below,

a higher starting number for the scrip will be used). The fabric letter p, of course,

stands for paper, as well as for cardboard which was used for some chits. Most “scrip

mates” are scarce to rare; we make no rarity estimates, but where others have pub-

lished them, we give those. A list of references cited in each installment will appear

at the end of the installment.
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We have chosen to follow the system by which we ourselves collected “scrip

mates,” and therefore we include advertising pieces as well as money substitutes, and

also include paper items issued outside the Civil War years so long as the issuers put

out tokens listed as Civil War tokens. However, only items actually in our collections

are being listed here, so you can see that our listing makes no pretensions to being

complete. We hope that you will consider it a good start. Where additional scrip

items from these issuers are listed in catalogs known to us, they are mentioned in the

comments.

ILLINOIS

rP'O’"

PCSi*irtLr I /Q f 0 ‘ Th[ £A/tTH .. AIL U*cOm rut

•fiWOA-i svKiym.o>^ - YkS IfEE ROBINSON HimsULF.

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

692A-31p Yankee Robinson 10.00 None Not in Vlack

Comments: This undated note probably was issued in the heyday of Robinsons

career as a circus impresario during and immediately following the Civil War. Al-

though a large “$10” and two smaller “10” counters appear in the background on

the front side, there is no promise to pay, so it is only an advertising note. It is full

of superlatives and puffery, as one might expect on a circus advertisement. It has no

imprint (printer’s identification).
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INDIANA

• '4F ^ * * • / /i.:=

V// v5''j*rfr y/f i> ^ >

fWv>««/Aw« • fc> 1 .
•'

-^ . fMw •a' I* ^mt^T /A*'**---

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

120A-llp O. H. P. Ash .10 Jan. 1, 1863 Wolka et al. 73-2

120A-12p Same .25 Same Wolka et al. 73-3

Comments: Wolka, Vorhies and Schramm also list .05 and .50 denominations, all

lithographed in black with the same design. The notes were printed in sheets of 12

with 2 of the .05 denomination, 3 each of the .25 and .50, and 4 of the .10. Most if

not all surviving examples are remainders (notes that are unsigned and unissued).

An estimated 1 1 to 25 examples are known of the .10, and 5 to 10 of the other de-

nominations. No imprint.
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/. /A A f/ur} f // fA

FIVE CEN /// /// / ff /// /j/////‘ //t //. /

M. H. & E. GRIDLEY,
'/'JA'l' D>1 BUJlLifii-.

^GKJJTr FOR THE tlF.TEINE “AITSRiOAY «'ATCB

Wi»i!K ,i'' XM
* i

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

570C-llp M. H. & J. E. Gridley .10 None Wolka et al. 444-4

570C-12p Same .05 None Wolka et al. 444-1

Comments: Martin H. Gridley, a watch maker who issued a Civil War token, was

joined in his business by another Gridley when these undated scrip notes were is-

sued. The notes are of two types. The lip type was individually signed and has a red

printed advertisement on the back. Wolka, Vorhies and Schramm list .05 and .25

denominations of this type as well. The 12p type was signed on the stone and has a

different advertisement in green on the back. A .10 denomination of this type is also

listed. All varieties are considered rare with 1 to 5 examples known. The imprint of

Middleton, Strobridge & Co. appears on some varieties including the lip.
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Scripmates....

REFERENCES USED

Robert A. Vlack, An Illustrated Catalogue ofEarly North American Ad-

vertising Notes. New York, R. M. Smythe & Co., Stephen L. Goldsmith,

editor, 2001.

Wendell A. Wolka, Jack M. Vorhies and Donald A. Schramm, Indiana

Obsolete Notes and Scrip. lola, WI, Society of Paper Money Collectors,

Inc., 1978.

Scripmates will be continued in the Summer Edition of the Journal

Q. David Bowers sent the following article on to several numismatic

editors recently. As a relatively new editor, I have not heard from

anyone who feels he may be in the wrong pew, but we would certainly

welcome your comments and suggestons regarding our journal. And
please, submit articles for publication!

From editor George F. Heath of The Numismatist, December 1892:

“It would be impossible to please all of our readers. We regret that we

cannot. Exceptions there have ever been since the morning stars sang

together. There is a record of a snake being in Eden, and later of fallen

angels. Some stars do not shine, some waters are bitter, some birds do

not sing, and some roses give no perfume. Exceptions are everywhere.

There are some persons who would grumble going to glory in a palace

car; some will sit on the edge of a cloud, resplendent in all the magnif-

icent effulgence reflected from the great white throne, and blame St.

Peter for passing them into a place, that in their opinion, is not what

it has been cracked up to be. If any of our readers have got into the

wrong pew and don’t enjoy our sermonettes, they can leave the hymn
and book in the pew, and pass off quietly. The ushers at the door will

refund the money.”
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The

Presidenfs

House
David Schenkman

I started collecting coins in 1949 and by the mid-1950s, while still in high

school, was a serious collector of early U.S. coins. In 1960, shortly after my discharge

from the Navy, I started working, on an as-needed basis, for a friend who owned a

coin shop in Norfolk, Virginia. I was interested in several series of coins, so my pay

was usually in the form of additions to my collection. One day he purchased a large

group of Indian head cents and asked me to package and price them for resale. As

I sifted through the accumulation, hoping to find an 1877 or 1909 S, I noticed a few

unusual pieces. Although they were the same size and composition as Indian cents,

they certainly didn't appear to be coins.

Seeing my fascination, the dealer was happy to give me these pieces; he

knew what they were, but didn't think there would be any market for them in his

shop. I studied them at length, and found them to be much more interesting than a

group of Indian cents which were all identical except for their dates.

So that was my introduction to Civil War tokens. I decided to collect them,

but back then this was easier said than done. The question now was where to find

more tokens, and how much to pay for them when I did find them. As it turned out,

locating tokens was a greater problem than paying for them. Usually when found

they could be purchased for a small price.

I haunted all the area coin shops, "talked tokens" at club meetings when-

ever possible, and my collection gradually grew. Before long I had amassed about

two hundred varieties of Civil War tokens, and was at the point where most pieces

offered to me duplicated what I already owned. By this time I was considered the

local "expert" on tokens, and in my infinite wisdom I decided that my collection was

nearly as complete as it ever would be.

Then my bubble burst! I heard of the Fulds' recently published catalogs of

Civil War tokens, ordered them, and was shocked to discover that there were liter-

ally thousands of varieties of these tokens known to collectors. Learning that my
collection was still in its infancy was a humbling experience. It was even more of a

surprise to learn that these books were not the first written on the subject; George

Hetrich and Julius Guttag's catalog had been published in 1924. So much for my
“expertise”.
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Well, maybe I wasn't such an expert. So what? I still knew more about Civil

War tokens than the other numismatists in my area. And, armed with the Fulds'

catalogs, which now accompanied me wherever I went, I could readily determine

which types were rare and which were common. With this new-found knowledge

I felt more confident when offered a token. A quick look at the catalogs and I knew

the token's rarity, and was thus able to make an educated decision about its worth.

I now found myself frequently purchasing tokens which I would previously

have passed up because of price. After all, a common type might be overpriced at

two dollars, while a rare token might be a bargain at several times that price. With-

out the catalogs I wouldn't have been able to make this determination. I also found

that the catalogs were making money for me. More times than not these "expensive"

tokens were actually quite underpriced.

The Fuld books were certainly paying for themselves many times over!

And, since I knew what I was doing, my collection grew rapidly. I corresponded

with other collectors, purchasing tokens and trading duplicates for needed items.

Without the books I wouldn't have felt comfortable doing this. In 1964 my first arti-

cle was published in The Virginia Numismatist. The subject was Civil War tokens.

In the mid-1960s my interest in Civil War tokens waned as I “discovered”

other types of tokens. Transportation tokens fascinated me as did hard rubber tokens

and, of course, sutler tokens. I also became an avid collector of Virginia merchant to-

kens and, in 1967 my wife, Joanne, and I drove to Ellis Edlow’s house in Washington,

D.C. Although, as I recall, Ellis’ primary collecting interest was obsolete currency, he

had purchased the Fuld collection of nineteenth century Virginia tokens. I wanted

that collection badly, and Ellis offered to trade it to me for Civil War tokens.

Trading, and dealing in general, was much more casual back then. I re-

member handing Ellis the box of tokens I had brought and he produced the Virginia

tokens. He thumbed part way through the box while I drooled over his tokens, and

he said “well. I’m happy if you are.” And that was it! We ate lunch at Ellis’ home and

drove back to Norfolk with the collection I wanted; I still have it.

By this time I was taking bourse tables at coin shows and occasionally mail-

ing out price lists. This eventually became a full time business, which I remained in

for many years. Along the way 1 found time to write several books and numerous

articles. I also edited the Token and Medal Society’s TAMS Journal for twenty-sev-

en years, and The Copperhead Courier (now The Civil War Token Journal) for five

years. I served as president of both organizations.

While writing this I reflected on how far the hobby has come since those little

black Fuld books were published. The Internet has made it easy to communicate

with other collectors and research tokens. Dealers specializing in tokens and medals

can be found at most major coin shows. And, the CWTS has just announced the

publication of the long awaited new edition of the store card catalog. For collectors

of Civil War tokens, life is good!
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Store Card Book Update

John Ostendorf

Unbelievable. Here I am on December

12, 2014 holding the long awaited 3rd

edition of the store card book! There

were many times over the last few years

that I doubted this day would ever hap-

pen. Yet here it is and it is beautiful!

An arduous journey. No other way to

describe it. It is now early January, and

as I provide you with this final update; I

just wanted to reflect back. Alan Bleviss contacted me in the summer
of 2008 and asked if I would serve as the chairman of the SC3 update

committee. I gladly accepted, naively believing this project would only

take about a year or so to complete. Alan selected a committee that

was a good mix of dealers, collectors, and researchers - Steve Tanen-

baum, Fred Ball, Don Erlenkotter, Ernie Latter, Larry Dziubek, Bill

Luitje, and myself.

Many things can be said about committees. Probably the most neg-

ative thing that can be said is that a committee often impedes prog-

ress. Sometimes managing a committee is like herding cats. However,

this book had to reflect the broadest interest of CWT collectors and

not just the opinions of one person. And in this committee we had a

wide range of opinions. For example, Fred Ball was of the belief that

only copper, generally 19 mm store cards that were clearly struck for

circulation as money substitutes were true store cards and everything

else should get an asterisk at best. On the other side of the coin was

Steve Tanenbaum who seemed to give every token the benefit of the

doubt. So whether by accident or design, Alan selected a committee

that would be forced to compromise individual opinions in order to

get the task accomplished. I am proud to say that the committee mem-
bers usually compromised without too much difficulty and with only

minor bruising of egos.
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Thousands of emails, hundreds of meetings and phone calls,

files exchanged, revisions, revisions, and sadly, more revisions,

proofreading, more proofreading, whatever happened to the one year

project? Sadly, along the way we lost Don Erlenkotter, Fred Ball and

Steve Tanenbaum. Don left for personal reasons. Fred passed away at

a Baltimore coin show and Steve was tragically murdered in early 2011.

Don is an excellent researcher and always a voice of reason. Fred was

a great Ohio researcher and his membership on the committee served

as a great counterbalance. Steve's passing set us back big time. Steve's

knowledge was incredible. He was also providing the tokens that were

to serve as the plate photos and at the time of his passing, we had only

about a third of them. Steve's "broad" interpretation of what should

be a Civil War store card was also a necessary element on a committee

attempting to serve the society as a whole (although I recall kidding

him that the way he could torture logic at times, he should probably

serve at Guantanamo).

Alan Bleviss stepped in to replace Fred Ball and Steve Hayden stepped

in to replace Steve Tanenbaum. Work continued while undoubtedly

frustration with the SC3 committee mounted as there was no book!

The committee met in at least bi-weekly two hour chats for the first

few years. So many decisions were debated and discussed over the

years. What tokens stay, what goes? How to list? Should sutlers be

included? How about encased postage? How to treat post-war, pre-

war, questionable tokens, etc. I have a file showing 587 agenda item

decisions, which wouldn't include "minor" decisions. If any member
has a question about a decision, I can attempt to explain the committee's

decision, which I may or may not have agreed with.

It was decided early on that no token in SC2 would be moved or

delisted without proof This was done to protect collectors who have

relied on SC2 for over 30 years and also to avoid the embarrassment

of incorrectly moving a token. However, if the committee believed

sufficient proof warranted a move, then the correction was made.

So hundreds of hours of research went into SC3. However, do to

this deference to SC2, there are still a number of tokens in SC3 that
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future researchers may prove are non-contemporary or need some

sort of change. We tried to alert the reader in the narrative for each

merchant. There is also a new "Location Unknown" section for store

cards that we can't yet determine the location of issuance. This is a

researcher's gold mine. Finding homes for these tokens could be fun

and profitable!

We ultimately decided not to include sutlers and encased postage as

each already had excellent reference books with different cataloguing

conventions. Also, we were unlikely to acquire many photos. The

most controversial decision we made was to include hard rubber to-

kens that we could prove were struck during the Civil War. These were

Civil War store cards after all. No, they were not money substitutes,

but Fuld listed a number of tokens in SC2 that were not money sub-

stitutes. A strict interpretation of "money substitute" as a requirement

would also exclude collector strikes.

Dave Schenkman did a reference book for hard rubber tokens, but not

specifically for those issued during the Civil War. Also, Rulau listed

some as Civil War store cards and his listings were sometimes in error.

So hard rubber Civil War store cards are included in SC3, but in a

separate chapter due to their controversial nature. Ultimately, it is for

the collector to decide what he or she wants to collect and a future SC4
committee can revive this debate and others down the road.

Around two years ago, the CWTS Executive Board voted to have Dave

Bowers work with me on SC3. The committee stayed in place, but I

was to work with Dave in order to "fast track" the book. Susan Trask

was also asked to help facilitate things. At first she had to do a lot of

"babysitting" for her two big babies (Dave and I), but once Dave and I

got in a groove, she contributed with a lot of proofing and helping out

during the layout process. Dave provided a ton of photos, research,

and of course expertise, but most importantly, he got Evelyn Mishkin

involved in this process and without her expertise, this book would

still be just a compilation of files. Working with these three and seeing

the book come to fruition was a lot of fun. SC3 is as professional as

it can be due to Evelyns incredible layout work, Dave’s writing, and
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Susan's assistance throughout.

Back to the committee - everyone on the committee contributed in

important ways. Larry Dziubek was always a voice of reason and his

research and expertise in Pennsylvania in particular improved that

section of the book. Alan Bleviss originally formed the committee and

then served when needed. Having sold his collection, he couldn't be

accused of bias. Alan and I had a few long phone calls when times got

tough. He always believed in me and wouldn't let me quit; and for that

I will be forever grateful. Similarly, Ernie Latter proved to be a great

friend in this process. Ernie provided a number of new listings and

helped us acquire a lot of photos that would have been unattainable

otherwise. He also brought wisdom and expertise to the committee;

but what I will remember most are the supportive phone calls in which

he offered sage advice and often was a "sounding board" to help me
through some of the most difficult times. Steve Hayden provided a ton

of work to SC3. He reviewed and revised all the rarity ratings (many

after reviewing Steve Tanenbaum's revisions and notes) and provided

a ton of photos, many from the Tanenbaum estate. Bill Luitje provided

countless hours to this project as well. He acted as a quality control

guy for much of the project, finding errors that you won't find in SC3

and processing thousands of photos to make them print ready. Bill

is also an excellent researcher and his skills were put to task on more

than one occasion.

I can't say enough good things about these folks. Anything I write is

insufficient to describe my sincere appreciation for all they did. Tliou-

sands of hours were spent to make SC3 what it is today and I hope

everyone enjoys it. Thanks to all who have already contacted me with

kind words. Please also contact me if you find any errors, or with new
listings or other updates. I will continue to serve as a "repository" of

such information and will aid a future SC4 committee. Now that we

have SC3 in an electronic form and already laid out, the work of any

future committee should be pretty easy.

Best regards,

John
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Editor’s Corner OJnfknt

Springing Forward

I was walking around my garden a few days ago and noticed

tulip, crocus and daffodil bulbs poking their heads through the soil.

With one of the biggest winter storms in recent history predicted for

the east coast, I was reminded that these little harbingers of spring

might be a somewhat premature, but I am none the less anxious for

warmer weather and longer days.

I’m also looking forward to exciting changes in the Civil

War Token Society this spring. A new president always brings fresh

vision and ideas, and as the first president in our society to be elected

to a second term, Paul Cunningham hit the pavement running on the

first day of January. He’s hoping for more input, more participation

and some accountability on the part of officers. His message in this

journal shares much of his program for the coming year.

And work over the past few years is reaping some nice

benefits. Sales for the new Store Card book, edited by John Ostendorf,

are reported to be brisk. The number of memberships are up over

last year. Publication of an updated Patriotic Book is in the works.

David Gladfelter has put together a series of articles for the Journal

titled Scripmates (co-authored by the late Sterling Rachootin) to be

published in the next several issues.

So while I suspect another snowfall may blanket my
garden sometime soon, and those bulbs will not

produce ffowers for a while longer, the result will

be rewarding. Just as the efforts of Paul and other

members will produce a better and more dynamic

Civil War Token Society this year!
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22/22 a Blockage Raw AU+ 37/256 a Raw MS64 RB 128/289 b NGC MS65

$850 $225 $375

Steve Hayden Fixed Price

Weekly Auctions

CivilWarTokens.com Catalog Sales

181/343 a Raw MS63 BN 1 88/384 a Raw ALI+ 237/423 a Raw AU

$750 $70 $80

11 150BB-5a Raw \ 1 lM85A-3a Raw MS64 BN IN460N-la N(iC MS64 RB

$75 $450 $550

Steve Hayden PO Box 22514 Charleston, SC 29413

eBay Seller stevehayden - - 843-973-4556 civilwartokens@aol.com

Exclusive first time offer, no sales before publication.



IN950C-la Ra« MS64 RB Ml)()6(»B-lb Ra« EF+ MA2«0A-2a Raw MS62

S750

Mi225CJ-2a NCC MS64 RB

S225

OH168IMa Raw MS64 RB

S600 S200

V ^ *0®/

MI53(»l)-la NGC MS66 BN NA 630AK-2a PCGS NIS64

$375
$250

OH165B.I-9b NGC MS65NA 630CC-4a Raw MS63 RB

$150 $450

OI«330H-la N(;C MS66 RB PA750Q-la Raw MS64 RB

$275 $550 $90



Eureka Times Three
by Larry Dzuibek

Every collector should be so fortunate as to have at least one “Eureka”

moment in their career. It is that precise time when knowledge and

patience come together and some new item or factoid can be given to

the world. In my over forty years of token study it has happened to me
three special times.

Some fifteen years ago I purchased a patriotic Civil War token in order

to upgrade the 73 / 525 in my collection. When I placed the two of

them side by side it became evident that the Indian Head dies were not

alike. After much scrutiny I came to the conclusion that the one token

was a completely new die combination. That item is 74 / 525. The new
information did not make it into the Fifth Edition of our Patriotic

tome so this can be considered an advance news announcement.

Another discovery moment was back in 1984 when I was asked to

attribute the CWT portion of the Nathaniel Rivett estate. I will not

go into great detail here because the complete story was told in the

Summer 2002 edition of the Civil War Token lournal . There were

many new token varieties documented for the first time, but the most

exciting aspect was the discovery of PA 750T-2b. This Granville Stokes

token had both obverse and reverse dies reworked in many aspects, yet

it remained visually similar upon casual inspection. To perhaps be the

first collector to recognize these distinctions is a huge thrill. To date

this Philadelphia token is still considered to be unique.

Civil War token collecting is an unsettled science. For many years

our peers have been doing research and adding information to

the knowledge for the hobby. In the current “information age”

there are many more opportunities to gain knowledge by using

the internet to research newspaper reports, or advertisements

city directories, or even digital census and tax records. Advanced

computer software allows one to scan and enlarge dies and

possibly overlay transparancies for comparison study purposes.
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That brings us to the most current discovery, the NEW 1034A die pic-

tured here. In order to improve my Pennsylvania variety collection I

purchased the John W. Pittock 765Q-6a MS-65 token from the Steve

Tanenbaum estate. When I retrieved my VF specimen from the bank

safe box I could not reconcile the die differences of the two tokens.

After much study and consultation it turned out that neither one had a

true 1034 reverse die. My VF token was actually a PA 765Q-8a, and the

Tanenbaum MS-65 token had a reverse die that was not in Fuld. The

storecard book committee determined that the new discovery item

would be designated as a 1034A reverse.

1034 1034A

FIRST: STUDY THE DIAGNOSTICS FOR THESE DIES ON PAGE 61 OF
THE NEW STORECARD BOOK; THEN CHECK FOR THE ADDITIONAL
COMMENTS BELOW TO MAKE FURTHER CONFIRMATION.
Per Page 61- 1034 / Midribs of last 4 feathers doubled. Short dentils.

1034A /
“1” is above and slightly separated from “863”.

A- 1034 / Ribbon is above Right edge of 8 and all of the 6.

1034A / Ribbon above Right half of 8 and to Left edge of 6.

B- 1034 / Point of Curl far to Right of the “3”.

1034A / Point of Curl above Right edge of “3”.

C- 1034 / “T” in Liberty looks like up-turned Anchor.

1034A / ”T” in Liberty is perfectly formed.

D- 1034 / Necklace has irregular size and spaced pearls.

1034A / Necklace has Seven distinct pearls.
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When you purchase your Third Edition Fuld storecard book there will

be many instances where your old tokens will require a new attribution

number. Some merchants were combined and other issuers have been

relocated to different towns based on research evidence. There could

also be rarity adjustments. In the process of reworking your collection

you should double check and verify the item to the new catalog. The

great color die photos should allow you to make accurate identifica-

tions where there may have been some doubt previously. For example,

there are twenty nine different tokens listed in the 3rd edition Fuld

book that have a 1034 reverse die. Twenty of them are on Cincinnati

merchants. Could some of them have the new 1034A die, or even the

1030 die which is similar? Apply the axiom of international diplomacy,

“TRUST BUT VERIFY” when processing tokens that may have caused

puzzlement in the past.

Note: Eureka means (Greek) - I have found it.

Note: New Fuld 3rd attribution number for the 1034A Pittock variety is

curiously PA 765P-34a. Use Fuld SC3 pages 61 and 71 for guidance.

New Life Member #225 Jeff Rose

New Members

David Crenshaw

[Donald Von Tungeln

Stevan Dana

Richard Tritz

Jerry B Forhis

Mark Bene

Roger Binkley

Ciary Copelin

Darrell Wiggam
Wayne I.eichty

Reuben I'royer

Stuart Smith

Steve I loneycutt

Will Cioss

1 lollis Bincock

Mark Dctert

Dorothy L. Wright

Lee Jacobs

James M. Tippett

Dan Lipstein

Jodi Clemons

Ron Leak

ILandall May
NikJci Robinson

Jell Reichenberger

Brad Seidel

Stan Ellis

Carl Cammarata

William S J-Joward

Tim Carlin

Jeffrey Gresser

Robert Shalowitz

Martin Shallow

Jack Carpenter

William Miller

Ray Goodwin
Dean I^arr
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Forty Years ago in the

Civil War Token Society

Paul Cunningham

Jack Detwiler presented his Die-A-Gram No. P-7, Part 4, Slogan

in Field and Part 5, 1863 with 9-12 stars. The Secretary reported

352 members in CWTS. Ronn Fern reported a new variety be-

ing discovered: the 140/394 pairing. Jon Harris’ Auction Notes was highlighted by

struck-on-silver 40A-lfo ($230). Work on the second edition of the store card cat-

alog was reported by Cliff Temple. (Note: Some years ago I asked Cliff how long he

had been collecting CWTs. He said 66 years. No, I said, I didn’t ask for your age but

the number of years you had been collecting CWTs; 66 years he said again!) Ben

Fauver researched Collecting Civil War Tokens by Die, Part 2.

Thirty Years Ago - Dale Cade was showing us how to Assemble a Patriotic Type

Set - Part 10, “No-Star,” “Horse Rider,” and other topics. Charlotte and David Gale

did a complete study of Philadelphia Merchant Tokens: Directory Study ofCW Sto-

recards. Jack Detwiler entertained us with his How I Started Collecting Patriotic

CW Tokens. A Listing of the J.A. Bolen CW Storecards was explained by Michael

Hallihan. Michael felt these should be in the next storecard edition. As this column

is being written in November, before the release of the new SC book, we don’t know
if the Bolen pieces will be included. Larry Dziubek, bragging of his “30 years of

numismatic study,” took issue with the question of Blank Reverse or Brockage? We
think the jury is still out on this problem. Michael Renner had a small report on Spe-

cialized Obverse Dies by Subject. Our official CWTS logo was decided in a contest

and Will Mumford had the best design.

Twenty Years Ago - Chris Erlenwein shared an old ad from B. Max Mehl’s which

offered to buy your CWTs at a rate of $1.50 per 100 (one hundred)! In Civil War
Copperheads Skirt the Law, Sterling Rachootin weaves a fine tale of how Civil War
entrepreneurs fashioned these clever though illegal devices into something we enjoy

today.

Ten Years Ago - The availability of the fifth and sixth journal reprints was an-

nounced; the CWTS still has many in stock! Sterling Rachhotin, in Civil War To-

kens, Cover the Home Front, explains how these little gems would mirror the polit-

ical and patriotic tone of the United States in the 1860s. His following article. Civil

War Tokens Cover the Warfront, describes in a few words and designs how the war

was interpreted by the military.

Today - Civil War Enthusiasts nationwide are crowing about the new, looooong

overdue Civil War Storecard catalog! Sales of the book will surely demand a second

printing before the end of 2015.
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Amendments to the CWTS By-Laws

As announced in President Scott Blickensderfer’s “State of the Union” message

in the Summer 2014 issue of the Journal, the CWTS Executive Board approved sev-

eral amendments to the CWTS By-Laws. These amendments reduce the size of the

Board of Governors from eight to six members, and change the tenn of the President

from two to three years. The following changes should be made to the ByLaws as

they appear in the Winter 2008 issue of the CWTJ (Vol. 42, No. 4, pp. 8- 1 3). Words

that have been deleted are struck through, and added language is underlined. The

amended By-Laws will be posted on the Society’s Web site.

Section 3.1. The Society shall have a President, Vice-President, Secretary, Trea-

surer, and an e ight-member a six-member Board of Governors, to be elected in ac-

cordance with the provisions set forth herein. No person shall simultaneously hold

more than one elected position.

Section 3.5. Four Three members of the Board of Governors shall be elected each

year from the membership at large in accordance with Section 3.6. The four three

candidates receiving the most votes shall be declared elected.

Section 3.6. The President shall be elected for a period of three years. All other

officers and governors shall be elected for a period of two fiscal years of the Society

on the basis that election to the Board of Governors shall be staggered, with four

three elected one year and four three elected the following year, to allow for a con-

tinued personnel carry-over in the administration of the Society. All officers and

board members may be re-elected, except the President. If a tie vote should occur

in any election, the winner shall be decided by a lottery conducted by the Election

Commissioner.

Subsection 3.6a. Except for the President, The the Society officers (ref: Section

3.1) shall be elected in the even-numbered years and shall take office on January

first of the following odd-numbered year. The President shall be elected to take

office on January first of the year succeeding his/her predecessor’s term.

Subsection 3.6b. One-half (4 3 members) of the Board of Governors shall be elect-

ed in the even-numbered years and shall take office on January first of the following

odd-numbered year. The other half (4 3 members) of the Board of Governors shall

be elected in the odd-numbered years and shall take office on January first of the

following even-numbered year.
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: Free 25-word ad to all Members.

Members’ additional ads (more than one per quarter) and extra words cost

10 cents per word.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Full-page ad $75, half-page $40, quarter-

page $25. Inside front or back cover $85, outside back cover $ 1 00.

Halftones are $6 each. Identical ads run for four consecutive issues are

discounted 10%; payment with first insertion.

GENERAL: Only classified or display advertising pertaining to Civil War
tokens is acceptable. Members may enclose a flyer as a special enclosure

with any CWTS mailing for a cost of $50 beyond the cost of printing.

Please send all advertisements to the Editor.

CWTS Membership Application

Name

Address

City State ZIP

email Phone

Membership Categories and Dues Amounts

Regular $ 18.00 per year

Life Member $360.00 total

Associate Member* $ 9.00 per year

Junior Member** $ 9.00 per year

* Resides with a Regular or Life Member, no Journal included

** Under 18 years of age, date of birth:

Please make your check or money order payable to CWTS and mail to:

John Ostendorf, CWTS Sec., 523 Hiwasee Rd, Waxahachie, TX 75165.

Payments also may be made via PayPal at www.CWTSociety.org
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Civil War Token Society

Auction #158

1. Send Bids to: Dan Moore, P.O. Box 125, Monroe, MI 48161 or e-mail with

subject CWTS Auction to working.man@usa.net

2. Please include your e-mail address with your bids, if available, for notifica-

tions.

3. Please include mailing address and phone number with all bids regardless

of bidding method.

4. Members have attributed all tokens. Lots incorrectly attributed or de-

scribed may be returned within seven days of receipt of lots. Reason for return

must accompany lots.

5. Bids are to be made by lot number only. Earliest postmark or email date/

time will decide tie bids.

6. Bids will be accepted with postmark or email date/time as late as the auc-

tion closing date.

7. Bids of more than $10.00 will be reduced to 10% over the second highest

bidder or to 50% of the bid, whichever is larger. Bids of $10.00 or less will not be

reduced.

8. Terms are cash. Lots will be sent via U. S. Mail unless otherwise requested.

Bidders will pay postage and insurance. Payment is due and payable upon receipt of

billing. Please make checks payable to either Dan Moore or CWTS.
9. Auction Manager reserves the right to withdraw any lot or to reject any

bid considered to be unreasonable.

10. All tokens are copper unless otherwise specified.

1 1. Most all copper CWTs resemble circulated cents in color. Therefore, the

use of the adjective “dark” will denote a color “darker” than customary. Use of the

term “darkening” will denote an early stage of the coloration process.

12. Abbreviations used are SCM- Single Card Merchant, and SMT- Single

Merchant Town.

13. A double grade on a lot (XF/VF) denotes obv/rev grading.

14. Listings are per FULD: “U. S. Civil War Storecards” & “Patriotic Civil War
Tokens”.

15. Selected lots marked with will have pictures posted on the

CWTS website here :www.cwtsociety.com/auctionpix.html

16. Please observe a minimum bid of $5.00 per lot unless otherwise indicated

in parentheses ( ) following the lot description. Tliis is a general minimum for the

auction and does not imply the value of any lot in the auction.

17. Auction closes on the 15th of the month after the month that the Journal

is published (March, June, September and December) unless noted Otherwise.

Please bid responsibly.
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18. Prices realized will be available after the close of the auction and will be

sent FREE to all bidders. Others rec]uesting a prices realized list, please send an

e-mail with subject CWTS Auction Prices Realized to working.man@usa.net . For

a printed copy of the list, please send a self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE)

with your request to Dan Moore, P.O. Box 125, Monroe, MI 48161.

Sale Closes on April 15, 2015

Sutler Tokens

:

1. MA-B25C, R6, XE, Fiarvey Lewis, 23 Mass. Regiment, good color, minor

verdigris’^^’^PIX’"’^’^ (Min. Bid $130.00)

2. NY-A25C, R6, UNC, J.J. Benson, 1st Mtd. Rifles, nice color, mint red high-

lights, uneven strike at top (Min. Bid $150.00)

3. NY-A50WM, R6, AU, White metal, J.J. Benson, 1st Mtd. Rifles, nice color

with brighterhighlights (Min. Bid $170.00)

Illinois

:

4. 500B-la, Lena, R2, F, Darkening with verdigris, significant ding each side

Indiana

:

5. 395A-2a, Hartford City, R7, AU-55 BN, NGC certified, nice color, some

luster, minor verdigris, few old reverse scratches (Min. Bid $155.00)

6. 430G-la, Huntington, R9, VF-i-, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, several

tiny rim nicks (Min. Bid $195.00)

7. 495A-la, Jonesboro, R6, F, SMT, just starting to darken, very rough porous

surfaces, some verdigris

Iowa

:

8. 930A-la, Waterloo, R9, XF-40, IGG certified, just starting to darken, cou-

ple minor marks (Min. Bid $650.00)

Michigan :

9. 25A-la, Albion, R3, AU Details, Darker reddish color, hairlined from old

cleaning, minor verdigris

10. 85C-la, Brighton, R5, F-h, Darkening, light porosity, reverse ding that

shows through to the obverse

11. 190A-la, Constantine, R2, F, SMT, darkening obverse - dark reverse with

lots of verdigris

12. 320A- lb, Flint, R2, VF, Brass, good color with some interesting toning in

the light

13. 370G-la, Grand Rapids, R6, UNC Details, NGC certified - improperly

cleaned, mostly reddish color, minor verdigris, couple spots, some luster

14. 450M-la, Hillsdale, R7, MS-61 BN, NGC certified, nice color, some luster,

couple small marks each side (Min. Bid $175.00)
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15. 525C-2a, Jackson, R3, VG, Darkening, significant verdigris and roughness

16. 525C-6a, Jackson, R3, VF+, Good color, minor verdigris

17. 525D-4a, Jackson, R3, XF, Darkening, minor verdigris, small clip

18. 745D-2a, Paw Paw, R6, AU-55 BN, NGG certified, good color, minor

verdigris, few small marks

19. 855A-la, Salina, R5, VF, SMT, starting to darken, significant verdigris with

some green

New Jersey

:

20. 885A-lb, Trenton, R3, XF, Brass, good color, noticeable reverse mark

New York

:

21. lOG-lb, Albany, R9, XF, Brass, decent color, minor verdigris, few marks

each side

22. 10H-4aa, Albany, R4, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, numerous scratch-

es on reverse (Min. Bid $25.00)

23. 10H-8a, Albany, R3, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

24. 140A-2a, Cohoes, Rl, XF, Decent color, minor verdigris, couple spots of

red, few marks (Min. Bid $15.00)

25. 630L-5a, New York, R2, AU-55 BN, NGG certified, good color, dark area

at base of Indian's neck (Min. Bid $23.00)

26. 630M- la. New York, R2, VF, Good color, couple minor verdigris spots

27. 630M-lg, New York, R5, VF, Lead, couple dark areas on obverse (Min. Bid

$25.00)

28. 630M-9g, New York, R5, XF, Lead, decent color, some verdigris, die cracks

both sides, struck on rusty dies

29. 630M-12ao, New York, R6, XF-f-, Good color, traces of mint red, strong

clashed images, ex-Tanenbaum

30. 630Z- la. New York, R3, XF, Decent color, few marks each side (Min. Bid

$30.00)

31. 630AC-la, New York, R2, AU Details, NGG certified - improperly cleaned,

2 colors on obverse - reddish reverse (Min. Bid $22.00)

32. 630AT-2a, New York, R2, VF, Decent color with a couple darker areas

33. 630AU-la, New York, R2, AU Details, Multi-colored, couple small verdi-

gris spots, some porosity, couple marks each side

34. 630AY-la, New York, R2, G Details, darkening, corroded to the point it is

very difficult to attribute

35. 630BB- Ig, New York, R7, VF, Lead, darker grey color with some brighter

verdigris within devices, somewhat rough surfaces, ex-Tanenbaum

36. 630BK-la, New York, Rl, UNC, Good color 8c luster, obverse mark

37. 630BK-3a, New York, R5, XF, Good color, minor verdigris with a reverse

spot, couple marks, couple light scratches

38. 630BM-la, New York, Rl, XF, 25mm, decent color, couple spots, minor

verdigris, some luster, traces of mint red
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39. 630BQ-2a, New York, R4, XF, Decent color, minor verdigris, couple spots

40. 630BS-2a, New York, R2, AU-55 BN, NGC certified, nice color, minor

verdigris (Min.Bid $23.00)

41. 630BV-7a, New York, R6, VF+, Starting to darken, some verdigris, several

small green spots on reverse, couple marks, small die crack

42. 630BX-lg, New York, R2, VF Details, lead, NGC certified - environmental

damage, decent color, rough surfaces (Min. Bid $30.00)

43. 630BX-lgl, New York, R8, XF Details, lead - copper plated, NGC certified

- environmental damage, mix of dark and lighter colors where copper has worn off,

large area of bright grey corrosion on obverse (Min. Bid $45.00)

44. 630BX-lgl, New York, R6, VF, lead - copper plated, uneven appearance

w/dark colored areas where plating has worn otf, rough surfaces, large reverse cuds,

ex-Tanenbaum

45. 630BZ-lb, New York, R7, XF+, Brass, uneven darker color, some luster,

minor verdigris, couple obverse die cracks, few reverse marks

46. 630CE-la, New York, R3, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, small mark

each side

47. 890B-30b, Troy, R2, UNC,Nice mix of colors, good luster (Min.Bid$25.00)

48. 890E-6b, Troy, R7, XE+, Brass, good color, some luster, couple small spots,

couple marks

49. 945A-la, Watertown, R3, XE, SMT, good color, some verdigris within

devices, ex Fred Ball

50. 945A-2a, Watertown, R4, VF, SMT, brassy color, some verdigris, couple

marks each side

51. 995A-la, Yonkers, R2, XF, SMT, decent color, some verdigris, small cud

I Ohio

:

52. 50B-5a, Barnesville, R7, VF, Decent color, couple scratches & some verdi-

gris each side, ex Fred Ball

53. 74A-la, Berea, R9, VF, SMT, starting to darken, some verdigris, old re-

verse scratch

54. lOOA-la, Bryan, R3, VF, Decent color, some planchet roughness, minor

verdigris, ex Fred Ball

55. 165A-3a, Cincinnati, R7, XF, Brassy color with some reddish highlights,

some verdigris, couple dark spots, rough reverse surface

56. 165CN-2a, Cincinnati, R2, VF, Weak obverse & strong reverse, just start-

ing to darken, some verdigris, several reverse scratches

57. 165CP-2a, Cincinnati, R6, AU, Good color, some mint red on obverse,

some verdigris, couple spots, couple marks each side, ex-Tanenbaum

58. 165CY-61a, Cincinnati, R6, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, some small

marks

59. 165CY-104a, Cincinnati, R3, XF, Good color, small reverse verdigris spot,

few small marks
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60. 165DC-2a, Cincinnati, R2, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, few marks,

clashed obverse die

61. 165DJ-2al, Cincinnati, R2, AU-55, Good color, minor verdigris, few

marks each side

62. 165DK-la, Cincinnati, R3, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, few marks

63. 165ER-la, Cincinnati, R5, VF, Reddish from cleaning, some verdigris,

some hairlines

64. 165FS-5a, Cincinnati, R8, UNC, Nice color, small area of mint red, couple

rougher areas on reverse

65. 165GJ-3a, Cincinnati, R8, VF, Starting to darken, some verdigris, several

green spots

66. 165GP-2a, Cincinnati, R6, XF, Starting to darken, some verdigris, several

marks each side

67. 165GS-4a, Cincinnati, R4, VF, Good color, some verdigris, couple reverse

scratches

68. 165GS-15a, Cincinnati, R4, XF, Starting to darken, some verdigris, touches

of mint red, small obverse mark

69. 165GY-8a, Cincinnati, R7, F, Darkening with verdigris, several old

scratches & marks

70. 165GY-12a, Cincinnati, R6, VF, Decent color, minor verdigris, reverse has

old scrape marks across all raised features

71. 175C-3a, Cleveland, R3, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

72. 175G-la, Cleveland, R3, XF+, Good color, minor verdigris

73. 175N-la, Cleveland, R5, VF+, Good color, some verdigris, few marks

74. 190B-la, Columbiana, R3, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, few marks,

obverse die crack

75. 200B-la, Columbus, R6, VF, Starting to darken, several central nicks on

obverse

76. 200B-3a, Columbus, R3, XF, Darker reddish color - looks like it had an old

cleaning, spotty verdigris, couple marks

77. 200D-8a, Columbus, RIO?, F, Darkening with lots of verdigris, pits &
corrosion (will be R6 in new book)

78. 2001- la, Columbus, R4, XF+, Good color, minor verdigris, small spot on

reverse, small clip

79. 290A-lb, Elyria, R2, XF+, Brass, SMT, lighter color and some hairlines

from old cleaning, few marks

80. 320A-la, Fredericktown, R6, VF, Decent color, numerous marks &
scratches each side

81. 330D-la, Fremont, R5, XF, Darkening with verdigris, few

marks each side

82. 340A-la, Galion, R4, AU, SMT, good color, couple marks

83. 345B-la, Gallipolis, R5, XF, Good color, several small marks

each side
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84. 360A-2a, Greenville, R3, VF+, Decent color, some verdigris, few marks

85. 420A-la, Kenton, R6, VF+, SMT, SCM, Mixed colors, some verdigris,

couple small green spots

86. 520A-la, Marion, R5, VG, SMT, starting to darken, uneven strike with

everything above the two stars on the obverse not visible, some verdigris, some

marks, deep scratches all along the reverse rim

87. 535A-4a, Massillon, R4, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, few marks each

side

88. 535A-6a, Massillon, R6, XF, Good color, couple marks each side

89. 535C-2a, Massillon, R2, VF+, Reddish-brown color - may have had an old

cleaning, very minor verdigris, several small marks each side

90. 620A-2a, New London, R4, XF-i-, Decent color with some darker areas on

the obverse, struck on rusty dies

91. 690A-la, Oberlin, R6, VF, SCM, darkening with verdigris, numerous

reverse marks

92. 730A-3a, Piqua, R5, VF-h, Decent color with a couple darker areas, minor

verdigris

93. 815B-la, Sidney, R3, F, SCM, decent color, some verdigris, weak strike

94. 830A-la, Springfield, R8, VF-i-, Darkening with verdigris

95. 830C-7b, Springfield, R6, XF, Brass, nice color

96. 850B-lb, Tiffin, R3, XF, Brass, SCM, decent color, hairlines from old

cleaning, few verdigris spots, couple marks

97. 860C-lb, Toledo, R3, XF, Brass, decent color, couple spots, minor verdigris

98. 880F-4a, Troy, R3, VF, Starting to darken, some verdigris, some marks

99. 880F-7a, Troy, R5, VF, Good color, couple marks each side

100. 990A-la, Youngstown, R2, XF, SMT, uneven color, hairlined from old

cleaning

Pennsylvania

:

101. 60A-la, Bakerstown, R5, F-h, SMT, decent color, old cleaning, few marks

each side

102. 750L-la, Philadelphia, Rl, UNC, Good color, mint red highlights, small

darker spot on reverse

103. 750L-lf, Philadelphia, R5, AU, Silver, Baker 363, good luster some toning,

few scratches each side, holed for suspension

104. 750L-lf, Philadelphia, R5, XF, Silver, Baker 363, darker color, few marks

each side

105. 750Lc-lb, Philadelphia, R6, XF-i-, Brass, numbered as it will appear in the

new book. Baker 546, Miller PA232, bright color, hairlined from cleaning, verdigris

area above Washington's head, small obverse spot (Min. Bid $100.00)

106. 750M-2a, Philadelphia, R5, XF-f, Good color, minor verdigris, couple

reverse die cracks

107. 750S-la, Philadelphia, R2, F, Decent color, some verdigris, couple small

marks
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108. 765C-la, Pittsburgh, R2, VF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, few marks

each side

109. 765C-la, Pittsburgh, R2, VF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, couple

marks

110 765H-2a, Pittsburgh, R6, XF, Good color, couple nicks

111. 765M-5a, Pittsburgh, R5, AU, Nice color, reverse struck on rusty die

112. 765S-3a, Pittsburgh, R3, VF, Dark with verdigris, rough surfaces, couple

marks

113. 765V-4a, Pittsburgh, R6, VF+, Good color, minor verdigris

114. 700A-4a, Providence, R3, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, some thin old

scratches each side

115. 700G-2a, Providence, R2, VF, Good color, some verdigris, very weak

centers

West Virginia

:

116. 890D-4a, Wheeling, R6, VF, Starting to darken, heavy corrosion

Wisconsin

:

117. 45A-5a, Baraboo, R5, AU Details, SMT, reddish and hairlined from

cleaning, touches of luster,

struck on rusty reverse die

118. 50A-la, Barton, R7, XF, SMT, SGM, Good color, minor verdigris

(Min.Bid $290.00)

119. 70A-la, Beloit, R8, AU, SMT, SCM, Good color, minor verdigris

(Min.Bid $225.00)

120. 120A-la, Columbus, R3, XF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, couple

marks, thin recent reverse scratch

121. 120B-la, Columbus, R5, VF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, couple

marks

122. 185A-2a, East Troy, R5, XF, Good color, some verdigris, couple reverse

scratches

123. 220E-2a, Fon Du Lac, R5, VF+, Good color, very small obverse verdigris

spot, couple old scratches each side

124. 250A-la, Green Bay, R3, UNC, Nice color, good luster, touches of mint red

125. 250A-la, Green Bay, R3, AU, Good color, some touches of mint red, long

old scratch across obverse

126. 250C-la, Green Bay, R5, UNC, Lots of luster & mint red, large area of

verdigris on obverse

127. 250D- 1 a. Green Bay, R6, VF, SCM, Starting to darken, some verdigris,

couple marks each side

128. 250F-la, Green Bay, R2, UNC, Nice luster, approx. 20% mint red, reverse

struck on rusty die

129. 250F-3a, Green Bay, R4, VF, Good color, minor verdigris, couple marks

130. 250F-4a, Green Bay, R4, VF, Good color, couple marks
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131. 250F-5a, Green Bay, R8, XF, Good color, some verdigris, some scratches,

touches of mint red

132. 250G-la, Green Bay, R7, XF+, SCM, nice color, couple marks each side

133. 2501- la. Green Bay, R8, VF, Good color, some verdigris, couple marks

each side

134. 250I-4a, Green Bay, R5, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, several small

nicks each side

135. 250I-5a, Green Bay, R6, XF, Good color, very minor verdigris, several

small nicks

136. 270A-la, Flales Corner, R3, XF, SMT, SCM, nice color, minor verdigris,

small clip

137. 300A- lb, Janesville, R9, AU+, Brass, nice color & luster, couple small

obverse spots ’^’^’*^PIX**’*'(Min. Bid $240.00)

138. 300B-la, Janesville, R6, VF, SCM, starting to darken, some verdigris, cou-

ple marks each side

139. 300D-3a, Janesville, R5, XF-f, Nice color, some luster, traces of mint red,

couple small spots,couple nicks, small clip

140. 300G-lb, Janesville, R8, VF, Brass, good color, minor verdigris, few marks

141. 31 OB- la, Jefferson, R3, AU, SCM, nice color, traces of mint red, some

luster

142. 320A-2a, Juneau, R8, XF-i-, SMT, good color, minor verdigris, spot behind

neck, MICH error (Min. Bid $160.00)

143. 330B-la, Kenosha, R8, XF, Good color, few verdigris spots, reverse die

crack through head

144. 330B-2a, Kenosha, R7, VF, Good color, few marks

145. 340B-la, Kilbourn City, R7, XF-h, SCM, nice color, couple nicks, small clip

^’^=^PIX*’^’^(Min. Bid $115.00)

146. 360A-3a, La Crosse, R6, XF, Decent color, minor verdigris

147. 360B-la, La Crosse, R6, VF-h, Good color, some verdigris

148. 41 OB- la, Madison, R3, XF, Good color, some verdigris

149. 4 IOC- la, Madison, R6, XF, Nice color, minor verdigris

150. 410E-la, Madison, R2, VF, SCM, good color, numerous small nicks, long

die crack across obverse, small clip

151. 41 OF- la, Madison, R4, XF-h, Good color, some luster, few marks each side

152. 410G-2a, Madison, R7, F, Starting to darken, some verdigris, deep old

scratches all along rims on both sides (Min. Bid $165.00)

153. 41 OH- la, Madison, R4, VF-i-, SCM, nice color, few marks

154. 41 OK- la, Madison, R7, VF-h, SCM, nice color, minor verdigris

155. 410L-la, Madison, R6, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

156. 410L-2a, Madison, R6, VF, Darkening, significant verdigris

157. 420A-4a, Manitowoc, R4, AU, Good color, some luster, some very minor

verdigris

158. 435A-la, Marshall, R8, VF-h, Good color, minor verdigris, couple marks

**^piy^*** (Min.Bid $155.00)
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159. 435B-la, Marshall, R5, UNC, Good color & luster, some mint red high-

lights, small obverse verdigris spot (Min. Bid $150.00)

160. 450A-la, Mauston, R7, VF-h, SMT, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, few

marks

161. 460A-2a, Mayfield, R6, VF-h, SMT, starting to darken, some verdigris,

rough surfaces

162. 51 OF- la, Milwaukee, R2, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

163. 510T-la, Milwaukee, R6, XF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, long

reverse die crack through stars & date (Min. Bid $200.00)

164. 510AE-2a, Milwaukee, R5, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, couple green

spots

165. 510AK-2a, Milwaukee, R5, F, Darkening with verdigris, uneven surfaces

166. 520A-la, Neenah, R4, XF, SCM, nice color, several thin obverse scratches

167. 520B-la, Neenah, R3, XF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, few marks

168. 540A- la. New Lisbon, R8, VF-i-, SCM, nice color, very minor verdigris,

small clip

169. 540B-la, New Lisbon, R7, XF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris

170. 550A-la, North Prairie, R5, VF-i-, SCM, nice color, minor verdigris

171. 600A-la, Oconto Co., R4, VF-i-, SMT, nice color, minor verdigris

172. 620A-la, Oshkosh, R6, VF, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, few marks

173. 620B-la, Oshkosh, R3, VF, SCM, good color, some verdigris, few marks

174. 620D-3a, Oshkosh, R6, F, Decent color, numerous little marks, small clip

175. 620G-la, Oshkosh, R4, VF, SCM, good color, some verdigris,obv. dings

176. 620H-la, Oshkosh, R3, XF+, Good color, some luster, couple rev.marks

177. 620I-4a, Oshkosh, R6, XF, Starting to darken, minor verdigris, long die

crack across reverse

178. 620K-la, Oshkosh, R3, XF, SCM, good color, some verdigris spots

179. 620L-la, Oshkosh, R8, VF, Decent color, some verdigris

180. 620M-3a, Oshkosh, R5, XF, Good color, some verdigris, 2 obv. rim marks

181. 620N-la, Oshkosh, R4, XF-i-, Good color, some luster, couple small verdi-

gris spots

182. 6200- la, Oshkosh, R4, VF, SCM, darkening, significant verdigris

183. 700A-2a, Racine, R4, XF, Good color, some verdigris, couple marks, small-

er darker area on reverse

184. 700A-2a, Racine, R4, VF, Decent color with some darker areas, some ver-

digris, several nicks 8c dings

185. 700D-la, Racine, R5, UNC, Nice color, decent luster

186. 700D-2a, Racine, R5, VF, Good color, minor verdigris, several deep ob-

verse scratches

187. 700E-3a, Racine, R7, VF-i-, Decent color, few marks

188. 700C- la, Racine, R6, F, Decent color, some brighter verdigris, few brighter

areas on reverse

189. 700H-la, Racine, R6, AU, Nice color, good luster, mint red highlights

190. 700I-2a, Racine, R8, XF, Good color, couple marks (Min. Bid $90.00)
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191. 720A-6a, Ripon, R8, VF, SMT, starting to darken, some verdigris, few old

scratches, somewhat rough surfaces

192. 860C-la, Stoughton, R3, MS-62, SCM, good color & luster, touches of

mint red, a little streakiness in obverse fields (Min. Bid $95.00)

193. 890B-la, Tomah, R3, VF, SCM, darkening, some verdigris, rough surfaces

194. 900A-la, Two Rivers, R4, VF, SMT, SCM, decent color, minor verdigris

195. 930C-la, Waukesha, R7, VF, SCM, somewhat reddish color, hairlines from

an old cleaning

Patriotics

:

196. Mixed Group of 5 Turban Head / Army & Navy CWTs, dark, corroded,

damaged, and/or bent

197. l/436a, R5, VF, Double struck, decent color, some verdigris

198. 6B/308a, R4, VF, Good color, some verdigris, ex-Tanenbaum

199. 7A/316a, R3, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, ex-Tanenbaum

200. 7A/317a, Rl, F, Decent color, some verdigris, significant obv.damage, bent

201. ll/298a, Rl, AU-58 BN, NGC certified, good color, couple long old ob-

verse scratches (Min. Bid $22.00)

202. 12/297a, R2, AU-58 BN, NGC certified, good color, some luster, couple

small obverse marks (Min. Bid $25.00)

203. 13/297a, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, couple old scratches on

each side

204. 18/337a, R6, VF, Decent color, peripheral darkening with some verdigris,

several old obverse scratches, ex-Tanenbaum

205. 26/4 18b, R6, VG, Brass, darkening with verdigris, numerous scratches,

bent, ex-Tanenbaum

206. 34/276a, R6, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, small clip, ex-Tanenbaum

207. 37/434a, Rl, XF, Nice color, couple tiny verdigris spots

208. 42/336a, R4, MS-63 BN, NGC certified, good color & luster, traces of mint

red, couple small verdigris spots each side

209. 43/388a, R2, XF-i-, Reddish color - probably from old cleaning, some ver-

digris, several marks

210. 45/332a, Rl, F, Good color, some verdigris

211. 45/350a, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, well-used obverse die

212. 46/339a, Rl, VF, Darker reddish color, some verdigris, reverse center

weakness, obverse perimeter scratch

213. 46/339a, Rl, F, Good color, some verdigris, reverse weakness with die

crack across shield

214. 48/299a, Rl, VF, Darker reddish color, some verdigris

215. 50/342a, R3, XF, Good color, some verdigris, couple marks each side

216. 50/342a, R3, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, touches of mint red,

ex-Tanenbaum

217. 51/334a, Rl, VF, Starting to darken, heavy verdigris

218. 51 /334a, Rl, F, Starting to darken, heavy verdigris
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219. 5 1/342Aa, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris

220. 54/335a, R3, VF, Good color, couple obverse marks, reverse verdigris spot

221. 56/161a, R5, VF+, Nice color, very minor verdigris

222. 61 /355a, R3, XF, Good color, couple verdigris spots, darker area on reverse

223. 63/366a, Rl, XF, Decent color, just starting to darken, minor verdigris

224. 63/366a, Rl, VF, Decent color, couple marks, some verdigris

225. 63/366a, Rl, F, Darker color, heavy verdigris, lots of green

226. 68/355a, R4, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, ex-Tanenbaum

227. 79/351a, Rl, MS-63 BN, NGC certified, nice color, good luster, couple tiny

verdigris spots (Min. Bid $50.00)

228. 79/351a, Rl, AU-58, Nice brown color, just the lightest touch of rub, cou-

ple small marks

229. 79/35 la, Rl, XF Details, Looks like it has modern gold plating that's start-

ing to wear off, remnants of jewelry mount weld at top of head

230. 81/351a, R2, AU, Nice color

231. 82/35 la, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris,large green area around date

232. 82/352Aa, R2, MS-64 BN, NGC certified, nice colors, good luster, mint

red highlights

233. 86/357a, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, few rim bumps
234. 86/357a, R2, VG Details, Darkening, corroded to the point it is very diffi-

cult to attribute

235. 87/356a, Rl, VF, Good color, minor verdigris

236. 87/356a, Rl, VG, Dark, heavy verdigris, significant green spots

237. 88/36 la, R3, VF, Starting to darken, some verdigris, couple marks, clashed

dies

238. 88/36 la, R3, VF, Good color, some verdigris, obverse green area, couple

marks, clashed dies

239. 88/36 la, R3, VG, Darkening, heavy verdigris & corrosion, rim ding

240. 91 /303a, R3, VF, Good color, minor verdigris, couple marks

241. 91 /303a, R3, VF, Good color, couple old thin obverse scratches

242. 93/362a, R2, VF Details, Darkening, heavy verdigris with green area on

reverse, rim ding, significantly bent

243. 95/368a, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, couple little green spots

244. 99/292a, R3, XF, Reddish color - probably from old cleaning, few verdigris

spots

245. 108/20 la, R3, VF-i-, Good color, some verdigris, very weak centers. Baker

486, ex-Tanenbaum

246. 1 19/398a, Rl, F, Good color, minor verdigris. Baker 500

247. 128/289b, R3, VF, Brass, good color, some verdigris, several small marks

and a deep hit above Lincoln's head that shows through on the reverse, K-108,.

D-AL- 1864-44

248. 132/ 149a, R5, F, Decent color, some verdigris, some corrosion, K-225,

D-AL- 1864-67
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249. 135/44 la, R2, F, Decent color, some verdigris, couple obverse scratches,

several reverse nicks

250. 136/397a, Rl, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

251. 136/397a, Rl, F, Good color, minor verdigris, small reverse rim nick,

numerous tiny obverse rim marks

252. 138/255a, R2, VF, Good color, some verdigris, DeWitt GMcC 1864-34

253. 160/4 17a, R4, XF-45 BN, NGC certified, good color, minor verdigris,

couple marks

254. 162/338a, R5, VF, Decent color, significant verdigris 8c corrosion

255. 174/272a, Rl, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, some green. Baker 477

256. 175/232a, R6, VF, Starting to darken, significant verdigris, long old

scratches each side, ex-Tanenbaum

257. 202/434a, Rl, XF, Decent color, some verdigris

258. 202/434a, Rl, VF, Decent color, some verdigris

259. 202/434a, Rl, VF, Good color, significant green verdigris within devices

260. 207/4 10a, Rl, F, Darkening with verdigris

261. 216/293a, R3, VG, Decent color, just worn

262. 220/322a, Rl, XF, Good color, minor verdigris, couple marks, small ob-

verse cud, ex-Tanenbaum

263. 221 /324a, Rl, XF, Decent color, some verdigris

264. 225/327a, Rl, XF-t-, Multi-colored, some verdigris, few old scratches each

side

265. 225A/327a, R3, XF, Good color, minor verdigris

266. 225A/327a, R3, XF, Decent color, minor verdigris

267. 23 1/352Aa, Rl, XF, Good color, some verdigris, ex-Tanenbaum

268. 233/312a, Rl, XF, Decent color, some verdigris, trace of mint red

269. 237/423a, Rl, MS-62 RB, NGC certified, lots of mint red, good luster

(Min.Bid $115.00)

270. 243/247a, R3, XF, Good color, some verdigris, couple rim cuds, ex-Tanen-

baum
271. 255/390a, Rl, F, Good color, some verdigris

272. 255/393b, R3, XF, Brass, decent color, very minor verdigris, old thin ob-

verse scratch, ex-Tanenbaum

273. 256/433a, Rl, AU-h, Nice color with some mint red within devices

274. 299/350a, R2, VF, Decent color, verdigris

275. 390/434a, R3, AU Details, Multi-colored, may have had old cleaning, some

luster, couple marks, weak centers

Sale Closes on April 15, 2015

End of Sale

Good Luck!
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The General Store
Civilwartokens.org: Free site helping to bring Civil War token knowledge together.

We offer many categories and are looking to add anything at the request of sub-

scribers. Jonathan Wolfgram - jawolfgram@mail.plymouth.edu

PORTSMOUTH, OHIO - Fuld OH 745A Burtons Exchange and 745B Cunning Li-

quors storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M. Edenfield, Post Office Box

25191, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191.

PLEASE VISIT: Shigitatsu.com for a nice selection of CWTs. Beautiful enlarged

obv./rev. images. John M. Martello, P. O. Box 855, Bethpage, NY 1 1714 or email:

shigitatsu@aol.com

JUST ASKING! Do you have any unusual MI 920 for sale? (Been asking for years!)

Paul Cunningham 517-902-7072, cunninghamchips@hotmail.com,

or cunninghamexonumia.com

FUNKY, INDIANA PRIMITIVES WANTED: Big clips, off center, double struck,

other odd strikes. I pay top dollar. Wayne Stafford, 3004 Connett Ave., Ft. Wayne,

IN 46802 or sweetnet8361@yahoo.com

COMPLETE SET OF ORIGINAL CWTS JOURNALS from Fall 1967 - current. Fall

1967 through Winter 2001 are hardbound in 10 volumes; the rest are not bound.

Offers. Bob Canaday, 615-838-1679.

STILL LOOKING: For examples of delisted patriotics 481/491 and 481/493 “Rhode

Island Sporting Scene” tokens. Please contact Chris Erlenwein at (860) 304-7456 or

chris.erlenwein@comcast.net.

FREE: SEMI-ANNUAL FIXED PRICE LIST of tokens, medals and paper collectibles.

Always many Civil War tokens, etc. Write soon for next list. Norman Peters, P.O.

Box 29, Lancaster, NY 14086-0029.

WANTED TO BUY: Springfield and North Hampton, Ohio tokens, Ron Patton, 937-

399-0414 or Ronl3@sbcglobal.net

WANTED TO BUY: 67/372 any metal, overstrikes, etc. welcome. Call or write Steve

Butler, 3414 137th St., Gig Harbor, WA 98332, 253-858-8647.

FREE: CWTS HALL OF FAME MEDAL - Send SASE with postage for two ounces

to Don Erlenkotter, 10616 Ranch Road, Culver City, CA 90230-5457. For further

details about this copper medal, email derlenko@anderson.ucla.edu.
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SEE WWW.CWTOKEN.COM for resource materials on collecting CWTs by pictorial

type, and for hundreds of downloadable, high-quality photos. Also a few choice

and rare CWT examples for sale. Ken Bauer, 145 Elena Court, Scotts Valley, CA
95066-4707; email ken.bauer@mac.com; tel. 831-359-9307.

WANTED: NJ CWTs & HT Tokens, 1798 Large Cents & NJ Colonials. Write first.

Steven Kawalec, P.O. Box 4281, Clifton, NJ 07012 or owlprowler@aol.com CWTS
LM189.

141/307b, R8 in brass for sale along with unlisted and multiply struck pieces.

Descriptions & pictures are available at http://cwts.ecrater.com or contact me at

wvluitje@gmail.com if you are looking for something not shown there.

CWTS Journals 1997-2005 - I would like to purchase or borrow all or any of these

to read. Vincent Contessa, yovinny@netzero.net or tel. 865-690-9429.

--r-

SEEKING CIVIL WAR STORE CARD TOKENS FROM NEW YORK (mostly inter-

ested in NYC, but also other towns). Prefer UNC/MS, but will consider anything,

especially if rare/scarce. Please send list with grades/pricing and scans if available

Have some CWT patriotics and store cards (NYC and others) to trade or can pay

cash, davidposes@gmail.com or 914-645-4750.

WANTED TO BUY: Wisconsin CWTs: 300C-2a, 300C-3a, 300C-4a, 300E la. Please

send price, condition, description, and photo if available to: northernlight@charter.

net

THIS WAS ANDERSONVILLE (1972) by John McElroy. Trade for MI 225BL-la or

MI 225BL-3b in fine-i-. Email Tom at geesetom@aim.com for more info.

NEW WEB SITE: Please check out my new Web site at www.rick-irons.com. Sutler

tokens, patriotics 8c store cards for sale. Also, pictures of my sutler token collec-

tion.

My Retail CWT List of about 200 storecards available from LCDZIUBEK@zoom-
internet.net or Larry DziubekP.O. Box 235, Connoquenessing, PA 16027

CINCINNATI, OHIO-Euld I65R Brighton House and 165DS West End Saloon

storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M.Edenfield, Post Office Box 25191

Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191

The Society regrets to report the passing of Robert

Banks, Life Member #82 on January 12, 2014
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Civil War Sutler Tokens

& Cardboard Scrip

2nd Edition of David Schenk-

man’s book edited by Rick Irons

This 241 page hardcover fea-

tures large color photos.

The retail price is $99.95 but is

available to CWTS members

for $89.95. Checks can be made
payable to:

Richard W Irons

RO. Box 4482

Lancaster, PA 17604-4482
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Discover Stacks Bowers Galleries

We host a parade of auctions throughout

the year that feature tokens and medals,

and invite you to participate as a buyer or

consignor to all of our events.

Since 1933, Stacks Bowers Galleries

has been at the forefront of numismatics,

handling more prominent collections and

rarities than any other coin auction firm in

the world. Our experts lead the hobby in

definitive presentations of scarce and rare

tokens and medals of the United States and

around the world. Throughout our history,

we have cataloged and sold some of the

most important collections in this

specialized area, including The Collections

of James E. Dice & M. Lamar Hicks, and

The John J. Ford, Jr. Collection of Coins,

Medals and Currency.

For more information on upcoming

auctions, please contact us at

800.458.4646 (West Coast),

800.566.2580 (East Coast), or

visit our website StacksBowers.com.

Tm C'ou.»rrK>vs or

jAMiis E. Dick &
M. Lamak Hicks

OH.NJ. FORI), J, ( cil.l

t «i.\v KiMij «.D< I tx.rr
iHtTtiin

Americana

’Tti.

Showcase Auctions
800.458.4646 West Coast Office • 800.566.2580 East Coast Office

1063 McGaw Avenue Ste 100, Irvine, CA 92614 • 949.253.0916

lnfo@StacksBowers.com • StacksBowers.com

New York • Hong Kong • Irvine • Paris • Wolfeboro

SBG CWTI 9.10.14 America’s Oldest and Most Accomplished Rare Coin Auctioneer

Jtaeh ifSowerti
GALLERIES



AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Civil War Store Cards Hard Times Tokens

Stephen L. Tanenbaum

Coming attraction;

Tokens from my personal collection

1 have been busy cataloging and compiling listings of items from the estate of the

late Stephen L. Tanenbaum, a fine friend for many years. For more than 40 years Steve

gathered these, continually improving and upgrading. The vast majority of the Civil War

tokens are Mint State, many certified by NGC (which Steve was in the midst of doing)

and others still in his 2x2 cardboard holders. Rarity-9 (2 to 4 known) tokens abound as

do, believe it or not, R-10 (unique) tokens and unlisted varieties. These include tokens of

Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and

Tennessee. The Hard Times tokens range in grade from well-circulated to Mint State and

are mostly comprised of scarce and rare varieties.

In addition, during the coming two years 1 will be cataloging and listing several thou-

sand Civil War tokens from my own collection. These will include many coins pedigreed

to the Fuld, Grellman, Rossa, Tanenbaum, and other collections. Some years ago Steve

sold me most of his numismatic strikes, electing to keep for himself a smaller number of

pieces. 1 will be offering many off-metal tokens, overstrikes on Indian cents and other

coins, and the like. This will be a continuing process, adding tokens in groups.

Each token has been carefully priced to be what 1 consider to be a very reasonable

value. It is significant to say that it has been the rule, not the exception, that those buying

tokens have come back to buy more!

If you will send me an e-mail request 1 will send you my latest list by return e-mail.

Nearly all are one-of-a-kind in the Tanenbaum estate and, in time, those 1 olTer from my
own holdings.

Thank you for your interest!

Box 539 Wolfeboro FalKs, NH 03896

Request by e-mail; qdbarchive@metrocast.net
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Essential CWT Books

U.S. Civil War Store Cards (Third Edition), 664 pages. Full Color. Lists all

merchant issuers of Civil War Tokens by state and town. Thousands of

tokens are depicted with their rarity numbers. Many Merchant Biographies,

and historical overview. The essential reference for the collector of store

cards. $100 for non-members; $85 for members.

Patriotic Civil War Tokens (Fifth Edition), 436 pages [2007 winner of the

Numismatic Literary Guild’s “Extraordinary Merit” Award]. Extensively

revised edition with more than 120 new entries, 36 new dies, updated rarities,

listing changes, and comprehensive “Die-a-Grams” for identifying dies. The

essential reference for collecting patriotic tokens. Softcover $25 for non-

members; $20 for members.

The Civil War Token Collectors Guide by Bryon Kanzinger, 236 pages.

Lists all tokens with their rarities and prices according to condition. Includes

a rarity scale for towns and a separate listing of the rarest store cards; filled

with information including suggestions and listings for collecting by themes.

Useful for valuing a collection. Softcover: $30 for non-members, $25 for

members.

Civil War Store Cards of Cincinnati by John Ostendorf, 383 pages. Provides

detailed information about the millions of metallic store card tokens that

were produced in Cincinnati for merchants ranging from New York to

Kansas and Alabama to Minnesota. The softcover edition may be purchased

from Lulu.com for $25.50 plus shipping at www.Lulu.com/product/4076901

.

The hardcover edition is available for $38.00 plus shipping at

WWW. Lulu.com/product/4076883. CWTS members may also purchase the

hardcover edition from the CWTS Bookstore on the Society’s Web site. See

the “Book Preview” on either of the above Lulu.com Web sites to view the

cover and first nine pages of the book.

Please indicate which books you are ordering, make your check or money

order payable to the CWTS, and mail to Karin Cannataro, CWTS Book

Manager, Eagle Eye Rare Coins, P. O. Box 32891, Tucson, AZ 85751,

email karin@indiancent.com. You may also order books from the CWTS Web
site at www.CWTSociety.com.

‘‘Buy the book before the token!”



THE CIVIL WAR TOKEN JOURNAL is produced by the Civil War Token Society to help

stimulate and maintain interest in the field of Civil War token collecting. The society is

strictly a non-profit organization. The Journal is published quarterly: Spring, Summer, Fall,

and Winter. Single copy price is $5.00. Membership in the CWTS is $18 per year,

payable in advance, and includes a subscription to the Journal.
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CWTS Email Contacts

Officers:

President: Paul Cunningham-cuninghamchips@hotmail.com
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Visit us at www.CWTSociety.org

Register for the Message Board and

sign up for our Twitter account!
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The Buck Stops Here- Summer 2015

Many CWTS ideas have been kicked around in the past sev-

eral months. Some have been “trash-canned” very quickly

while others have been looked at, debated, fussed with and

possibly “tabled” for a while.

One of the big problems we had dealt with was the delivery

of the new books. With the tremendous interest in the books,

we were a bit derelict in getting all the books out in a timely

manner. It was a minor glitch and resolved very quickly when we discovered the

problem area. Thanks to Rick Snow and his book-lady Karin.

The Auction reporting columns we used to see in the CWTJournal are not in our near

future. I contacted several sources and found no interest. Are you up to the task of

following the auctions and reporting unusual items selling at unusual prices?

In discussion about a 50 year index for the CWT Journal, there was nothing but

thumbs-up. It should be a simple matter to integrate the recent information into the

approximately 40 year index information that we have now. And weTl mail a free copy

to each member!

As there is a fifty year celebration coming up, it’s time to be thinking about what you

want to do or what you want to see someone else doing! Please pass along any thoughts

to any of the officers.

The literary awards and the service award(s) are in discussion now. When we are done

kicking these around, I will have the honor of calling the winners and inviting them to

the ANA convention in August. We expect to be caught up with awards being made that

have been ignored for several years.

And speaking of August, our tentative plans are to have our annual CWTS Board of

Governors and general meeting at 4:00 pm with a short and exciting presentation

following. Check the CWTS website for room number or your favorite numismatic

publications.

Finally, ANA convention-wise, we would like to have one or two members “man” our

club table at the show and entertain any non-collectors who drop by. There is no stipend

offered, except an occasional coffee courtesy of the President. It would be great to have

at least two different people for each day. Please contact the Secretary ifyou will help in

this manner. If you need to make plans ahead of our official announcement of meetings

and dates, contact the Secretary.
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There has been some discussion of having a CWTS award breakfast or banquet at the

convention, either in the convention facility or in a neighborhood restaurant. What
do you think? Sounds like fun to me, like what TAMS has been doing for years.

We have seen some interest in sending a Young Numismatist or two to the ANA
summer seminar in Colorado Springs. This is something we need to think about

now for next summer, not this. We need some help. We cannot or will not plunder

our treasury to send out two or even one recipient without help from the member-

ship. If we could pledge even $1 per member, we could give a youngster (18 or un-

der?) the time of his life. Remember, any money donated to CWTS is tax deductable!

Don Shawhan, who has faithfully manned his Librarians, has retired due to some

medical concerns. John Ostendorf has taken over for now. Is there a person out there

interested in taking on the responsibility of being the Librarian?

After some time of having nobody to manage the Verification Service, Dave Snider

has reinvented the wheel, so to speak, and will be announcing a new method of op-

eration. Watch for news on this.

Cindy Wibker will be stepping aside as Publicity person. With her many respon-

sibilities, distributing “publicity” was one from which she reluctantly steps down.

Volunteers?

Mark Glazer has been involved with our Paypal business for some time now and I

have named him as the official Paypal Coordinator. He keeps up with any business

that CWTS has generated through the website, including accepting payments, di-

recting them to the Treasurer and making sure “products” are being delivered.

Other Board offices are being evaluated at this time; further announcements may be

made in the next CWTJ issue.

As of the Ides of March, the Store Card book sales is about 425. For a book published

by a non-profit organization with relatively little promotion, the results are notewor-

thy. If the book sales were equally divided between retail and wholesale, 1 figure our

break-even point has just about been reached! Hurrahs all around!

It comes as no surprise that the Civil War Patriotic Tokens book would come up for

discussion after the great success our Store Card book is enjoying. Tlie Board voted

in March to move forward with the publication. Chairperson Susan Trask heads up

the committee with Mark Glazer, Steve Hayden, and Q. David Bowers along with

Evelyn Mishkin who did layout and design for Store Card 3. It will be smaller than

the Store Card Book, of course, and will have undergone a major structural change.

Information will be rearranged to make study of the series easier. And it will be in

full-color. Look for it to be in your hands before Christmas of this year!
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You say you are 68 and want to join CWTS today? Fine, we’ll be happy to sign you

up. How about a life membership? Sure, just pony up $360! Let’s see, $360 divided by

$18 equals 20 years. Can you promise me that I’ll live another 20 years? Oops. Social

Security says you have 14 more years!

I am proposing that we look into a sliding scale of life membership rates. Let’s start

with, say, 65. Social Security says the male should live to be about 83 (18 years). We
could set the life member rate at about $320 and the CWTS should not lose any

money. Investments in our life membership account should about break even.

Do age 70 at about $290. Break even. 75? Make it $200. Break even.

Why bother? Because life membership in CWTS is a great honor. It’s something of

which a recipient would be proud! Think about it. P.S. We could do a women’s pro-

gram also.

Paul Cunningham, President CWTS

CALL FOR NOMINATIONS
Three positions on our Board of Governors are up for election

this year. As the Society’s Election Commissioner, I am asking

for nominations to fill these positions for the two-year term

beginning on January 1, 2016. Members are invited to nominate

themselves or other members to run for the one of the seats open

on the Board.

The only stipulations for candidacy are that the positions are to

be filled by active members. The Board positions now held by

Pat Flannery, Bill Luitje, and Jud Petrie are up for election and all

may be re-nominated.

Please send nominations to me no later than June 30th. I will

accept nominations by regular mail or email.

SCOTT BLICKENSDERFER
PO BOX 1732

MISHAWAKA, IN 46546

docsblick@hotmail.com
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Editor’s Corner

Connecting the Dots

One of the things I love most about Civil War Tokens is the history

behind them, the stories they tell and the way they sometimes lead

to other events of interest to me. And sometimes, just the opposite

occurs and an event can lead to research that uncovers a connection

to a token.

Over 25 years ago while vacationing in Yellowstone National Park

my husband and 1 took a side trip to Helena, Montana. In front of

the State Capitol building was a statue of Thomas Francis Meagher

on horseback. He was the first governor of the Montana Territory

and had served in the

American Civil War

as a Brigadier General

in the U.S. 69th

regiment of New York

having recruited a

full company of Irish

infantrymen, known
as ‘The Fighting Irish’.

Fast forward to last

week and my vacation

to Ireland. On a

walking tour of the

city of Waterford our

guide stopped in front

of a large statue in the

town square of (you

guessed it!) Thomas

Francis Meagher,

known as Waterford’s

Favorite Son.
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Born on the site of what is now the Granville Hotel, where my
husband and I were staying, Meagher, an eloquent orator, was

instrumental in the formation of the Irish Confederation. Subsequent

events caused his exile to Tasmania and an eventual escape to New
York.

I immediately began to connect the dots of the governor, soldier and

seditionist that I knew to be one and the same person. If it weren’t for

pledging a computer-free trip to myself, I would have begun immediate

research on what I hoped might lead to a Civil War sutler token of the

69th regiment. That would have to wait for home. Unfortunately, my
subsequent Internet search turned up no such treasure. But I haven’t

given up, perhaps David Schenckman, Dave Bowers or Rick Irons has

something archived to shed light on my quest.

The thing is, its history that keeps me engaged in tokens and tokens

that keep me engaged in history. And that is a common thread amongst

many of our CWTS members.

In this edition of the journal, take a look at David Gladfelter’s article

and how he has tied tokens to Civil War scrip. Or delve into the late

Steve Tanenbaum’s hand written note on Robin’s Garden. Or check out

past editions of the journal, like Vol.I3 #2, where after traveling to

Huntsville, AT, Cindy Wibker wrote an article about the White and

Swann token. Unable to glean any information on the merchants or

their trade, this token remains a mystery today.

Not all tokens have a great story, and not all stories lead to a token as

was the case with Meagher. But I sure had fun doing the research, and

I learned a lot about Meagher’s checkered and colorful past!

So pick a favorite token, get on your computer or go to the library, do

some research and connect the dots. Then write an article for YOUR
CWTS Journal!

(^((6an
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SCRIP MATES
(Continued from Previous Issue)

Part 2 Kentucky, Lousiiana and Massachusetts

Kentucky
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Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

480B-llp John W. Lee .05 Jan. 1, 1863 Hughes 418

480B-12p same .10 same Hughes 4 1

9

480B-13p same .50 same Hughes 421
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Comments: This series of notes is redeemable in “bread or confec-

tionaries” or in current funds in amounts of $1. The notes are lith-

ographed and signed on the stone by the merchant. Vignettes and

colors vary with the denomination, Hughes lists a .25 denomination

but without description. Hughes’s rarity estimates are 1 to 5 known of

each denomination. No imprint.

LOUISIANA
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Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

670A-llp J. B. Schiller .25 April 3, 1862 Rulau p. 293

Comments: Both Schillers name and place of business, the Sazerac House at 16

Royal Street in New Orleans, are given on this note for 25 cents, redeemable at the

Mechanics’ and Traders’ Bank in that city “in Confederate States Treasury Notes.”

Probably as a security device, this note has the merchant’s name stamped in red on

the back, from a stamp looking very similar to the one used by him to counterstamp

the 1860 cents. A scrip note of the .50 denomination with serial #411 was in the

Clarence Rareshide collection per Bill Manning. Several .25 notes exist.
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Euld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

115A-llp Comer’s Commerc’l College 100.00 None Schin. MA-120-100B?

115A-12p Same .05 None Schin. MA-120-.05

115A-13p Same .10 None Not in Schingoethe

115A-14p Same .25 None Schin. MA-120-.25

115A-15p Same .50 None Schin. MA-120-.50

115A-16p Same 2.00 None Not in Schingoethe

115A-17p Same 3.00 None Schin. MA-120-3.

115A-18p Same 5.00 None Schin. MA-190-5.

115A-19p Same 10.00 None Not in Schingoethe

115A-20p Same 5000.00 None Schin. MA- 120-5000.

115A-21p Same 50.00 None Schin. MA- 120-50?

Comments: Three series of notes were produced by this educational institution. The

first, of which lip is an example, has a printed advertisement on the back showing

the college office address at 666 Washington St. and has no imprint. The second,

of which all other notes here listed except for the 2 Ip are examples, has a back

advertisement showing the address at 139 Washington St. The third, of which 21p

is an example, has a back advertisement showing the address at 323 Washington St.

Without reference to Boston city directories of the period, we cannot say in what

chronological order the three series were produced. All notes of the second and third

series have the imprint of A. Trochsler Lith. 116 Washington St. Boston. Fractional

notes of the second series are small in format (90mm wide), without vignettes; dollar

denominated notes are from 132mm to 138mm wide and have a variety of allegorical

vignettes. Schingoethe lists notes of this issuer only by denomination and not by

series, although two varieties of the 100.00 denomination are listed. Additional

denominations listed in Schingoethe are .03, 500.00 and 1000.00. Tlie notes are

described on their faces as “counters” and do not have promissory language. They

were used for business training and did not circulate.

REFERENCES USED
Earl Hughes, Kentucky Obsolete Notes and Scrip. N. R, Society of Paper Money
Collectors, 1998.

Bill Manning, “Sazerac Coffee House,” The Copperhead Courier—Journal of the Civil

War Token Society, vol. 14 #1 pp. 11-15 (Spring 1980).

Russell Rulau, Standard Catalog of United States Tokens, 1700-1900. lola, Wl,

Krause Publications, 4th ed. 2004,

Herb and Martha Schingoethe, College Currency: Moneyfor Business Training. Port

Clinton, OH, BNR Press, Neil Shafer, editor, 1993.

Scripmates will he continued in the Fall Journal
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CWTS Library Announcement
Don Shawhan recently retired as our librarian. We thank him for his dedicated

ser\ ice for almost 15 years in this position.

Don sent the CWTS library to John Ostendorf who will now act as the society’s

librarian. Below is a list of library materials available to members. All library

loans are free to members. Members simply have to pay the round trip postage for

material borrowed.

If you have any unwanted or extra items in your library that may be of interest to

other CWT collectors, please consider donating them to the CWTS library.

All inquiries should be directed to John Ostendorf at the address or email listed near

the front of the Journal.

CWTS INVENTORY
Books/Pamphlets/Articles :

B-1 Medallic Portraits of Washington, by Baker

B-2 New Impetus for Civil War Tokens, by Bardes

B-3 Undescribed Civil War Cards and Tokens, by Barnett

B-1 2 The Mussey Token, by Burrows

C- 1 5 Sutler Token Rarities and Valuations, by Curto

C- 1 6 List of sutler Tokens and Scrip, by Curto

D-4 The Albion Commercial College Token, by Dekeback

E-8 The Preservartion of Coins, by Epps

F-8 Subject Index ofAdams Photographs in Hetrich and Guttag

“Civil War Tokens and TradesmanCards” by George Fuld, Melvin Fuld,

Edward H. Davis. Reprinted from Numismatic Scrapbook Magazine

October 1954. (6)

F-1 1 The Wealth of the South Tokens, by Fuld

F-12 The Tokens of the Boutwells of Troy, N.Y., by Fuld

F-1 3 The Storecards of Robinson & Ballou, by Fuld

F-14 The Tokens of the Great Central Fair, by Fuld

F-1 5 US Civil War Tokens, Coinage of the Americas Conference at the

American Numismatic Society, New York, Oct 29,1994, pamphlet 15

pages, by Fuld

F-30 US Civil War Store Cards, 2nd edition (first printing), Fuld,

F-50 Patriotic CW Tokens, George & Melvin Fuld, 4th Edition (2)

F-52 Die Photos & Fuld/Moore Listings Update of the 4th Edition

(softcover) (5)

F-55 Patriotic CW Tokens, George & Melvin Fuld, 5th Edition

H-4 Indiana Merchant Issuers of the C.W.T. Business Directory, by Flamm
H-5 Civil War Tokens and Traadesmen Cards, by Hetrick & Guttag
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H-12 Michigan Store Card of Grand Havaen (360-B), by Hubbard

L-5 Wm. F. Lutz, Civil War Engraver of Cinn. O., by Lindesmith

L-6 The Business Card Civil War Die, by Lindesmith

L-7 Rhode Island Tokens, by Lindesmith

M-1 WI Art History booklet, “My Life”, an autobiography, John Marr, 1998

West Bend Art Museum (2)

M-10 The Stoner & Shroyer Tokens, by Moore

N-8 New Hampshire Card, by Nudd
0-1 Civil War Store Cards of Cincinnati, by John Ostendorf

P-5 Metallic Currency Patented by Gault, by Peal

Q-2 Memorial Day Story (Henry C. Welles, Waterloo, NY), by Quagliana

S-1 That Virginia Civil War Token, by Schenkman

S-2 Clarksburg Civil War Token, by Schramn

S-4 Civil War Sutler Tokens and Cardboard Scrip, by Schenkman

T-2 American Token Reprints from “The Numismatist,” by TAMS
W-2 Guide to Wisconsin Civil War Tokens, by Watson

Auction Catalogues :

Auction Catalogue - Kreesberg, 1 1/29/65

Auction - US Coins, Fuld-Merkin, 4/1/66

Auction - VA Numismatics 9/22-23/67

Auction - Rare Coins and Currency, Seitz, Yorktown VA, 3/8-9/68

Auction - Harmer-Rooke - A Million Dollar Sale, 1 1/17-22/1969

Auction - Fuld, 8/15/71, Part 1,
36"’

Auction - Fuld, Part 11, 37'"

Auction - Dorge, MD 10/24/73

Auction - US, Foreign & CW, 10/2/72, Kabealo

Auction - US, Foreign & CW, 9/10/73, Kabealo

Mail Bid Auction Results from as early as 1970’s - various, in expanding folder

CWTS Journals :

CWTS Journals, Vol 1 ,
No. 1 Autumn 1 967 - Winter 20 1 4 [missing V 1 1 N 1 , and

all ofV14-17]

CWTS Journal Volumes 1-6 — (5)

CWTS Journal Volumes 7-10 -(3)

CWTS Journal Volumes 11-16

CWTS Journal Volumes 16-20

CWTS Journal Volumes 21-25 (2)

CWTS Journal Volumes 26-30 (2)

CDs;

CD-”Untapped Potential of Civil War Tokens” by Q. David Bowers presented at

the ana’s World’s Fair of Money, Philadelphia, August 2012.

CD with instructions etc. in Word 2000 to make copies of the slide program
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VHS tapes :

WI Civil War Tokens, by KLraft

Money History in Your Hands

Slides/photos/negatives :

Civil War Tokens Storecards 72 slides commentary

Sutler Token Slide Program 77 slides 2 boxes commentary

Patriotic Civil War Tokens 48 slides commentary

Civil War Sutlers and Their Tokens

Trobough 44 slides commentary History ofCW Tokens - commentary

3 metal Slide Files, in cardboard boxes

Blue box full of orange envelopes, negatives and photos of various states, Store

Cards

Introduction to CW Tokens in Folder

One Brown Box, 12”x7x3-l/2 containing 3x5” CW token photos

One Green Box, 12x6x3-1/2 containing 3x5” CW token photos

One packet letter envelopes with CW token photos, labeled Page 1-46

One heavy cardboard box, 10x13x7-1/2, CW token photos

Archives/Misc. :

CWTS Certification of Incorporation letters

Minutes, 1989-1991, in expanding folder

Correspondence, H' drafts, Fuld, in expanding folder

Packet from Fauver on Sutler Letters [turned out not to be letters from a sutler, but

merely letters from a soldier]

CWTS Members Chris Karstedt and Evelyn Mishkin working at

the Whitman Baltimore Coin and Collectibles Show in March.
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Steve Hayden Fixed Price

Auctions

CivilWarTokens.com Catalog Sales

IT! f.

=DRY &OODS
CtfiOCERIES&G.
CQRTINWA.
• IND.

I l‘)(»l)-5a K:m M 65 KIT I .460/->ii Kii« M: 63 Uli l\50(»l-l:i K:i» M: : 3 Rli

s.-,5» S450 S45(l

Steve Hayden PO Box 22514 Charleston, SC 29413

el^ay Seller stevehayden - - 843-973-4556 civilwartokens@aol.com

Exclusive first time offer, no sales before publication.
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Lanfair Mallory & Co. - Baltimore Civil War Token

Russ Sears

The general concept of Civil War tokens was that they were issued

for use in giving change when all values of coins were being hoarded.

Baltimore tokens in use during the Civil War were not made to give

change. Most were either work tokens or incentive tokens. Work to-

kens were given to a worker based on production, such as an oyster

packer shucking a gallon of oysters. Incentive tokens might be good

for an amount against a purchase price or in trade for a service, similar

to the general use of tokens over the years.

Lanfair Malloy & Co. Redeemable from shuckers only

23mm Hard rubber - Black

One of the challenges of researching Baltimore tokens during the Civil

War period is that there were not directories for 1861, 1862 and 1863,

with the exception of the 1863 business directory. Another challenge

is that most collectors and many researchers are not aware that the

actual survey of people which listings were printed in directories was

usually done the year before the date of the directory. Tie 1864 di-

rectory was the result of going door to door in 1863. After all, if the

directory was dated 1863 and sold in 1864, potential purchasers might

not have wanted a year old directory, and not purchased it. Humans

surveyed the population door by door. The information was sorted

and assembled. Type was set. Tiere was potential for error and there

were errors in directories.
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Oyster packing was an important business in Baltimore even before

the Civil War. Tokens were used in the industry as proof of work

completed. Workers would save them until the prescribed time to

redeem, or cash them in for their pay.

Many of the Baltimore oyster packers were experienced in the field

before coming to Baltimore. The New Haven, Connecticut area was

a bustling center of the oyster industry. Packers in that area saw their

local supply dwindle and began importing oysters from the Chesapeake

Bay. It seemed logical for them to relocate to or invest in companies in

Baltimore to be close to the large supply of oysters in the Chesapeake

Bay.

One of the packers in Connecticut was Willard Mallory. His son,

Dwight Davidson Mallory moved to Detroit in the 1850s to trade

in groceries and then moved into oyster packing. The firm of D. D.

Mallory & Co. is listed in the 1861 Detroit City Directory. In 1862,

while the company name remained the same, the Detroit directory

showed additional owners of the business as Willard Mallory and

Horace S. Lanfair. It was in 1862 that Dwight D. Mallory relocated his

company headquarters to Baltimore.

Horace S. Lanfair was listed in the 1862 Detroit City Directory as part

of D. D. Mallory & Co. with a personal residence in Baltimore. This

listing proves residence for Lanfair in Baltimore during the Civil War
even though he had business interests in Detroit. Neither Lanfair or

Mallory are personally listed in Detroit in 1863-4, but the firm, D. D.

Mallory & Co. remained.

The 1864 Woods' Baltimore City Directory lists Lanfair Malloy & Co.,

Canton wharf, adjoining U. S. Bonded warehouse. H. S. Lanfair is

shown at 375 Canton Ave. Malloy should be Mallory which is in the

by name listings as William Mallory (Lanfair, M. 8c Co). Since this is

the only Mallory in the name listings, we believe the other members
of the Mallory family to have been in other cities when the survey

was made. Since we have no information on a William Mallory, we
consider the possibility that the person is actually Willard.
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While Lanfair Mallory & Co. appears in Baltimore directories only

as noted above, we seem to have lost Lanfair for a short time. The

1867-8 directory shows him again as part of D. D. Mallory & Co. It

is interesting to note that the 1865 directory shows this company as

located at Canton Wharf, the same location as Lanfair Mallory & Co.

In 1869, Lanfair appears with L. C. Spencer & Co., another prominent

oyster packer. H. S. Lanfair & Co. appears first in the 1870 Baltimore

directory and continues into the 1890's.

The above research places this company and its token right in the

middle of the Civil War and only at that time. The token is not listed

by Rulau in United States Token 1700-1900 or by David E. Schenkman

in Maryland Merchant Token and Merchant Tokens of Hard Rubber

and Similar Compositions. As far as we know, it is the only existing

specimen. There are two holes in the token which may have been

used in storing and controlling the tokens. Lost tokens meant a loss of

income to oyster shuckers.

Resources:

Baltimore's Packing & Canning Industry by Jane Sears (to

be published)

Detroit City Directories of 1861, 1862, 1863-4, 1864-5

Woods' Baltimore City Directory 1864 - 1887

Polk's Baltimore City Directory 1888-1892

Baltimore: Its History and Its People, Lewis Historical

Publishing Co. 1912.

Maryland Merchant Tokens by David E. Schenkman

Merchant Tokens of Hard Rubber and Similar

Compositions by David E. Schenkman

Standard Catalog ofUnited States Tokens by Russell Rulau

folds website
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BUSINM DIRacroRT. 526
Cray Amrlia M. 75 Waraer
I^>l«rt-t( LouMHt, 4U9 w Batliniorv
KtKluliiiCirr TKerraa, 901 «r HUidl*
Oro** Mra* GlicabrUii 65 o Pt»pp&eU>ii
Hrnd«r«on Kiturah, 31 a Carolina
Huiw M«a. Marcarrl, 964 a Haltiiaorv
Hollina Mra. Mary, 39 n Amiiy
Hnpkina Elisa, 46 a Prait
Iluds*ici Mra. Rt-baai-a F. 177 Prratoa
Kiiy Mary Ana, 113 Aiaquilh
McL^tr Mariptm, Iftfl n EuCaw
Munroa Anna, 149 Kosa ^

Oil Dealers.

Aimnidon A Cro4Mt»ir. 337 w RAl«imor«
BolUMt Hucti A Co. 81 McKIdarry’s wharf* Merorr, 8 F:xchane« ulaca
Burns A Co. 96 Li«hl-al wharf
Caproo ts Co. North pwar Ea{n>r
Carawall John 8. 910 Alicaanna
Coal Oil aiMl ParalSna Co. of Ballimora, a w

cor Wati aiMl Lradatihall
Crana W. A Bon, cor Chrapaiila nnil Walrr
CrcBccnl Coal Oil Co. s weor Waat and How-

ard
Deford Benjamin A Sons, 49 s Calrart
Uttbraail dc Co. 99 Canulan
FussrllMioKh Wm. II. U. 1C8 a Oay
Oardnsr Win. O. A Co. 4 s Lihrrty
I lain ill A. dt W. J. n c cor Cantoii asmua and

Hswiau J. Q. di Son, 96 w Lombard and 9Water
HolTmaa A Oeford, 84 w Lombard
Janney Wan. W. ow Bowly’a wh and Pratt
Jenkins Edward, 13 Chraiwide
Ktn^ John A Boo, 48 a I toward
Msrnu Joaeph C. di Bro. 195 and 197 East-

ern arenuc
Newixdd Jamaa F. 2 a Baluatorv
••C* G*o. S. A Dro. (heasy, light and tar

txiSf) 111 Smith's wltarf
P^khurst Jared, jr. 4k Co. 78 South
Rtehardson A Co. 96 s Calvert
Knhtnsnn Wia. C. 81 South
Smith ^bert M. (coal oil.) foot i»f Kutaw
Smith Tboa A John M. 121 and 193 Smith’swharf
S^.ilcker Win. A H. 13C w Baltiraoro
Trrusrh Charles, 119 a Broadway
Frry di Burns, 95 Liglit-at wharf
>V aahiagton 4k Read, a w cot Ede
ton a Venus

West Christopher 4t Sons, 306 w Pratt

Opticians.

o A R- S«C w Baliimor*
Sadtler P. B. 4k Sona. 219 w Baltimore

Organ Bulldera.

Hall James, 916 Lexington
Pnmplas August, s w cor Pratt and AlbemarleTuUy Bernard, 7 a EuUw

Ornamental Plaatorora.

FoMe A Forman, cor .Morris at and PrestonRomm Ntcholaa, 433 w BalUmore

*• 5*A0K dk &RO., jasnuliactarwrs m€ ItooCs ami H<
WkarC C. UAltT aaUTU. A«ai

Eden and Can-

Oyater Dealera.

Abbott Jamca F, 71 a Carolina
Baldwin, M yer A Co. 90 Weat FalU ar
Barnea A Debow, 150 w Pratt
^inklry A Reeves, 177 w Falls ar
Brosdlient Joseph F. 145 North
Brooks 8. I). eor Boston and Owynn
Buckley A Smith, 193 lliUan
Callahan T. A I). foot of >||||
Field Abialher W. 309 w Lombard
Field Abiatbi r. 309 w Lombard
Qrmnriia A Tajrlar, Alicranna fooc of CHestar
Hatch Charles K.ACo. Ill McKIdrrry^ whf
Kenmtt Thontas A Co. West Falls ar and n

e cor Crutral av and Bank
King F. A Co. 247 w Pratt
l-aalair hlnltoy A Co. Canton wharf, adjoin-

ing U. S. Bonded warrhousr
Mahoney John C. roe Chester and Altceanna
Mallby C. 8. foot of West Falls nr
Mann A Co. 38 York
Mr.Murry l.«uia A Co. 954 and 256 w Biddle
Mitchell John T. A Co. 13 and 15 M ercer
Numsen, Carroll A Co. 18 Light
Price R. W. A Co. 91 and 93 .McElderry’a
wharf '

Rabo^ A Bro. Hill near Light
Redding A Miisaon, 986 Hughes
Rowe A Sehoheld, 69 Boston, Canton
Selh Kolwri L. 9 Albemarte
Shrirer James A Co. 375 a Sharp
Shrirrr John L. 8i Bro. 307 w Pmtt
Smith A Co. 14, 16 and 18 East Falls ar
Solomon I*n^, 309 w Lombard
Smith Samu/lj. junction Howard and Liberty
Smith Wm. T. A Co. a e eor McHenry mX
and Lemmon

Sjwnccr L. C. A Co. 319 Aticeanna
Thomas S. W, A E. C. jr.. 143 German^omas EdwardC. sr., 4k Sons, 249 Lexington
Wallemevrr Jacob, 17 .Mercer
Wenu W'llliamA Co. a c eor Pratt and Emory

Packing Box Makora.

Rarktagc A Henneman, 15 Cowpen al
Duker Harman A Co. rear 916 w Pratt
Klingmevrr A Heiae, |8 M r.CMIan ’a al
Scliulge Ferdinand, 15 n Sharp
Ttcmcyer A Walljen, Box al, on German be-

tween Hanorer and Sharp
Winkclman John, 19 and 15 Grant
Woodroge Georgs, 34 Park

Paintora—Houso and Sign.

Anderson Wm. H. orer 4 n Sharp
Andrews B. F. A Co. orer 3€ South
Black Lewis W. orer 976 w Hallimors
Komgard< n James. 71 Ross
Burke Thomas. 590 w Bsltimors
<:orr Francis A. 594 w Rslilmocs
Chriatopher Milton. 3 w Pratt
Coat.-a Rolx-rt K. 5 n Sharp
Costello Wm. ?8s Regestcr
Dr Beet Wm. C. 17 w Fayette
Dianey Olirer M. 77 Dorer
Dianey Riehaid E. 144 Camden
Emm.irt A auarUry, 976 w Ksllimors
kondrr Rtchard. eor Gay and Harriaon

oodSHt Matertais, III awaie*i*
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Forty Years Ago in the Civil War Token Society

by Paul Cunningham

Forty Years Ago-

A toad - or was it a frog- welcomed the CWTS to the Summer issue!

(Do you know how many amphibians are pictured in the store card

series?) Jack Detwiler continues his Die-A-Gram series, this issue

being Part 6, 1863 Liberty headband with 13 star field. Pliny Chase,

a review of his store cards, was penned by Fred Reed 111; he noted

that Chase probably doesn’t get the notice that he really deserves., Jon

Harris, Our Man, at the A.N.S. chronicles his task of looking through

the ANS collections and listing all the unlisted CWTs found there!

Raise your hand if you like to have been there recording what new

stuff was discovered! Charles Kirtley presents his thoughts in The

Descriptive Grading of Uncirculated CWTs . Here are some tips for

correctly grading those pesky UNCs. Benj Fauver brings on his Part 3

of Collecting CWTs by Die. Short articles were appreciated from David

Gladfelter and Mr. Harris.

Thirty Years Ago-

Sterling Rachootin illustrated his Millions for Defense, not ONE Cent

for Tribute with lots of wartime cartoons. Dale Cade’s Assembling a

Patriotic Type Set - Part 1 1 magically appeared! Gary Pipher regaled us

with another Auction Notes. We miss those, dont we? Larkin Wilson

announced two new Wealth of the South Tokens.

Twenty Years Ago-

Dale Cade presented The Case of the Missing Obverse Understrike. Bill

Jones spent some time Giving Value to CWTs, CWT Mini-Series Part

7. Look for discount tokens, look-a-likes and other values! Lets Hear

from You, says Sterling Rachootin, in regard to securing his last token.

He wanted to hear your story of your latest or best token. Courtesy

of Stack’s and a helping hand from Cinciy (Grellman) Wibker, a look

at The Legendary 1861 Confederate States of America Half Dollar.

President Jefferson Davis’ Personal Specimen. Several articles on Civil

War topics like battlefields and commemorative were in this issue.
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Ten Years Ago-

Torn Fredette surveys the Civil War Tokens ofGeorge Washington, with
1 1 illustrations. Jon Stock speaks ofhis hometown Baraboo, Wisconsin,
and the Civil War Tokens, which may be Lost to History. Truth be told
that what was lost was why the town was called Baraboo, and not
Chicago, Sisters, ^Ai^axahatchee or Tecumseh! John A. Hanawalt gives
his recollections of finding his first CWT in It Runs In The Family,
including a two cent piece which turned out to be a grandfather’s
dog tag! John Ostendorf researched the Cincinnati city directories in

an attempt to find some background on the City Hosiery Store (OH
165X) and found little. Isn’t that one of the reasons we love CWTs?
That they re seldom easy to track down and give up any important
facts at all? Short articles were contributed by Dale Cade and Sterling
Rachootin.

Today, yesterday and several weeks ago, the hurrahs regarding the
new Store Card book are bouncing around the internet, telephone
exchanges and hand written letters!

Ten Yearsfrom now, the CWTS announces the first recipient of the Q.
David Bowers Super Service Award. The winner receives not only a
diamond encrusted silver-plated Store Card book, but a three week
around-the-world cruise!

Twenty Yearsfrom now, Dangerous Dan, the Auction Man, presents his
first 1000 lot auction of CWTs.

Thirty Yearsfrom now, the last known David Schenkman’s first edition
Sutler Tokens Book sells for $1585.

Forty Yearsfrom now, as we look forward, we see continued and serious
research into the Civil War artifacts we call Civil War Tokens.

Fifty Yearsfrom now, the CWTS has completely stopped delivery of the
Journal by “mail” and “internet” and depends entirely on ESR
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ATTENTION ALE RESEARCHERS!

Below is a copy of a hand written note by the late Steve Tanenbaum,

forwarded to the editor by Dave Bowers. Grab your magnifiers (Steve’s

printing was very small) and see if you can solve the puzzle he was

working on. Was Robin’s Garden in Chicago? Was this a trade name
or the proprietor’s name?

pc. 3 y00
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CALLING ALL PATRIOTIC TOKEN
COLLECTORS

The 6*'" Edition of George and Melvin Fuld's

Patriotic Civil War Tokens

is currently in production.

Any corrections, new varieties or die combinations to the
5^'' Edition would be greatly appreciated.

Please forward input to Susan Trask, Chair Person by July

15, 2015 P. O. Box 2053, Sisters, Or 97759 or email to

susantrask@mindspring.com

r

Token and Medal Society

(TAMS) shares with CWTS many of the

same goals and Interests.

Sample copies of the TAMS bi-monthly journal

are available from the

TAMS Secretary

Kathy Freeland, P.O.Box 195

Mayville, Ml 48744

ksfdaf@sbcglobal.net
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Note from Verification Officer

Greetings to all you enthusiasts who collect and study Civil War
Tokens!

This is my first official note as Verification Officer; it s a pleasure to

meet you. To start with some history, the verification service was

started in the mid ‘80s to encourage owners of potential new/un-

known patterns to be discovered.

As you may know the last officer, Steve Tanenbaum was tragically

killed in Feb of 201 1; and the position was vacant for a while until I

was appoined to take over in Spring of 2013.

Since then 1 have examined about 20 pieces either by having them

sent to me or sometimes a good image was all it took.

The conditions of submitting a token are that it cannot be found

in the usual reference books; so the focus has been on finding new
patterns. However any errors, contemporary counterstamps, or other

unusual pieces are welcome and readily accepted, documented and

returned promptly to their owners.

Other things I have been working on are...

-Compiling a small binder of related paperwork;

-Updating forms such as the verification certificate, the token sub-

mission log, and pattern comparison sheets.;

-Assembling a test bench/show box; this is an old wooden silver-

ware chest with a single drawer underneath. With this display I can:

1) Do specific gravity testing; 2) Touchstone color (streak) test; 3)

Edge testing using ISOOx sandpaper.
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I hope to bring the show box to the Denver Coin Expo, May 6, where

I will be present at the CWTS booth.

In the future, I may want to get feedback on how you all store tokens,

and even have a service offering standard packaging.

Its truly a lot of fun to serve as officer and get to encounter a great

variety of different patterns.

Best,

Dave Snider, Verification Officer
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NOTICE OF POLICY

The following policy and terms will be observed by the Society’s Verification Service.

Please read carefully before submitting specimens to the Verification Officer.

1. Verification is performed at a charge of $6 per token plus the cost of any insur-

ance and/or registered mail required. If no insurance is requested, each token will

be valued at a maximum of $10 in the event of loss.

2. The purpose of the Verification Service is to identify and attribute tokens belong-

ing to or being offered to CWTS members that appear to be new varieties of Civil

War tokens, such as those of unlisted issuers and new die varieties or die combina-

tions or metal types or overstrikes for inclusion in future editions of the patriotic

and storecard catalogs. The Service does not identify and attribute tokens that can

be readily identified by consulting the catalogs. The Verification Officer at his/her

discretion may decline to examine tokens that are identifiable from the catalogs.

3. No more than four specimens in one package will be accepted by the Service

without prior correspondence with the Verification Officer.

4. For return to the submitter, all specimens will be insured for a minimum value of

$10 per token. The submitter has the option of requesting and paying for insurance

and/or registered mail if a higher value is declared. The CWTS cannot be responsi-

ble for insurance above the minimum without submission of this value.

5. All specimens must be submitted in 2 x 2 vinyl or Mylar flips. Tlie Service cannot

be responsible for specimens in special holders or cardboard, stapled holders. (This

requirement will protect against possible damage during removal.) Specimens will

usually be removed from the holder by the Service. Most will have a specific gravity

determination. This requires submerging the token in water.

6. Unless permission is specifically denied on the request form, the Service may do

a touchstone test on the edge of the token. This will usually be done to differentiate

copper, brass, and copper-nickel.

7. The submitter should state the specific information or question to be answered

regarding the specimen.

8. The Verification Service will not assign a rarity or value to any new find. A copy

of the new find certificate will be submitted to the editor of the storecard catalog

and/or the editor of the patriotic catalog. The assignment of rarity can be done more

accurately by the cataloguing staff.

9. All specimens must be accompanied by a properly filled-in request form, copies

of which are available in this and previous Journal editions.

10.

Six weeks must be allowed for the return of specimens.
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CWTS VERIFICATION SERVICE

The CWTS provides a verification service for its members. If you would like an in-

dependent opinion regarding a Civil War Token, submit the token with the following
form (one for each token) to:

CWTS Verification Service

Dave Snider

800 East Simpson Street

Lafayette, CO 80026-2389
(You may copy this form)

Request for Verification

Name
(Last) (First)

Address

City State Zip
CWTS Member Yes No
Token Attribution (FULD numbers and metal)

Owner’s Value

From Whom Acquired

Specific Opinion Request (e.g. genuine? attribution? planchet metal?
error?)

PERMISSION FOR A TOUCHSTONE TEST TO BE PERFORMED
IS IS NOT GRANTED.
I understand and acknowledge that any opinion rendered by the

CWTS Verification Service on the authenticity or condition of the
item submitted herewith represents a considered judgment by the ex-

aminers. Verification, however, neither constitutes a guarantee that

the item is genuine nor guarantees that others will not reach different

conclusions. The item will be examined with available nondestructive
techniques and will be judged by examiners based upon information
available to them, but no warranties are expressed or implied from any
opinion rendered in consequence of the application.

Date

Signature
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ADVERTISING INFORMATION
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: Free 25-word ad to all Members.

Members’ additional ads (more than one per quarter) and extra words cost

10 cents per word.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING; Full-page ad $75, half-page $40, quarter-

page $25. Inside front or back cover $85, outside back cover $100.

Halftones are $6 each. Identical ads run for four consecutive issues are

discounted 10%; payment with first insertion.

GENERAL: Only classified or display advertising pertaining to Civil War

tokens is acceptable. Members may enclose a flyer as a special enclosure

with any CWTS mailing for a cost of $50 beyond the cost of printing.

Please send all advertisements to the Editor.

CWTS Membership Application

Name

Address

State ZIP

Phone

Membership Categories and Dues Amounts

Regular $ 18.00 per year

Life Member $360.00 total

Associate Member* $ 9.00 per year

Junior Member** $ 9.00 per year

Resides with a Regular or Life Member, no Journal included

Under 18 years of age, date of birth:

Please make your check or money order payable to CWTS and mail to:

John Ostendorf, CWTS Sec., 523 Iliwasee Rd, Waxahachie, TX 75165.

Payments also may be made via PayPal at www.CWTSociety.org

City

email

*
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The General Store
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO - Fuld OH 745A Burtons Exchange and 745B Cunning Li-

quors storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M. Edenfield, Post Office Box
25191, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191.

PLEASE VISIT: Shigitatsu.com for a nice selection of CWTs. Beautiful enlarged

obv./rev. images. John M. Martello, P. O. Box 855, Bethpage, NY 1 1714 or email:

shigitatsu@aol.com

FUNKY, INDIANA PRIMITIVES WANTED: Big clips, off center, double struck,

other odd strikes. I pay top dollar. Wayne Stafford, 3004 Connett Ave., Ft. Wayne,
IN 46802 or sweetnet8361@yahoo.com

COMPLETE SET OF ORIGINAL CWTS JOURNALS from Fall 1967 - current. Fall

1967 through Winter 2001 are hardbound in 10 volumes; the rest are not bound.
Offers. Bob Canaday, 615-838-1679.

STILL LOOKING: For examples of delisted patriotics 481/491 and 481/493 “Rhode
Island Sporting Scene” tokens. Please contact Chris Erlenwein at (860) 304-7456 or

chris.erlenwein@comcast.net.

FREE: SEMI-ANNUAL FIXED PRICE LIST of tokens, medals and paper collectibles.

Always many Civil War tokens, etc. Write soon for next list. Norman Peters, P.O.

Box 29, Lancaster, NY 14086-0029.

WANTED TO BUY: Springfield and North Hampton, Ohio tokens, Ron Patton, 937-

399-0414 or Ronl3@sbcglobal.net

WANTED TO BUY: 67/372 any metal, overstrikes, etc. welcome. Call or write Steve

Butler, 3414 137th St., Gig Harbor, WA 98332, 253-858-8647.

FREE: CWTS HALL OF FAME MEDAL - Send SASE with postage for two
ounces to Don Erlenkotter, 10616 Ranch Road, Culver City, CA 90230-5457. For
further details about this copper medal, email derlenko@anderson.ucla.edu.

SEE WWW.CWTOKEN.COM for resource materials on collecting CWTs by pictorial

type, and for hundreds of downloadable, high-quality photos. Also a few choice and

rare CWT examples for sale. Ken Bauer, 145 Elena Court, Scotts Valley, CA 95066-

4707; email ken.bauer@mac.com; tel. 831-359-9307.
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WANTED: NJ CWTs & HT Tokens, 1798 Large Cents & NJ Colonials. Write first.

Steven Kawalec, P.O. Box 4281, Clifton, NJ 07012 or owlprowler@aol.com CWTS
LM189.

141/307b, R8 in brass for sale along with unlisted and multiply struck pieces. De-

scriptions & pictures are available at http://cwts.ecrater.com or contact me at wvluit-

je@gmail.com if you are looking for something not shown there.

CWTS Journals 1997-2005 - I would like to purchase or borrow all or any of these to

read. Vincent Contessa, yovinny@netzero.net or tel. 865-690-9429.

SEEKING CIVIL WAR STORE CARD TOKENS FROM NEW YORK (mostly interested

in NYC, but also other towns). Prefer UNC/MS, but will consider anything, espe-

cially if rare/scarce. Please send list with grades/pricing and scans if available. Have

some CWT patriotics and store cards (NYC and others) to trade or can pay cash.

davidposes@gmail.com or 914-645-4750.

WANTED TO BUY: Wisconsin CWTs: 300C-2a, 300C-3a, 300C-4a, 300E la. Please

send price, condition, description, and photo if available to: northernlight@charter.

net

NEW WEB SITE: Please check out my new Web site at www.rick-irons.com. Sutler

tokens, patriotics & store cards for sale. Also, pictures ofmy sutler token collection.

My Retail CWT List of about 200 storecards available from LCDZIUBEK@zoomint-
ernet.net or Larry DziubekP.O. Box 235, Connoquenessing, PA 16027

CINCINNATI, OHIO-Euld 165R Brighton House and

ceries storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen

25191 Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191

165BT B. Hempleman Gro-

M.Edenfield, Post Office Box

New Members
Marian R Johnson

Cathy Black

John Miller

Jon Wilson

William Charton III

Michael Wantman
John Carter

Douglas Moncrief

Roger J. Merritt

Michael Thursby

Barry Radawiec

Ray Dahl II

Jim Fairfield

John Nunnery

Alexander Yakisan

Darrin Irwin

James Jeffries

Mark Baskin

Michael Sussman

Jeff Samis

Elizabeth Granville

Max Lynds

Gary F Knell

Michael Goodman
Bernard Smith

Bonnie Welsher

Peter Saylor

Bobby Pearson
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Discover Stacks Bowers Galleries

AnuricanA

Bovtti

Since 1933, Stacks Bowers Galleries

has been at the forefront of numismatics,

handling more prominent collections and

rarities than any other coin auction firm in

the world. Our experts lead the hobby in

definitive presentations of scarce and rare

tokens and medals of the United States and

around the world. Throughout our history,

we have cataloged and sold some of the

most important collections in this

specialized area, including The Collections

of James E. Dice & M. Lamar Hicks, and

The John J. Ford, Jr. Collection of Coins,

Medals and Currency.

We host a parade of auctions throughout

the year that feature tokens and medals,

and invite you to participate as a buyer or

consignor to all of our events.

Tn» Col mu'* or

\MES E. Diet: &
1. Lamar Hicks

For more information on upcoming

auctions, please contact us at

800.458.4646 (West Coast),

800.566.2580 (East Coast), or

visit our website StacksBowers.com.

Showcase Auctions
800.458.4646 West Coast Office • 800.566.2580 East Coast Office

1063 McGaw Avenue Ste 100, Irvine. CA 92614 • 949.253.0916

Info@StacksBowers.com • StacksBowers.com

New York • Hong Kong • Irvine • Paris • Wolfeboro

SBC. CWT) 9.10.H America’s Oldest and Most Accomplished Rare Coin Auctioneer

Jiaeh %3owe/ti
GALLERIES



AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Civil War Store Cards Hard Times Tokens

Stephen L. Tanenbaum

Coming attraction:

Tokens from my personal collection

I have been busy cataloging and compiling listings of items from the estate of the

late Stephen L. Tanenbaum, a fine friend for many years. For more than 40 years Steve

gathered these, continually improving and upgrading. The vast majority of the Civil War

tokens are Mint State, many certified by NGC (which Steve was in the midst of doing)

and others still in his 2x2 cardboard holders. Rarity-9 (2 to 4 known) tokens abound as

do, believe it or not, R-10 (unique) tokens and unlisted varieties. These include tokens of

Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and

Tennessee. The Hard Times tokens range in grade from well-circulated to Mint State and

are mostly comprised of scarce and rare varieties.

In addition, during the coming two years I will be cataloging and listing several thou-

sand Civil War tokens from my own collection. These will include many coins pedigreed

to the Fuld, Grellman, Rossa, Tanenbaum, and other collections. Some years ago Steve

sold me most of his numismatic strikes, electing to keep for himself a smaller number of

pieces. I will be offering many off-metal tokens, overstrikes on Indian cents and other

coins, and the like. This will be a continuing process, adding tokens in groups.

Each token has been carefully priced to be what 1 consider to be a very reasonable

value. It is significant to say that it has been the rule, not the exception, that those buying

tokens have come back to buy more!

If you will send me an e-mail request I will send you my latest list by return e-mail.

Nearly all are one-of-a-kind in the Tanenbaum estate and, in time, those I offer from my
own holdings.

Thank you for your interest!

Box 539 Wolfeboro Falls, NH 03896

Request by e-mail: qdbarchive@metrocast.net
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Essential CWT Books

U.S. Civil War Store Cards (Third Edition), 664 pages. Full Color. Lists all

merchant issuers of Civil War Tokens by state and town. Thousands of

tokens are depicted with their rarity numbers. Many Merchant Biographies,

and historical overview. The essential reference for the collector of store

cards. $100 for non-members; $85 for members.

Patriotic Civil War Tokens (Fifth Edition), 436 pages [2007 winner of the

Numismatic Literary Guild’s “Extraordinary Merit” Award]. Extensively

revised edition with more than 120 new entries, 36 new dies, updated rarities,

listing changes, and comprehensive “Die-a-Grams” for identifying dies. The

essential reference for collecting patriotic tokens. Softcover $25 for non-

members; $20 for members.

The Civil War Token Collectors Guide by Bryon Kanzinger, 236 pages.

Lists all tokens with their rarities and prices according to condition. Includes

a rarity scale for towns and a separate listing of the rarest store cards; filled

with information including suggestions and listings for collecting by themes.

Useful for valuing a collection. Softcover: $30 for non-members, $25 for

members.

Civil War Store Cards of Cincinnati by John Ostendorf, 383 pages. Provides

detailed information about the millions of metallic store card tokens that

were produced in Cincinnati for merchants ranging from New York to

Kansas and Alabama to Minnesota. The softcover edition may be purchased

from Lulu.com for $25.50 plus shipping at www.Lulu.com/product/4076901

.

The hardcover edition is available for $38.00 plus shipping at

WWW. Lulu.com/product/4076883. CWTS members may also purchase the

hardcover edition from the CWTS Bookstore on the Society’s Web site. See

the “Book Preview” on either of the above Lulu.com Web sites to view the

cover and first nine pages of the book.

Please indicate which books you are ordering, make your check or money

order payable to the CWTS, and mail to Karin Caniiataro, CWTS Book

Manager, Eagle Eye Rare Coins, P. (). Box 32891, Tucson, AZ 85751,

email karin@indiancent.com. You may also order books from the CWTS Web
site at www.CWTSociety.com.

“Buy the book before the token!”



THE CIVIL WAR TOKEN JOURNAL is produced by the Civil War Token Society to help

stimulate and maintain interest in the field of Civil War token collecting. The society is

strictly a non-profit organization. The Journal is published quarterly: Spring, Summer, Fall,

and Winter. Single copy price is $5.00. Membership in the CWTS is $18 per year,

payable in advance, and includes a subscription to the Journal.
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CWTS Email Contacts

Officers:
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Visit us at www.CWTSociety.org

Register for the Message Board and

sign up for our Twitter account!
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The Buck Stops Here!

If you paid attention to the last version of The

Buck Stops Here you may have thought that we were on the

high road to perpetual happiness! The fact is that things like

sending a junior off to the ANA summer seminar programs

or gathering the various CWTS Journal indices into a single

50 year index or installing a digital Journal program (sending

the member a digital version of the Journal, at a greatly re-

duced membership price) will just fall into place at the snap

of the fingers! Sorry, but that’s not how it happens.

It happens when you and a few other important CWTS members get together

to discuss the program and develop a plan to make it happen.

We have an incredible and diverse membership. Our members, together, have

enough knowhow and knowledge to run a small country! Most all of our member-

ship has a love of history and surely want to share that love with others.

If you haven’t figured out where I’m headed, here it is: Get involved! Find an

area that you would like to see expanded, and explore it. Talk to other CWTS mem-
bers and get their thoughts on what we are doing and how you can help.

My comments are directed toward the members, the Board members, the of-

ficers. Do something! Grab a hold of a friend or two and make a proposal! Copy me
on a new idea or a new way of doing an old thing better. Can you make a difference?

Elsewhere in this issue you will see details on the cooperative venture with

CWTS and TAMS. All the programs planned should appeal to the membership.

Ifyou have never been to an American Numismatic Association convention

before, you are missing a great treat! Exhibits, a world-class bourse, with a number of

CWTS-dealers, meetings of related groups, like CWTS and TAMS, and speakers, all

available at an attractive price (for non-ANA members). Plan on it! This summer it

will be in Rosemont, Illinois. Next year Anaheim. The spring ANA shows are a treat,

also, but not on the scale of the summer conventions. Enjoy your hobby!

Paul Cunningham
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Editors Corner

Off to Chicago ...

The World’s Fair ofMoney
In between packing for the ANA convention, finishing off two

PowerPoint presentations for talks I am giving and making sure

airline tickets and hotel confirmations are in order, I’m putting

the finishing touches on this Civil War Token Journal.

I am so pleased with the articles that are sent my way for

publication. In this issue Dave Bowers shares some of the head

scratching perplexities he finds among Patriotic Civil War
Tokens. Ken Bauer writes about Medalets, and David Gladfelter

continues his series on Scripmates. For me, every submission is

like unwrapping a gift on Christmas morning. David Gladfelter

has promised to send me one that is sure to captivate our readers.

A very intriguing piece to be sure.

So with this edition now behind me Tm looking forward to the

events, meetings and presentations that await me in Chicago. I

also look forward to seeing friends that I only meet with once

a year at this venue. And making new acquaintances with

those who share a passion for collecting and researching Civil

War Tokens. This year I also intend to track down Col. Steve

Ellsworth, CWTS Life Member 152. Steve is newly elected to

the ANA Board of Governors, garnering the most votes in the

recent election. . . Congratulations Steve!

OK. Off to the airport with camera and thumb

drives in hand. The next Journal will have lots of

pictures and information from Chicago, so stay

tuned.

('Jft'Xnt
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Forty Years Ago in the Civil War Token Society

by Paul Cunningham

Forty Years Aga-

in Jack Detwiler’s Patriotic Patter, he discussed reading about Civil War Tokens in

a book about the War shortly after it ended; one example given was the occasion

of the President saying “THE FEDERAL UNION; IT MUST BE PRESERVED!”

The booklet that Jon Harris produced after visiting the ANS and researching their

tokens was announced for sale. Jim Hall penned an interesting article on Thoughts

on Collecting Civil War Tokens by Condition. The article addresses the attitude of

some collectors who would say that they collect only uncirculated tokens! David

Schenkman assumed the editorial duties for CWTS with this issue. The 1000+ hoard

of Gies tokens was reported by David Gladfelter. Bill Masseys Yankee Robinson,

Portrait of a Showman, was based upon Robinsons obituary, which appeared in

the Quincey (Illinois) Herald-Whig. Ligonier, Michigan? Juneau, Michigan? David

Gladfelter explains Bill Lanphear s Big Goofs. Clifton Temple, a long-time Michigan

collector, shows that one Michigan token was one of the few Die Proofs.

Thirty Years Ago-

Sterling Rachootin started the issue with Slavery Depicted on Civil War
Tokens. Using many diagrams and pictures he paints a mean history ofslavery

in the U.S. Jack Detwiler presented his fourth in a series - The Starting Point,

a continuation of collecting one token from a state. A review of Abraham

Lincoln Illustrated Envelopes and Letter Paper 1860-1865 was included in

this issue, as well as a new listing for a Wealth of the South with True Blank

Reverse by Larkin Wilson.

Twenty Years Ago-

Bill Anderson did a funny with All’s Weller that ends Weller, a discussion of the cor-

rect placing of the Weller’s token from Norwich, Norwich turning out to be located

in New York and not Connecticut. Dale Cade added an edition of Exit Interviews

for 1995. He notes that most people who quit the CWTS do so because of lack of

interest. Bill Jones added to his continuing series of The Andrew Jackson Civil War
Tokens, CWT Mini-Sets - Part 8. Larkin Wilson’s annual report of the Verification

Service conclud tis issue.

Ten Years Ago-

The fifth and sixth volumes of Reprints was announced but the costs were raised

because of costs. The writer said “as the cost of making these books... has seriously

depleted our treasury. ..I urge to all to purchase these books.” [We still have a ridic-

ulous number of these books available in 2015.
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W. David Perkins wrote of something that many collectors wish they could expe-

rience - writing an article on CWTs that were once used by their own relatives. In

Detroit Civil War Store Card Notes, he uses many pictures of tokens and photos of

buildings and advertisements to make his points. Sterling Rachootin found Humor
in Civil War Tokens, with examples like “Good for scent” and “Impororter.” A Re-

port on Fifth Ed. Of Patriotic Catalog was included in this issue. [The new Store

Card book project continued to languish.] Mr. Earl Rogers wrote the following arti-

cle for CWTSs first issue in 1967. This, his only article for CWTS, was a biography

of Shubael D. Childs, Jr., a most important Civil War Die Sinker. Bruce Duncan

tantalizes with his Washington Territory during the Civil War. You might wonder

what possible connection there could be. You’ll have to read the article! Two general

interest “letters to the editor” were contributed by CWT Collector Jeffries and James

Heninger.

Today, yesterday and several weeks ago,

talk within the CWTS has turned to production of a radically new edition of Patri-

otic Civil War Tokens. While some months remain before it is sent off to a printer, it

is being touted as a major improvement in the study of patriotic tokens!

Ten Yearsfrom now,

the CWTS announces the first recipient of the Q. David Bowers Super Service Award.

The winner receives not only a diamond encrusted silver-plated Store Card book, but

a three week around-the-world cruise! Oops, false alarm. Due to a mis-communica-

tion, Mr. Bowers is saying now that a diamond encrusted book of any kind is foolish.

He did, however, confirm that the around-the-world cruise was still on, but for three

months, not three weeks!

Twenty Yearsfrom now,

the last known Civil War Tokens book was printed. On paper. With stiff cover. [Like

it or not, it all digital now.]

Thirty Yearsfrom now,

the CWTS volunteer formerly known as Dangerous Dan, the Auction Man, presents

his twenty-ninth 1000 lot auction of CWTs!

Forty Yearsfrom now,

Paul Cunningham retired from writing Ninety Tears Ago....

Fifty Yearsfrom now,

reports are being made that more and more CWTS members are suffering from

headaches caused by receiving the CWTS Journal by esp!
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SCRIP MATES
(continued from previous issue)

Part 3: Michigan

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

225AP-llp William B. Howe .10 Nov. 1st 1862 Bowen p. 71

225AP-12p same .25 same same

Comments: This merchants book store was in downtown Detroit near the river, at

192 Jefferson Avenue, the address appearing on both the tokens and the scrip. The

store opened in 1856 and closed in 1868. There are two varieties of scrip notes,

both having the same design with a vignette of books and an ink well at the upper

left. The lip is printed in violet with a green denomination and a green vertical

overprint “Payable at/Savings Bank”. The 12p is printed in a single red color without

overprint. Uniface, without imprint on these examples, although some have the

imprint “Ferd. Mayer & Co. Lith. 96 Fulton St. N.Y.” per Bowen. Examples of the

lip variety in .25 and .50 denominations are known, as well as the 12p variety in

the .50 denomination.
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Fuld # Merchant Denom.
370H-21p John W. Peirce .12

370H-22p same .25

370H-23p same .25

Date Reference

15th Fby 1838 Bowen pp.91-92,var.5

16th Feby 1838 same, var. 7

Nov. 20th 1857 same, var. 10

Comments: This merchant was in business well before and during the Civil War, as

can be seen by the handwritten dates on his scrip notes. Per Bowen, Peirce opened

the Kent Bookstore, located at the northeast corner of Kent and Bronson Streets, in

1837 and later became a general merchant, having moved to the Canal Street loca-

tion shown in the 1863 business directory. He advertised himself as a dealer in dry

goods and groceries on his CWT. He closed shop in 1873. Bowen lists 20 different

varieties of paper scrip issued by Peirce, but only the Fuld 2 Ip and 22p varieties had

his printed name and business. No imprint on the foregoing varieties. Fuld 23p is on

a stock scrip form printed by a stationer during the panic of 1837 with the partially

effaced imprint “Sold at Smiths, 174 Bd.Way, N. Y.” Tlie other 17 varieties are proba-

bly on stock forms also; they have not been seen by us.
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Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

495A-llp James Kennedy .10 October 15th, 1862 Bowen pp.98-99,var.2

495A-12p same .25 same same, uni. denom.

Comments: This issuer was an insurance agent, tax collector and U. S. war claim of-

ficer from 1861 to 1869 per Bowen. His scrip notes were drawn on the private bank

of Wellington C. Page and Henry J. Wilson, also in Ionia. Two additional denomina-

tions, .05 and .50, are listed by Bowen. Notes have the imprint “B. F. Corlies & Macy,

Stationers, 33 Nassau St. N.Y.”

jJ.lmf
. . //od Onuiwn

^

vSnrluiu,

j^avsIuU, J
Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

700A-llp G. A. Colby 8f Co. .05 Nov. 1st 1862 Bowen pp.lll & 115

700A-12p same .25 same same
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Comments: Gilbert A. Colby took part in simultaneous business ventures in Niles

and nearby Marshall. With brother James S. Colby, he operated the Herndon flour

mill in Marshall from 1860 to 1867, issuing the scrip notes in the denominations

listed above plus .10 and .50, per Bowen. The notes, all of the same design, have

the imprint “Lewis & Goodwin, Albany” and are lithographed in black. They were

payable at private banking houses in Niles, Dowagiac and Marshall. Colby’s grocery

and bakery business, conducted with James F. Cross from 1864 to 1869, was on the

corner of Main and Second Streets and that business issued the CWT

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

700C-llp Edwin S. Parker .10 October 8th, 1862 Bowen p. 116

Comments: This note is lithographed with a brown background tint and several vi-

gnettes. No imprint. Only the one denomination. Payable at the private bank of Rod-

ney C. Paine and manually signed by Parker.

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

745C-1 Ip A. Sherman 8c Co. .25 Oct 16 1862 Bowen p. 118

Comments: Here we depart from our practice of listing only those “scrip mates” ac-

tually in our collections, in order to bring you a unique item issued by the principals

of the Paw Paw Flouring Mills. Thomas L. Stevens and his agent, Alonzo Sherman,

were private bankers in Paw Paw during the 1850s and 1860s with Sherman later

becoming the president and Stevens a director of the First National Bank of Paw

Paw chartered in 1865.
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Per Bowen, the private bank of Stevens & Sherman was established in Paw Paw in

1854, was succeeded by Stevens, French & Co. in 1857, which in turn was succeeded

by Stevens, Holton & Co., the predecessor of the First National Bank, in 1860. This

1862-dated scrip note is out of the foregoing order and may represent an unrelated

business venture of the two men. It appeared in a Heritage currency auction on Jan-

uary 13, 2014 where it realized $1,116.25. With imprint “Van Fossens Engine Card

Press.” Ink burns at signature.

REFERENCES USED

Harold L. Bowen, Early Michigan Scrip, no publication data available but probably

came out about 1970. Bowen died in 1972. See obituary in The Numismatist, 86:238

(Eeb. 1973), which mentions this book.

(To be continued in the Winter Edition)

Reprint Volumes Again Available!

The Reprint volumes ofCWTS Journals are available again. All but

the first Reprint volume are ready to go at a new price. Volume two

is in short supply so order now.

Volume 1 Reprint (sold out)

Volume 2 Reprint (years 7-10) $15

Volume 3 Reprint (years 11-15) $10

Volume 4 Reprint (years 16-20) $10

Volume 5 Reprint (years 21-25) $10

Volume 6 Reprint (years 26-30) $10

All books postpaid! A second book, any volume, is $5. A third $5,

fourth $5, etc. All five $30.

Send check or money order (made out to Civil War Token Society)

to Paul Cunningham, P.O. Box 1, Tecumseh, MI 49286
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The Presidenfs

House

Mark QCazer

Ernie Latter, Mr, Hayden, Steve Tanenbaum, Mark Glazer

I was born in Boston, Massachusetts, went to school at the University

of Maryland where I majored in Russian language and literature and

after graduation got a job in IT.

I've arrived at the age where I can recall being president of the

CWTS, but not exactly when. I do however remember when I began

collecting Civil War tokens, which was in 1989. I was browsing

through the classified section of Coin World (no widespread use of

the internet back then) and noticed a C&D Gale advertisement. 1

ordered a few CWT's along with some books and never looked back.
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While I have enjoyed collecting these tokens, I am also thankful

for the friends I have made along the way some ofwhom such as the

Walt Korzick and Steve Tanenbaum unfortunately are no longer with

us -- all of whom I likely would never have gotten to know had I not

been collecting Civil War tokens.

I think that the best thing that came out of my time as president

was the creation of a website where one could join the CWTS and or-

der books online. I would like to say that I did that, but to be honest,

it was accomplished thanks to the efforts of Ernie Latter, Dan Moore

and many on the CWTS board. I more or less went along for the ride.

Rather than provide the usual smiling passport style photo, I am
attaching one taken at Steve Hayden's wedding -- from left to right -

Ernie Latter, Steve's dad, Steve Tanenbaum and yours truly (without

tie).

Mark

Triviafrom Dave Bowers

General George E. Spencer chose the name
"Breckinridge" after John C. Breckinridge of Ken-

tucky, 14th Vice President of the United States, in

the hopes of flattering the government and gaining

a post office. Spencer succeeded in his plan and a post office was

built in Breckinridge; it was the first post offtce between the Conti-

nental Divide and Salt Lake City, Utah.

However, when the Civil War broke out in 1861, the former

vice president sided with the Confederates (as a brigadier general)

and the pro-Union citizens of Breckenridge decided to change the

town's name. The first i was changed to an e, and the town's name
has been spelled Breckenridge ever since.
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Report on Auction #156

This auction -- the largest iVe managed in my tenure as auction manager -- offered

180 lots, with several very rare and valuable tokens. This time there were more bid-

ders than ever too, with 62 different bidders, who submitted an astounding 893 bids.

The bidder success rate was well over 99%, with only one lot that did not sell. Gross

sales were another record (for me) - just under $1 1,000.00, with the Society netting

just under $1,100.00.

In the popularity contest. Lot #172 (a nice UNC Patriotic 241/338a) got the most

bids at 17. Lot #167 (another nice UNC Patriotic 224/322a) was a distant second

with 12 bids. Third place was a tie between Lot #17 (an NGC graded NY lOF-la) and

Lot #28 (a nice UNC NY 630AP-1 la), with 1 1 bids each.

While the Patriotics once again led the way with the bid counts, the big money item

was Lot #54 (WI 50A-la), a nice XF token from the tough R7 SCM in the SMT of

Barton Wisconsin, which sold for a healthy $480.70. There were also a handful of

other nice items in the $300-t- to $400-i- range, and a great selection of Wisconsin

tokens this time.

Thank you everyone for your bids. I hope the pictures of selected tokens that were

posted on the CWTS website were helpful -- there are new pictures posted now for

this issues auction - see : http://www.cwtsociety.com/auctionpix.html

Respectfully Submitted,

Dan Moore CWTS Auction Manager

Report on Auction #157

I’m happy to report another large and active auction. This time there were 162 lots,

with a handful of some quite rare and valuable tokens - both slabbed and raw. 42

active bidders submitted an impressive 695 bids. The bidder success rate was well

over 97.5%, with only 4 lots that did not sell. Gross sales were again excellent - over

$8,600.00, with the Society netting over $850.00.

In the popularity contest. Lot #157 (a neat R5 Our Army/Our Navy piece 162/338a)

got the most bids at 16. Lot #150 (another nice R5 Patriotic 35/277a) was a next

with 12 bids. Third place with 1 1 bids was taken by Lot #36 (an R5 Store Card from

Lansing, MI 560A-2a). And by sheer number of tokens listed, the Store Cards over-

whelmingly won the bid count battle this time.

This auction’s big money item was Lot #38 (MN 720A-3a), a tough R7 token, in an

NGC certified AU-53 holder, from the SMT of Rochester, Minnesota, which sold for
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for a whopping $406.00. You can see pictures of it on the CWTS website. There were

also several other nice items in the $150+ to $350 range, and another great selection

of Wisconsin tokens this time.

Thank you everyone for your bids and your submissions. I hope the pictures of

selected tokens that were posted on the CWTS website were helpful. This will be a

regular feature of our upcoming auctions - you can always view them here :

http://www.cwtsociety.com/auctionpix.html

Respectfully Submitted,

Dan Moore CWTS Auction Manager

Report on Auction #158

Whew! It took a while to get it done, but this has been the largest auction I’ve ever

run. There were 275 lots, with a several rare and valuable pieces. We had 55 active

bidders who submitted an awesome 1116 total bids. The bidder success rate was

96%, with only 1 1 lots that did not sell. Several of these unsold lots will be back for

the next auction - some with no reserve this time, so look for them!. Gross sales

were outstanding - over $14,150.00, with the Society netting over $1,630.00 - boost-

ed by one member’s generous donation of 100% of the proceeds of the tokens he

submitted. Overall, this auction was almost twice the size of the previous auction

- thank you all for your participation!

In the popularity contest, the bids were more spread out this time. There was a 3-way

tie for the most popular, with 10 bids each: Lot #12 (an interesting toned brass Flint,

MI store card 320A-lb); Lot #189 (a nice R6 AU Racine, WI store card 700H-la);

and Lot #273 (an upper-end AU Pacifist patriotic token 256/433a). After that was a

12-way tie at 9 bids each. And by well over a 2 to 1 margin, the Store Cards won the

bid count battle again this time.

This auction’s big money item was Lot #118 (WI 50A-la), a tough R7 Barton, Wis-

consin SMT & SCM token in XF, which sold for a whopping $475.00. This was

followed closely by Lot #119 (WI 70A-Ia), another tough R8 Wisconsin SMT/SCM,
from Beloit - an AU that sold for $456.50. You can still see pictures of these tokens

on the CWTS website. There were also numerous other nice items in the $150+ to

$350 range, and again another great selection of almost 80 Wisconsin tokens this

time.

Thank you everyone for your bids and your submissions. I hope the pictures of

selected tokens that were posted on the CWTS website were helpful. This will be a

regular feature of our upcoming auctions - you can always view them here :

http://www.cwtsociety.com/auctionpix.html

Dan Moore CWTS Auction Manager
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%] 10 S300

Steve Hayden PO Box 22514 Charleston, SC 29413

eBay Seller stevehayden -- 843-973-4556civilwartokens@aol.com

Exclusive first time offer, no sales before publication.

136/397 a N(.C iMS64 BN

$250

I HO -430 a \(.i 31S64 \y

138/434 a NCC MS65 RB

$165

196/355 a MS65 BN

143/261 a NCC MS64 BN

$165

237/423 a N3.t MS64 RB

9/407a NGC MS62 BN 46/339 a NGC MS65 RB 97/389 a NGC MS64 RB

$500 $135 $225

Steve Hayden
CivilWarTokens.com

Fixed Price

Auctions

Catalog Sales



260/447 a N(J( MS65 RB241336 a N(:C MS64 RB 258/446 a N(.C MN64 BN

^250

283/427 a N(X MS66 RB

S5.250

IN510A-la Nt.C MS63 RB

S300

AL425A-3b NGC AU55

$1,850

lM35A-2a NGC MS65 RB

$5,750 $1,500

IA560A-3a NGC MS64 BN M14501)-2a NGC AIJ58 BN

$950 $1,950

NJ555B-ldo 1857FF. N(.C 1S62 NA630Ha-la NGC MS65RBP1 PA.;20A-5a N(H M:;63 BN

$1,750

$2,150 $1,100 $1,100



ADVERTISING INFORMATION
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING: Free 25-word ad to all Members.

Members’ additional ads (more than one per quarter) and extra

words cost 10 cents per word.

DISPLAY ADVERTISING: Full-page ad $75, half-page $40,

quarter-page $25. Inside front or back cover $85, outside back

cover $100. Halftones are $6 each. Identical ads run for four

consecutive issues are discounted 10%; payment with first inser-

tion.

GENERAL: Only classified or display advertising pertaining

to Civil War tokens is acceptable. Members may enclose a flyer

as a special enclosure with any CWTS mailing for a cost of $50

beyond the cost of printing. Please send all advertisements to

the Editor.

CWTS Membership Application

Name
Address

City State ZIP

email Phone

Membership Categories and Dues Amounts
K Regular $18.00 per year

M Life Member $360.00 total

K Associate Member’^ $9.00 per year

lEl Junior Member’^’*^ $9.00 per year

Resides with a Regular or Life Member, no Journal

included

Under 18 years of age, date of birth:

Please make your check or money order payable to CWTS
and mail to: John Ostendorf, CWTS Sec., 523 Hiwasee Rd,

Waxahachie, TX 75165.

Payments also may be made via PayPal at www.CWTSociety.org
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An Exotic Zoo
of

Patriotic Civil War Tokens
by Q. David Bowers

In life, truth is often stranger than fiction. Take for example the duck-

billed platypus, a mammal that lays eggs. Or lo, a moon of Jupiter that has

many volcanoes. Or consider why no one has ever figured out if William

Shakespeare was the one who wrote all of those plays. By whom was the pre-

historic stone mill built in Newport, Rhode Island? Is there really a buried

treasure on Oak Island in Canada? Was there an Atlantis?

In numismatics there are strange things as well. Consider the current

$50 legal tender gold bullion coin that the Mint sells not for face value, but

for over $1,000—the current price of an ounce of gold. Why in 1864 did the

Mint refuse to accept government Legal Tender Notes at face value when col-

lectors ordered Proof sets? Why in the same year were $20 gold double eagles

spendable at face value in San Francisco and were everywhere in commerce,

while in New York City no double eagles had been in circulation since 1861?

And so it is with Civil War tokens. Mysteries galore! Working with Susan

Trask, Mark Glaser, Steve Hayden, and Evelyn Mishkin I have been writing

a draft of the half dozen chapters that will be part of the forthcoming sixth

edition of Patriotic Civil War Tokens. One chapter is “Enjoying Your Collec-

tion.” In creating this I contemplate how many interesting tokens there are,

including a good share pieces that hold their secrets well. Here are some of

the candidates I may use:

The PROCESE inscription

Die 116 Die 477
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Fuld 226/477e depicts George Washington on the obverse. Simple enough,

as the Father of Our Country was used on many Civil War tokens. On the

reverse is PROCESE. For many years collectors have been trying to figure out

what this means. In the 1860s it must have made sense to the coiner of this

token. On the Internet (where else?) I have learned that in Spanish it is “first

person singular (yo) present subjunctive form of procesar.” This connection

seems unlikely. Any ideas?

What doe C.L.R. mean?

Die 171 Die 428

Patriotic token 171 /428a has an oxymoronic obverse—a cannon labeledTHE
PEACE MAKER. Perhaps concealed knives and handguns in society today are

peacemakers? However, that is not the point here. The reverse has the bold ini-

tials C.L.R. Who was C.L.R.? Or is this an abbreviation for a phrase? Presum-

ably engraver George Glaubrecht, whose G.G. initials are on the obverse, knew.

Who is this man?

Die 134 Die 184
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Die 474 Die 475

This is patriotic token 474/475a, which points out, at least

to me, that many tokens called patriotics have no connection

at all with patriotism. Perhaps the milk is from a patriotic cow?

Over a long period of years the man shown on the obverse of token

134/184d has been attributed by many, without question, as Abraham Lin-

coln. In actuality, other than having a beard I see no connection whatev-

er. He certainly does not look like the portrait adapted from a photograph

used on the Lincoln cent. As to REDEEMED, who knows what that meant?

Die does double duty?

Token 190/432f, struck in silver, has a Liberty Cap on the obverse and a

patriotic inscription on the reverse. The obverse die is not a die at all, so to

speak, but is an impression of the center of a larger die made by James A. Bolen

for an unrelated token. The token and the larger Bolen obverse are shown here.

Can milk be patriotic?

Die 190 Die 432 Bolen Die
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The height of absurdity?

Die 504 Die 514

In numismatics a mule or muling is a combination of two dies that were

never meant to be used on the same token or coin. My candidate for the

weirdest muling among patriotic tokens is 506/5 14a with combines the

portrait of Abraham Lincoln with a die intended for Confederate sympa-

thizers and inscribed NO SUBMISSION TO THE NORTH.

Where was this silver mine?

Die 286A Die 287

Another absurd muling is 286A/287do, which, if not already interesting

enough is struck over a copper-nickel Indian Head cent. The obverse is a

die made not for a token by for an apothecary scale weight, 2 Dwt equaling

2 pennyweight. The reverse is lettered SILVER MINE TOKEN, but no one

has ever found out where this silver mine was and if it ever issued tokens

—

although at least one die was made.
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A three-in-one die!

Die states of Civil War tokens can be fascinating to study. In the present

dramatic instance, one obverse die was transformed into two other dies! This

is one of my favorite such alterations, and I featured it in A Guide Book of

Civil War Tokens published in 2013 by Whitman.

This involves an obverse die made by prolific engraver Emil Sigel of New
York City. Fuld 180/430d that features his brother. Union Brigadier General

Franz Sigel, on horseback with the inscription HERO OF PEA RIDGE.

The general’s time of

numismatic glory came at the

Battle of Pea Ridge, which

took place in the northwestern

district of Arkansas on March

7 and 8, 1862, as part of

action which began on March

5th and ended on the 8th.

Engagements are referred to

by historians as Bentonville

(March 6), Leetown (March 7),

and Elkhorn Tavern (March

8). The Confederates generally

designated the several days’

action under the inclusive title

of Battle of Elkhorn Tavern,

after a local stopping place

which had a pair of elk horns mounted on the front. Sigel’s troops, under the

overall command of Gen. Samuel R. Curtis, came into battle and, on March

8, routed the Confederates, who had run low on spirit and ammunition. Sigel

is said to have seized the opportunity to parade forward on his horse, saber at

the fore, in a statuesque pose later memorialized on this token.

The obverse die went through two later reworkings as described below,

creating three different versions, each of which is significantly different in

appearance.

General Franz Sigel
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Die 180 Die 430
Emil Sigel’s patriotic token 180/430d in its original obverse die state, THE

HERO OF PEA RIDGE. Reverse die 430 was also combined with patriotic

dies 54 and 151; all examples seen by the author show extensive rust as does

the present 180/430d.

Die 180 Die 343
For whatever reason Emil Sigel relapped and reworked die 180 to remove

HERO OF PEA RIDGE (except for a tiny trace of DGE) and to shorten and

alter the ground beneath the horse, creating 180/343b. New beads were add-

ed to the border. In the process his F. SIGEL caption (for Franz Sigel) became

lighter. The reverse die shows slight crumbling on the rim at the upper right.

Die 181 Die 343

The relapped obverse die 180 deteriorated and rust developed on the motif,

prominent on the horses mane, the riders cape, and elsewhere. The die was

further reworked, Sigel added his signature deeply into the die, and seven

stars were added to the top field to create what is known as 181/343d, with

the same reverse die as preceding, now in a later state with more crumbling

of the rim and with several small cuds.
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A Patriotic Union League Medalet

Ken Bauer

LM 163

ken.bauer@mac.com

I acquired this piece for my Civil War Token collection some time ago

despite its abysmal grade. I hope that readers will be able to make out the details in

the pictures.

Planchet: 23.2 mm x 1.8mm, weight 6.61 grams, copper, plain edge, medal-

lie turn (by this I mean that if you hold the medalet at 12 and 6 clock, on a vertical

axis, both obverse and reverse designs are “right side up” as is the case for most

medals.

Obverse: A cannon pointing left with large eagle perched atop facing left.

The legend around rim above reads “Death to Traitors,” and “Union 1863 League”

below. Upside down on the cannon barrel is Counterstamped “G S E” (Or the E

may be an F) with a portion of a letter next to the S which may be an I and a portion

of another letter next to the E which also may be an 1. The detail picture below is

inverted for readability.

Reverse: A flag waving left in center surrounded by a circle of stars. A
legend around the rim is almost completely illegible but may begin with “M” and

ends in an “. S”. A date, “1776” is at the bottom.
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I believe this is the same medalet that is described in DeWitt as U 1862-8. The De-

Witt text reads: “Obv. Inscription, UNION LEAGUE DEATH TO TRAITORS. Rev.

M.C.E.O.I.L.T.S.U., 1776. White Metal 24mm Note: From the Holland sale at No.

2050.”

It would seem that Mr. DeWitt had not personally examined an example

of the medalet: it is not photographed, nor are the devices (i.e. Eagle, cannon, flag)

described. It appears he repeated the description of the legends contained the cited

Holland sale auction catalog. I’ve included a photo of the applicable page of that sale

courtesy of Mr. John Pack of Stack’s Bowers Galleries:

26
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The “Union League” and “Death to Traitors” legends match. Also the diameter:

23.2mm would be described as a 15 (15/16” = 23.8mm), whereas the 131/479 and

217/479 at 25.2mm would be described as a 16 as in lot 2049. The fact that the Hol-

land sale specimen was white metal while this one is clearly copper is intriguing.

Other Union League medals were struck in multiple metals including the familiar

and similar 131/217, 131/479 and 217/479. The reverse legend on this medalet may
begin with “M.” and clearly ends in “. S” Perhaps the Holland Sale cataloger made a

transcription error? U. S. (rather than S. U.) could be United States.

There were a number of medalets made for the Union League, most if not all of

which were made in Philadelphia. Perhaps the most familiar to CWTS members are

those listed in the Patriotic Catalog: dies 131,217 and 479 which were intermarried

and struck in copper, brass, white metal, and silver. 479 is signed K at the base of the

wreath, for F.C. Key of Philadelphia, and all three dies are ascribed to him.

Die 131 Die 217 Die 479

These dies are just slightly larger in diameter than U 1862-8, as can be seen by lot

2049, which shows it as size 16. The table below compares the dimensions and

weights of some uncirculated specimens against the corroded U 1862-8.

Token ID Dia (mm) Thick (mm) Wgt (gms)

131/217a 25.2 1.9 6.24

131/217a 25.2 2.0 6.37

131/217b 25.2 2.0 6.78

131/479b 25.2 1.9-2.4 6.75

217/479a 25.2 2.4 8.78

U 1862-8 23.2 1.8 6.61

The Philadelphia Union League was founded in December 1862 to promote loyalty

to the Union and to the policies of Abraham Lincoln. The New York City Union

League was founded in February 1863. Others clubs were founded in Chicago,

Brooklyn and New Haven. The Union League supported the United States Sanitary

Commission and the Union cause generally.
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The Second edition Fuld store card catalog also illustrates two Union League Medals

in the “Non-contemporary” section, although a footnote is included for both: “An

obvious medal of contemporary period, but Barnett called this piece a token.” These

were omitted from the third edition.

Fuld NC-25 34mm
NC-25 is 34mm in diameter and is very similar to two others cataloged by DeWitt,

U 1862-2 & 3, both of which have reverse dies stating that the League was organized

December 27, 1862. Note that the obverse die has thirty-five stars around its rim.

West Virginia was the thirty- fifth state admitted to the Union on June 20, 1863 while

Nevada was the thirty-sixth state, admitted on October 31, 1864. The obverse stars

would have been an accurate count for only a short while during the Civil War.

Fuld NC-26 DeWitt U 1862-4- 31mm

The legend on this example of the medalet appears to begin with “M.” and

clearly ends in “. S” Perhaps the Holland Sale cataloger, Mr. Elliot Woodward, made a

transcription error? U. S. (rather than S. U.) could be United States. It seems unlikely

that this would be a completely different medalet, given the other similarities.

What could the legend M.C.E.O.l.L.T.S.U. mean? A letter and emails to the

historian of the Union Club, which still exists in Philadelphia, went unanswered.

Several years of advertising in the back of this journal have failed to uncover addi-

tional examples of this medalet.
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I include this medalet in my Patriotic collection alongside its cousins 131, 217 and

479 due to its similarity in theme and fabric, size, and apparent use (or burial).

Any additional insights that readers can provide, and especially photographs of a

better specimen, would be greatly appreciated! Hopefully the Holland sale specimen

is still out there somewhere.

Acknowledgements

I would like to thank Mr. John Pack of Stack’s Bowers Gallery for his timely

assistance and insights regarding the Holland Sale.

NOTES
1. DeWitt, Doyle, A Century ofCampaign Buttons 1789 - 1889, Traveler’s

Press, Hartford, CN, 1959.

2. Fuld, George and Melvin, Patriotic Civil War Tokens, Fifth Revised Edi

tion, Krause Publications, lola WI, 2005.

3. Fuld, George and Melvin, U.S. Civil War Store Cards, Second Edition,

Quarterman Publications, Lawrence, MA 1975.

4. Fuld, George and Melvin, U.S. Civil War Store Cards: the definitive col

lectors resource. Third Edition, John Ostendorf, Editor, Civil War Token

Society, 2015.

5. Woodward, Elliot W, Catalogue of the collection of Coins and Medals

formed by Henry W. Holland Esq. ofBoston..., Press of Joel Munsell,

Albany, NY, 1878.

6. Wikipedia articles. The Union League ofPhiladelphia, Union League Club

ofNew York, accessed 10/31/2012.

I was intrigued by the pictures of the Lanfair token on the cover ofCWTSJ issue

49/2.

Occasionally we come across mutilated tokens (or coins) which have, for exam-

ple, “teeth” notched around the edge of a token. A token like that must have been

used in some mechanical device, such as a clock.

Have you ever seen a token which has been ground down on one edge, suggest-

ing use as a wedge?

A single hole might be for a ribbon or necklace run through the hole. Political to-

kens may occasionally be found with holes added after the original striking. Holed

Lincoln tokens have been found with black ribbons through holes, suggesting use as

funereal pieces. Single holed transportation tokens have been explained as being so

designed to be strung up on a wire by early conductors or drivers.

Square holes, made by square nails? Shingle nail-downs.

Two holes? A button. Lost a button? Find a relatively soft, round material, like a

vulcanite or hard rubber token, drill two crude holes in it and sew it onto your coat!

Maybe a toy for the kids? Run a string through the two holes to make a tweedle.

Paul Cunningham
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The General Store
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO - Fuld OH 745A Burton’s Exchange and 745B Cunning Li-

quors storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M. Edenfield, Post Office Box

25191, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191.

PLEASE VISIT: Shigitatsu.com for a nice selection of CWTs. Beautiful enlarged

obv./rev. images. John M. Martello, P. O. Box 855, Bethpage, NY 1 1714 or email:

shigitatsu@aol.com

FUNKY, INDIANA PRIMITIVES WANTED: Big clips, off center, double struck,

other odd strikes. I pay top dollar. Wayne Stafford, 3004 Connett Ave., Ft. Wayne,

IN 46802 or sweetnet8361@yahoo.com

COMPLETE SET OF ORIGINAL CWTS JOURNALS from Fall 1967 - current. Fall

1967 through Winter 2001 are hardbound in 10 volumes; the rest are not bound.

Offers. Bob Canaday, 615-838-1679.

STILL LOOKING: For examples of delisted patriotics 481/491 and 481/493 “Rhode

Island Sporting Scene” tokens. Please contact Chris Erlenwein at (860) 304-7456 or

chris.erlenwein@comcast.net.

FREE: SEMI-ANNUAL FIXED PRICE LIST of tokens, medals and paper collectibles.

Always many Civil War tokens, etc. Write soon for next list. Norman Peters, P.O.

Box 29, Lancaster, NY 14086-0029.

WANTED TO BUY: Springfield and North Hampton, Ohio tokens, Ron Patton, 937-

399-0414 or Ronl3@sbcglobal.net

WANTED TO BUY: 67/372 any metal, overstrikes, etc. welcome. Call or write Steve

Butler, 3414 137th St., Gig Harbor, WA 98332, 253-858-8647.

FREE: CWTS HALL OF FAME MEDAL - Send SASE with postage for two

ounces to Don Erlenkotter, 10616 Ranch Road, Culver City, CA 90230-5457. For

further details about this copper medal, email derlenko@anderson.ucla.edu.

SEE WWW.CWTOKEN.COM for resource materials on collecting CWTs by pictorial

type, and for hundreds of downloadable, high-quality photos. Also a few choice and

rare CWT examples for sale. Ken Bauer, 145 Elena Court, Scotts Valley, CA 95066-

4707; email ken.bauer@mac.com; tel. 831-359-9307.
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WANTED: NJ CWTs & HT Tokens, 1798 Large Cents & NJ Colonials. Write first.

Steven Kavvalec, P.O. Box 4281, Clifton, NJ 07012 or owlprowler@aol.com CWTS
LM189.

141/307b, R8 in brass for sale along with unlisted and multiply struck pieces. De-

scriptions & pictures are available at http://cwts.ecrater.com or contact me at wvluit-

je@gmail.com if you are looking for something not shown there.

SEEKING CIVIL WAR STORE CARD TOKENS FROM NEW YORK (mostly interested

in NYC, but also other towns). Prefer UNC/MS, but will consider anything, espe-

cially if rare/scarce. Please send list with grades/pricing and scans if available. Have

some CWT patriotics and store cards (NYC and others) to trade or can pay cash.

davidposes@gmail.com or 914-645-4750.

WANTED TO BUY: Wisconsin CWTs: 300C-2a, 300C-3a, 300C-4a, 300E la. Please

send price, condition, description, and photo if available to: northernlight@charter.

net

NEW WEB SITE: Please check out my new Web site at www.rick-irons.com. Sutler

tokens, patriotics & store cards for sale. Also, pictures ofmy sutler token collection.

My Retail CWT List of about 200 storecards available from LCDZIUBEK@zoomint-
ernet.net or Larry DziubekP.O. Box 235, Connoquenessing, PA 16027

CINCINNATI, OHIO-Euld 165-BS Helmig Grocer and OH-165-CB Hyatt Grocer

storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M.Edenfield, Post Office Box 25191

Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191

New Members
Sergio E. Torres

Dane N. Bowman
Milton McCarthy

Richard E Hunkley

Joseph DeSantis

Walter Homeister

Norman Wehner

David DeFine

Howard E. Johannssen

Frank Gross

Kevin A Thomas

Michael Byrne

Hugo Sandelin

James T Reilly

Michael Jesse

Abner Peacock

Dave Hur

Arri Jacob

Randy Briggs Sr

Charles Van Orsdol

Francis Duncanson
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Consign Your Tokens

to Stacks Bowers Galleries

Tn^ COLUXTIOXS

Jamks E. Dicf.I

M. Lanuk Hicl

Our experts lead the hobby in definitive presentations

of scarce and rare tokens and medals of the United

States and from around the world.

Over the years our firm has auctioned some of the

most valuable and well-known collections of tokens

and medals ever formed, including the John J. Ford, Jr.

Collection, the Virgil Brand Collection, the Norweb

Collection, the LaRiviere Collection, the Charles A.

Wharton Collection, the collections of James E. Dice

and M. Lamar Hicks, and many others.

We invite you to consign your tokens or medals to

one of our upcoming auction events. We are official

auctioneers of the Whitman Coin & Collectibles

Baltimore Expos and the American Numismatic

Association World s Eair of Money. Please call

800-458-4646 or visit us at stacksbowers.com.

An;ivrwAiMoi5

JtaeJu

Jtaeh
GALLERIES

800.458.4646 West Coast Office • 800.566.2580 East Coast Office

123 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 • 1063 McGaw, Ste. 100, Irvine, CA 92614

Info@StacksBowers.com • StacksBowers.com

New York • Hong Kong • Irvine • Paris • Wolfeboro
SBC CWTSIournalAUCSOL |uly2015



AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SALE
Civil War Store Cards Hard Times Tokens

Stephen L. Tanenbaum

Coming attraction:

Tokens from my personal collection

1 have been busy cataloging and compiling listings of items from the estate of the

late Stephen L. Tanenbaum, a fine friend for many years. For more than 40 years Steve

gathered these, continually improving and upgrading. The vast majority of the Civil War

tokens are Mint State, many certified by NGC (which Steve was in the midst of doing)

and others still in his 2x2 cardboard holders. Rarity-9 (2 to 4 known) tokens abound as

do, believe it or not, R-10 (unique) tokens and unlisted varieties. These include tokens of

Connecticut, Illinois, Kentucky, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Jersey, New York, and

Tennessee. The Hard Times tokens range in grade from well-circulated to Mint State and

are mostly comprised of scarce and rare varieties.

In addition, during the coming two years 1 will be cataloging and listing several thou-

sand Civil War tokens from my own collection. These will include many coins pedigreed

to the Fuld, Grellman, Rossa, Tanenbaum, and other collections. Some years ago Steve

sold me most of his numismatic strikes, electing to keep for himself a smaller number of

pieces. 1 will be offering many off-metal tokens, overstrikes on Indian cents and other

coins, and the like. This will be a continuing process, adding tokens in groups.

Each token has been carefully priced to be what 1 consider to be a very reasonable

value. It is significant to say that it has been the rule, not the exception, that those buying

tokens have come back to buy more!

If you will send me an e-mail request 1 will send you my latest list by return e-mail.

Nearly all are one-of-a-kind in the Tanenbaum estate and, in time, those 1 ofler from my
own holdings.

Thank you for your interest!

Box 539 Wolfeboro Falls, NH 03896

Request by e-mail: qdbarcbive@metrocast.net
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Essential CWT Books

U.S. Civil War Store Cards (Third Edition), 664 pages. Full Color. Lists all

merchant issuers of Civil War Tokens by state and town. Thousands of

tokens are depicted with their rarity numbers. Many Merchant Biographies,

and historical overview. The essential reference for the collector of store

cards. $100 for non-members; $85 for members.

Patriotic Civil War Tokens (Fifth Edition), 436 pages [2007 winner of the

Numismatic Literary Guild’s “Extraordinary Merit” Award]. Extensively

revised edition with more than 120 new entries, 36 new dies, updated rarities,

listing changes, and comprehensive “Die-a-Grams” for identifying dies. The

essential reference for collecting patriotic tokens. Softcover $25 for non-

members; $20 for members.

The Civil War Token Collectors Guide by Bryon Kanzinger, 236 pages.

Lists all tokens with their rarities and prices according to condition. Includes

a rarity scale for towns and a separate listing of the rarest store cards; filled

with information including suggestions and listings for collecting by themes.

Useful for valuing a collection. Softcover: $30 for non-members, $25 for

members.

Civil War Store Cards of Cincinnati by John Ostendorf, 383 pages. Provides

detailed information about the millions of metallic store card tokens that

were produced in Cincinnati for merchants ranging from New York to

Kansas and Alabama to Minnesota. The softcover edition may be purchased

from Lulu.com for $25.50 plus shipping at www.Lulu.com/product/4076901

.

The hardcover edition is available for $38.00 plus shipping at

www.Lulu.com/product/4076883. CWTS members may also purchase the

hardcover edition from the CWTS Bookstore on the Society’s Web site. See

the “Book Preview” on either of the above Lulu.com Web sites to view the

cover and first nine pages of the book.

Please indicate which books you are ordering, make your check or money

order payable to the CWTS, and mail to Karin Cannataro, CWTS Book

Manager, Eagle Eye Rare Coins, P. O. Box 32891, Tucson, AZ 85751,

email karin@indiancent.com. You may also order books from the CWTS Web
site at www.CWTSociety.com.

“Buy the book before the token!”



THE CIVIL WAR TOKEN JOURNAL is produced by the Civil War Token Society to help

stimulate and maintain interest in the field of Civil War token collecting. The society is

strictly a non-profit organization. The Journal is published quarterly: Spring, Summer, Fall,

and Winter. Single copy price is $5.00. Membership in the CWTS is $18 per year,

payable in advance, and includes a subscription to the Journal.
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^rhe Civil War Token Society lost a great asset in

October. She entered our group quietly in December

2013. With no fanfare, a wonderful sense of humor,

Remembering Evelyn Mishkin
1953-2015

and a creative talent that amazed us all, she began laying out SC3 with

John Ostendorf. Before long she was forging lasting friendships with

many in the CWTS.

What our general membership may not know is how instrumental

she was in getting SC3 over the finish line, how she contributed to

the production of the CWTJournal (every edition since I took over

as editor), and the 7 months of work she did with Mark Glazer, Steve

Hayden, Dave Bowers and me on the 6th Edition of Patriotic Tokens.

Evelyn was humble and somewhat shy about her talents. She had a

way of bringing out the genius in her associates and was quick to give

them the credit that really was due her.

This past August in Chicago at the NEC awards, SC3 garnered the

top award. Since she was not able to attend ANA, Evelyn made me
promise to share the outcome of the awards with her. So very late

that evening I sent her a photo of John Ostendorf holding the plaque

for their publication. She texted how she was shedding tears of joy

at Johns accolades. At the same time we were all toasting Evelyns

beautiful work. Little did any of us know at the time that she would

only be with us for such a short while.

She left us with no more fanfare than when she entered. Graciously

she asked to have her illness kept quiet as she believed she would beat

it. She knew she would be around to finish all her numismatic projects.

Somehow I know she will be here with me to carry Patriotic 6th Edition

over the finish line. That’s just the kind of friend she is.
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My Friend Evelyn

If prompted I could write a book about Evelyn. We met in the 1970s when she

was undergoing a difficult time with a divorce and I, having been divorced as

well, but earlier, was single. She lived in Santa Barbara, California, and I lived

in Beverly Hills, two hours away. We became close friends and confidants,

sharing our concerns with each other, often by late-night telephone calls

that lasted an hour or two. Her maiden name had been Evelyn Rose Castino,

and she sought to get an ERC license plate. Sorry, but that was taken. “Why
don’t you make it a bit French, as ERCQUE,” I suggested. She did. And I

called her that for the rest of her life unless others were around, at which

time she was “Evelyn.” We talked about many things, each without asking

anything from the other. Time passed, I got married to Christie, and she

moved to New Jersey and met and married Harvey. We kept in casual touch

through Christmas cards and very occasional letters and shared pictures of

our children.

Fast forward to a few years ago. In Succasunna, New Jersey, she and her

husband Harvey had raised three fine daughters: Cara, Shaina, and Juliana.

Cara was on her own, Shaina was at the University of Massachusetts at

Amherst, and Juliana, a talented pianist of concert ability, was nearing her

final years in high school. It was, of course, the Internet era by then. Evelyn

texted me and asked if we could talk. Of course!

She was a skilled writer and editor, and, as it turned out researcher and graphic

artist. She was looking for a new horizon for her talents. At any given time I

am usually immersed in researching several books and finalizing one or two.

“I have just the project for you!” I exclaimeci. I was finishing A Guide Book

of Disc Music Boxes, a comprehensive (600 to 800 pages) study of this field,

which at the turn of the 20th century was a prominent worldwide industry.

I put her in touch with Terry Smythe of the Automatic Musical Instrument

Collectors Association (AMICA), the intended publisher. She jumped in to

work with Terry and also to help me with esoteric research, such as visiting

the factory building that once housed the Symphonion Music Box Company

and reporting what she learned. 1 was impressed!

dhat was it!
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Stacks Bowers Galleries was working on various books that also involved

research and editing, including one on Liberty Head double eagles 1850-

1907 and two on the D. Brent Pogue Collection, not to overlook some work

on auction catalogs from our Wolfeboro, New Hampshire office. 1 put her in

touch with Christine Karstedt who was organizing multiple projects. Chris

and Evelyn became close friends.

Wait, there’s more!

At the Civil War Token Society John Ostendorf was at the end of five or six

years’ of research for United States Civil War Store Cards, third edition (the

second edition was ancient, having been published in 1975). Evelyn jumped

in with Susan Trask, who was supervising much of the scheduling, and with

John. Within a year the book, illustrated with thousands of pictures and 664

pages in length, was a reality! Tlien came the next project: Patriotic Civil

War Tokens, sixth edition. Susan roundeci up pictures and information,

and Evelyn did the editing and graphics. As of early August this year it was

perhaps half finished. Then came Evelyn’s surprise diagnosis of sarcoma.

Nine weeks later she was no longer with us.

We all cried. Not often in life does someone pass away and leave such a group

of close friends and associates who loved her dearly and a family that did

likewise. Her memory will live on— in the books she has done, in the hearts

of her friends, and, tangibly in the present memorial edition of the Civil War
Token Journal.

Thank you, Evelyn, for having passed our way and enriching our lives.

-Dave Bowers-

Evelyn, Dennis Tucker, U.S. Mint Deputy Director Dick Peterson

Dave Bowers & Shaina Mishkin, May, 2013
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Dave Bowers introduced me to Evelyn as his research assistant when I started

exploring layout ideas for the Token and Medal Society Guide to U.S. Shell Cards

1867-1880. Evelyn and I quickly hit it off via email and developed a productive

working relationship. Fiercely loyal to Dave, she had no problem conspiring with

me to convince Dave that we knew what we were doing and he left the book in our

hands because he trusted Evelyn. When she started the Civil War store card book,

we talked on the phone and I shared InDesign tips. Evelyn learned more layout tricks

when she helped me resolve my design roadblocks. Then she ran into a technical

snag that stalled her progress. Evelyn sent me a few pages and I figured out how to

solve her technical hitches. When I saw the functional beauty of her page design, I

told her I regretted that our books would be released in the same year and compete

against one another for NEC awards. I don't think she believed me, but it warmed

my heart when the book I designed finished runner up to the book she designed.

Then I learned of her cancer. It all happened too fast and I regret that we never had

the chance to meet in person. We had made plans to share a celebratory drink in

Anaheim. We became good friends through a shared passion for numismatics and

design. Our books sit side-by-side on my bookshelf, a small reminder of an all too

brief friendship.

William D. Ryder

President, Token and Medal Society

I knew Evelyn only a short time, but certainly got a sense of the wonderful person

she was. When the next edition of the patriotic book is published I would hope that

it would be dedicated to her memory.

Mark Glazer

Co-Editor 6th Edition Patriotic Civil War Tokens

Evelyn was a true joy to work with. She was so talented and smart. When you look at

how beautiful SC3 turned out, it was due to her talents. It's hard to believe she wasn't

a numismatist because she anticipated what a numismatist would want when laying

out the book. Her attention to detail was amazing, but what I will miss most was

her sense of humor. Laying out a book like SC3 can be a long and tedious process.

Evelyn kept it light and would occasionally throw me an intentional "goofball" error

just to make sure I was paying attention and to give us both a much needed laugh. I

will always look back at our work together fondly and I will always think of Evelyn

whenever I look at SC3 and how beautifully it turned out thanks to her talents. I

already miss you Evelyn.

John Ostendorf

Secretary, Civil War Token Society
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I knew Evelyn only by

reputation and that reputation

was excellent. Her prime legacy

to our society is the essential

Evelyn clowning

around at the D.

Brent Pogue Auction

in New York. May,

2015

contribution she made to both the Whitman Guide Book of Civil War Tokens (2013,

2015) and the third edition of the Fuld store card book (2014). That contribution

must have involved a fair share of scut work: time consuming, tedious most days,

often frustrating, tasks that somebody has to do -- but hopefully, occasionally,

rewarding for her. The results are beyond what everyone involved may have hoped

for. So now, it's not too late to recognize and thank her, and editor Susan, by herein

acknowledging our widely shared debt of gratitude to her. -David Gladfelter-

Evelyn Mishkin was truly a talented, warm and caring person. In the short time I

knew her, while she was working on the SC 3 and Pat 6 books, her obvious talent in

the graphics layout area was immediately apparent, but she was always so humble

about it, acting like it was really no big deal. She was always willing to strike up a

conversation and just visit, no matter how busy she was or what other issues were on

her plate. Even after she became ill, when I would communicate with her, she always

would ask how things were going with me. A warm, wonderful and extraordinarily

talented woman who will be greatly missed by all of us she touched.

I was always so happy to open my emails and see a message from Evelyn. I would

send her a quick one line note and her response would be in minutes. I always felt

like I had her undivided attention. Evelyn would take a pile of scribbled, messy

words and turn them into sense while at the same time making me feel like I was so

special to work with. I never had an email from her that didn't have an exclamation

point. I will miss her and her happy notes. My good friend Dave told me once a

long time ago “Always surround yourself with people of quality.” I can honestly say

Evelyn was my true quality friend. -Mary Martin-

Tom Reed
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Memories ofEvelyn Mishkin
Dennis Tucker, October 21, 2015

1 have 1,153 emails to, from, or about Evelyn Mishkin, dating back to October

2012. That’s an average of 384 emails per year, or a little more than one per

day. What tales they tell!

Dave Bowers first introduced me to Evelyn in September 2006, when she

shared some ideas about books to interest children in coin collecting. But our

correspondence really took off over the past three years, as Evelyn became

more and more involved in Dave’s manuscript for what would become the

Guide Book of Civil War Tokens. She brought a powerful level of insight and

intellect to that project. Dave sang her praises, and it was easy to see why

—

Evelyn’s editorial skills were keen and her observations were valuable.

By the time I finally met Evelyn in person in May 2013, she was something

of a numismatic celebrity. She and her daughter Shaina accompanied me and

Dave on a research trip to the Philadelphia Mint and then to Washington to

meet with various Treasury and Smithsonian officials and to tour the Bureau

of Engraving and Printing. Ostensibly Evelyn’s roles would be as note-taker

and as backup photographer (with Shaina our main photographer). Of
course she brought so much more to the undertaking. That’s what you always

got with Evelyn.

In Philadelphia we were meeting with Mint officers, production managers,

line workers, and artists, studying processes, observing new technology,

and generally absorbing huge amounts of information. It was the same

in Washington. And Evelyn was right in the thick of it: asking very savvy

questions; taking incredibly detailed notes; offering fresh and unique insights.

Our “note-taker” was a crucial member of the group!

Beyond the professional side of our trip, Evelyn was just fun to travel with.

Tliat four-day jaunt was filled with as much laughter, good conversation, and

all-around camaraderie as you could imagine. After the trip our emails and

phone calls continued as we both worked on the Token and Medal Society

shell-card book and other projects. Every once in a while, out of the blue,

Evelyn would make an inside joke from Philly or D.C.— usually involving

either “hokey ice cream” or the phrase “retired admiral”—you had to be

there!—and it would give me a laugh.
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A tew days before she passed away, Evelyn responded to encouraging

messages sent to her by Dav^e Bowers and others. “I thank you so much for

the kind words returned 10 fold,” she wrote. “Tliat you have all taken me
under your collective wing, full of support and love, is something I really

can’t even grasp. Each morning and evening, and most any time of day, I

open up my email to find someone oftering something in the way of support

or prayers, and I say to Harvey, ‘How many people get to awaken to things

like this every day?’ Harvey’s answer? ‘You, and not many others.’ Says it all.”

Evelyn Mishkin deserved every kindness, every word of praise and thanks. I

daresay she deserved another forty or fifty years, at least, doing her amazing

work here on Earth, but who are we to decide such things?

I know in the future there’ll be times when I take one last look at a 100 percent

complete, final, and perfect manuscript—and find an error. I’ll breathe a sigh

of relief, fix it, and give Evelyn a nod. Thanks for everything, my friend, and

save me a bowl of ice cream!

May 15, 2013: Dennis Tucker, Shaina Mishkin, and Dave Bowers with the belle of the

ball, Evelyn Mishkin (relaxing on a $41 million couch of new $100 bills at the BEP).
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Slave Owner Issued Civil War Tokens!

Donald Erlenkotter

Were there any slave owners who issued Civil War tokens? One’s first

thought would be that the answer should be “No” since almost all token issuers

were in states in the North, where slavery had been abolished before the war. But

what about the border states, where slavery still existed? Could there have been

slave owners there who issued tokens?

Here we identify one slave owner who did issue Civil War tokens: John W.
Lee of Lexington, Kentucky (KY-480B). Lee’s tokens describe him as a baker

and confectioner at 10 Main St., but five of the varieties are milk tokens for

quantities of milk ranging from one half-pint up to one gallon. ' They were struck

by the shop of John Stanton of Cincinnati, and the three primary token varieties

used Stanton’s Indian head reverse dies 1047, 1068, and 1069.“

John W. Lee was born in County Cork, Ireland in about 1833. He went from

Cincinnati to Lexington in the early 1850s and was employed there as a

journeyman baker by William Scott. By 1860 he had established his own bakery

and confectionery, and in that year’s census for Lexington he and his family were

recorded as follows:

John W. Lee, age 27, born KY [sic], baker and confectioner, real estate valued

at $1,800, personal estate valued at $3,000

Frances "
, age 25, b. KY

Simeon "
, age 9 months, b. KY

Seven others are listed in his household, including two bakers and a confectioner.'^
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1047 1068 1069

Indian head store card reverse dies for KY-480B tokens

Store card reverse dies 1463-1467 for John W. Lee’s milk tokens
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Civil War scrip checks issued by Lee’s U.S. Bakery,

Lexington, Ky., dated January 1st, 1863
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The 1860 slave schedule for Lexington, Ward 2, p. 452, lists six slaves for

John W. Lee: four males, ages 25, 7, 4, and 1; and two females, ages 35 and 16

years old.

John W. Lee had married Frances Hardesty at Lexington on May 5, 1858.'^

The marriage record gives his birthplace as Ireland. Reportedly this marriage

brought considerable means that aided him in establishing his fortune.^ His wife

was the daughter of Henry and Sarah (Dykes) Hardesty of Fayette County.^ The

1850 slave schedule for Fayette County lists Henry Hardesty as the owner of four

slaves. His widow, Sarah Hardesty, appears in the 1860 census for Lexington

along with her daughter Judith, age 30, and the accompanying slave schedule

indicates that Sarah was the owner of eight slaves.
^

The 1864 directory for Lexington gives the following listing for Lee’s

business and residence:

LEE JOHN W., U. S. Premium Bakery and Confectionery, No. 10 Main

Street, res “Eden” Farm nr Railroad

LEE J. W., Livery and Sale Stables, sec Mulberry and Short

During the war he had a contract to provide baked goods for the U.S. Government,

and most likely this is the rationale for the designation of his business as the “U. S.

Premium Bakery.” Lee issued a series of paper notes or checks dated January 1,

1863, bearing the identification “Lee’s U.S. Bakery” and his signature. These

checks were redeemable in “bread or confectionaries” or in current funds in
o

amounts of $1. His Eden Farm may have been the source of milk distributed to

customers by deliverymen who were paid with Lee’s milk tokens.

Although he had been a slave owner, Lee was described as a true and

consistent Unionist. He was said to have been amiable in disposition and always

tolerant of the opinions of others, even when they were most adverse to his own.

But one newspaper called him an extremist in politics. A respondent to this

statement wrote:

That means that he did not straddle the fence like the Janus-faced sneaks

of Kentucky during the war. . . . for unobtrusively, though firmly, taking

the Union side when the matter became a question which no one could

dodge, he was plundered by the rebels eaeh time they visited this city

[Lexington] in force and his entire bakery establishment reduced to

ashes.
^

Since Lee’s business was still in operation in 1864, it seems probable that it was

destroyed in the last Confederate raid on Lexington by General John Hunt Morgan
and his men during June 8-10, 1864. In addition to looting the city, the raiders set

fire to several buildings and hundreds of cords of wood at the Kentucky Central

Railroad building near the Asylum for the Insane. Lee’s farm, which was near
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the railroad, adjoined the asylum. In the 1867 city directory for Lexington,

John W. Lee is listed as a gardener opposite the west end of Second St., where the

asylum was located. He was no longer identified as a baker.

After the war, Mr. Lee was a prosperous farmer who had property valued at

around $30,000. However, he was disturbed by his inability to get the

Government to allow his claims against it. He had difficulty sleeping, his mental

condition deteriorated, and he began to fear that he was becoming insane. For

several days before his death he was haunted by the thought that he was going to

be seized as a lunatic and confined in the neighboring asylum. Early on the

morning of February 16, 1869 his sister-in-law Judith Hardesty, who lived in a

room upstairs, heard her sister cry out and went below to investigate. The Lees’

bedroom door was locked, but Miss Hardesty was able to get their young son to

open it. Inside, both her sister and brother-in-law were dead or dying.
”

There are conflicting accounts about what had happened. “ All agree that Mr.

Lee had committed suicide by cutting his throat with a razor. Some maintain that

he had also murdered his wife by cutting her throat, but others say that she was

killed inadvertently while attempting to stop her husband from killing himself

Their young son had escaped by hiding under the bed, and it’s not clear if he had

also been intended as a victim. The cause given for Mr. Lee’s suicide was his

mental deterioration and depression, which may have been due to a form of

dementia described at the time by the now-archaic term “softening of the brain.”

Mr. and Mrs. Lee are buried together in the Lexington Cemetery, along with

their sons Simeon E. (1859-1860) and John Harry (1861-1867).'^ Their youngest

son, Samuel, was living in 1870 with his aunt, Judith Hardesty, in the household of

her brother, Henry Hardesty, in Lexington. Samuel Wesley Lee died unmarried

in Mariemont, Ohio on March 22, 1943 and is buried in Spring Grove Cemetery,

Cincinnati in the lot of his uncle. Rev. Thomas Lee, D.D. His cemetery record

says he was born on November 24, 1 864 in Lexington.

John W. Lee is remembered today for the Civil War tokens and scrip he

issued during the war. These items convey little about the turmoil under which he

lived and the eventual tragic end of his life. They all are quite rare: the most

common of the token varieties are of rarity R-8, with 5 to 10 examples of each

believed to survive. One wonders how many were destroyed when his bakery was

burned, and how many of those remaining were lost following his unfortunate

demise.

Acknowledgment

1 would like to thank David Gladfelter for providing the images of John W.
Lee’s scrip checks for his U.S. Bakery.
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The Buck Stops Here

Since the last issue the officers and Board Members

have been involved looking at policies, practices,

and traditions of the CWTS. Some long-time CWTS
"things" are on the way to change for the better, while

others may be tuned down or tweaked up to accom-

modate technical advances. The most urgent thing

with which your officers are investigating now is sending a youngster

to the A.N.A.'s Summer Seminar!

The majority of officers seem to favor any child, 13 to 17, of any

CWTS member to be in the "fast-track" for an exciting week of in-

tensive study regarding coins, currency and, yes, exonumia! CWTS
will offer cash in the neighborhood of at least $1500 for a youngster

to travel to Colorado Springs and pay for room, board and tuition for

one week (there are two one week programs available).

As time is short and as of today the guidelines are still fluid, let me
suggest that any parent or guardian who has a child right now of

about age of 12 and a half to 17 and a few months contact the CWTS
Secretary and express an interest in the program. Final guidelines

will not be in place until after this issue has been mailed.

This will be the first year in memory that CWTS has sponsored a

child for the Summer Seminar and so we are getting a late start for

the program. Whether we can send a child for the 2016 seminar or

not will depend on how quickly we can gather our resources and "fin-

ish the deal!" If not 2016, then planning for the 2017 seminar will be

much more positive.

Paul Cunningham

President
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Forty Years Ago In the Civil War Token Society

by Paul Cunningham

Forty Years Ago

Jack Detwiler added another of his popular Patriotic Patter columns. David

Schenkman added a funny story from the A.N.A. convention. An iron Merrimac

tokens (deleted 498/499) was snatched up by a member from a dealer on the floor for

$15 and sold it later for $250. It was announced that the copyright for the Patriotic

Catalog was purchased from the Western Publishing Company. David Gladfelter

updates the Gies Token Hoard, a group of more than 1000 pieces from Detroit. New
varieties were assigned to the six different tokens in the hoard. Sterling Rachootin

explained Lincoln's Military Necessity Token; this would be a good read again! Dale

Cade presented an auction of 512 lots!

Thirty Years Ago

Steve Tanenbaum's notes and reference material for a new storecard book were

stolen (from his unattended car). Extensive convention notes were in this issue.

Auction Notes by Gary Pipher stretched for six pages! Michael Goodrich shared his

research on a newly discovered die for Chicago Merchant IL 150AI-3b. Dale Cade

continued his Assembling A Patriotic Type Set - Part 12. Kenneth Trobaugh shared

a newspaper article from the Weekly Journal of Practical Infomation in Art, Science,

etc. regarding Postage Stamp Currency. Dale Cade also conbtributed a seven page

auction!

Twenty Years Ago

Sterling Rachootin suggested several meanings for North Star, the Patriotic token.

[Note that a new treatment of the North Star question is being readied as we speak.]

Dale Cade explained the what, when and how of Double Headers. Everett Cooper

followed the movements and actions of Sutler Tokens.. .8th Ohio Volunteer Infantry.

The quarterly auction was composed of 15 pages, with lots presented with large size

fonts!

Ten Years Ago

W. David Perkins introduced another Civil War Token issued by a distant relative

[the eighth such article]! This token, the C.B. Goodrich, was described as being

"Opposite the Perkins Hotel." It included an early city map showing the location of he

business. Visualizing the Mid 19th Century, by Sterling Rachootin, was replete with

token pictures and featured historical slogans. Melvin Fuld wrote of an important

die-sinker of the Civil War, Scovill Manufacturing Co. of Waterbury, Connecticut,

Part One; reprinted from Fall, 1968. Parts Two (Winter, 1968) and Three (Spring,

1969) would be reprinted later.
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CWTS Meeting Minutes 2015

The CWTS general meeting was held at the ANAs Worlds Fair of

Money in Chicago August 13th at 4:00 followed by a CWTS Execu-

tive Board meeting. CWTS Executive Board members present were

President Paul Cunningham, Vice-President Susan Trask, Secretary

John Ostendorf, and Board of Governors members Bill Luitje and Jud

Petrie. There were approximately 25 people in attendance.

1.

President Paul Cunningham called the meeting to order and

welcomed all members and guests.

2. Secretary John Ostendorf provided a membership report. Current

membership stands at a total of 765 members compared to last years

740 (590 regular members, 3 associate members, 3 junior members,

and 169 life members). Membership has grown in the last year after

having held steady for the last three years. This growth is probably

related to the publication of the third edition of the store card book.

The publication of 6th edition of the Patriotic Book will certainly help

as well.

3. The third edition of the store card book has been well received and

has already sold almost 600 copies.

4. Treasurer Tom Reed presented the treasurer's report. The CWTS
is on firm financial footing, largely due to book sales in the last year.

5. Awards presentations were made for the last several years to get

caught up. The following awards were presented:

Literary Awards:

2011 1st place (tie) - Don Erlenkotter, "How Many Civil

War Tokens Were Produced?" and Bill Luitje, "TJie Value of Rarity

Numbers".

3rd place - Bart Woloson, "David B. Herrinton and His

Double Thread $15 Sewing Machine".
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Honorable Mention - Alan Chetson,"A New Reverse Die for NY-

630L".

2012 1st place - John Ostendorf, "R.S. McKeen & Co. of

Galveston, Texas - Not Indiana!"

2nd place - Q. David Bowers, "Rhode Island Civil War

Store Cards/"F. Theodore Pohle of Rhode Island From Providence to

Cranston (RI220A).".

3rd place - John Ostendorf, "Waldo & Brandon's

Emporium, Jefferson, Wisconsin (WI310F)".

2013 1st place - Rick Irons, "A. Krebs and Chas. Stevens: Civil

War Merchants or Sutlers?"

2nd place - Don Erlenkotter, Q. David Bowers, and

Rick Remling, "Robert Downing (OH I65AK): Two Identities for a

Bookseller and Numismatist of Cincinnati",

3rd place - Don Erlenkotter, "Cincinnati's Dr. Bennett and

his Medicines (OH-I65N)".

2014 1st place - John Ostendorf, "African American Issuers of

Civil War Store Cards".

2nd place - Q. David Bowers, "Charles McCarthy and the

Washington House, Urbana, Ohio".

3rd place - Scott Hopkins, "Plessner & Son: Druggists of

Toledo, Ohio".

Honorable Mention - Don Erlenkotter, "1864:Dunn &
Co.'s Oyster House Tokens".

2012 Service Award: The Dale Cade Service Award for 2012

was presented to Don Erlenkotter for updating membership and dues

records to a digital system, CWTS Journal editorship and conversion

to a digital format.

2014 Research Award: The Jack Detwiler Research Award

for 2014 was presented to John Ostendorf for editorship of the third

edition of "US Civil War Store Cards".
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6. A special black leather bound copy of the 3rd edition of the Store

Card book was presented to John Ostendorf for his service as editor.

A second copy was auctioned and after some spirited bidding, went to

Tom Reed for $550, the proceeds going to the CWTS treasury

7. The Hall of Fame inductee for 2015 was announced. Susan Trask

was inducted into the CWTS Hall of Fame and was present to receive

her award.

8. The meeting was opened to general discussion. There were no

questions or comments.

9. Susan Trask and Tom Reed gave a very interesting presentation

on "Johnson's Island Prisoner of War Camp and Related Sutler Scrip".

10. The general meeting was adjourned and followed by a meeting of

the CWTS Executive Board. Present were President Paul Cunningham,

Vice-President Susan Trask, Secretary John Ostendorf, Treasurer Tom
Reed and Board of Governors Bill Luitje and Jud Petrie. There was a

general discussion concerning several CWTS matters, but no decisions

or formal votes on any matters.

DUES FOR 2016 ARE DUE BY JANUARY 1

Enclosed with your copy of the Journal is a preprinted envelope for submitting

your membership renewal dues payment for 2016. We hope this envelope will

make the dues payment more convenient for you. You can renew without any

additional forms to cut out or copy. Please indicate any change of address directly

on the remittance envelope.

Since the Journal is mailed by the printer with the envelopes enclosed, we apolo-

gize if you have received an envelope but have already paid your 2016 dues. Please

check the mailing label on your Journal envelope. If the label says “Exp 20 1
5” after

your member number, your membership will expire at the end of 2015. If it says

anything other than 2015, no payment is necessary.

We would very much appreciate payment of your 2016 dues in a timely manner.

This will save the Society the added cost and efibrt of sending out a reminder mail -

ing in January and ensure that you receive the 2016 quarterly Journals on lime.

If you prefer, you may renew your membership by PayPal on the CWTS web site

at www.CWTSociety.com.

We look forward to having you as a member of the CWTS for another year!
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eBay Adventures (or Be Careful Out There)

by John Ostendorf

eBay is many things to collectors. Overall, it is a positive thing. For

exoniimia collectors, eBay has been a great resource in that much
more is available. Let's face it, the majority of coin dealers don't handle

much exonumia, so coin shops and coin shows are not a great source

for exonumia collectors. eBay has certainly given exonumia collectors

a great resource for obtaining material for their collections.

On the other hand, eBay has also been a great resource for sellers that

may not be as reputable as your local coin dealer. There are some very

good sellers on eBay (I can think of three Civil War token dealers off

the top ofmy head); however, there are also many shady characters out

there. Anyone who has dealt with eBay for very long is well aware that

eBay doesn't go out of it's way to police unscrupulous activity. There

are mechanisms to report improper behavior or questionable listings,

but it has been my experience that eBay does nothing with the report.

Hence the alternate title to this article "be careful out there".

The first example I provide is of an eBay seller selling modern fantasies

as "Confederate Civil War tokens". The seller name is "edandshane"

who listed the following in separate lots:

The first lot was described as a Confederate Civil War token from Fort

Wagner, South Carolina. This of course is a fantasy piece that was

probably struck in the 1960s. It is seen on eBay occasionally and most

sellers will at least be honest enough to state that it is a fantasy piece,

replica, or some sort of description to alert bidders that it is not a Civil

War token.
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However, this eBay seller provided no warning and implied that it was

a Civil War token. I contacted the seller and politely asked him to

mention that this was a modern fantasy and got the reply, "I know
what I bid on and presume they do too". I found this to be a cavalier

response at best, especially considering the title of the listing and that

it was listed in the Civil War tokens section.

The same seller listed the following token as a Civil War token:

This “token” too is a well known modern fantasy. It is listed in Rulau s

4th edition of “United States Tokens, 1700-1900” on page 897 as Rulau

MV A413. It too is available with some frequency on eBay and usually

comes with an appropriate warning from ethical sellers.

This time 1 didn’t even bother contacting the seller. 1 immediately

reported it to eBay as a modern fantasy and of course got no response

from eBay. Sadly, this “token” was sold for $40.80. Most 1 have seen

sell go for less than $10. I am reminded of the old adages, “buy the

book before the token” and “if it seems to good to be true...”; however,

nobody should take advantage of the ignorance of others.

Another “Civil War token” has been showing up with some regularity

of late. 1N-770C-Ia is a very popular token due to its depiction of two

hats from the Civil War era. Three examples of this rarity 6 token have

appeared this summer, two from a seller from the Czech Republic and

another from Greece.

1 bid on the first one 1 saw. It was a low bid because I was suspicious

about its authenticity. 1 wanted to buy it so that 1 could at least examine

it.
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Someone else purchased it and after the auction, the seller contacted

me oft'ering me another. Red alert!

Here are the two tokens offered by the Czech seller:

Then a third example showed up

They all may be the real deal, but what are all these IN-770C-ls doing

in Europe? Also, why are they all showing up all of a sudden? Will we

be seeing more of these coming out of Europe? I would be interested

in hearing from any reader who may have purchased one of these. I

recently "won" one of these auctions so I could closely examine it. As

of the time of this writing, it has yet to arrive from the Czech Republic.

If it isn't an obvious fake, I may send it to NGC for verification.

There are fake Civil War tokens out there. These Plainfield tokens may
or may not be fake.
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There have been articles in the Journal over the years pointing out

some of these fakes. David Zimmerman and I saw a fake OH-557A
a few years ago. Unfortunately, I can't find the picture of it. What I

remember though is that the token was "too good". It was a chocolate

brown and would have graded at least MS67. It was razor sharp in ev-

ery detail. Upon closer examination, the circles on the obverse of that

fake were slightly off. I contacted the seller and asked where he got it.

He didn't reply, but he quickly took the listing down.

A seller from Cyprus recently sold about a dozen purported CWTs.
Most were fairly common tokens and looked like they might be okay,

but had odd coloration. However, they were sold at the same time by

the same seller as these two obvious fakes:

If you look closely, you will see that both of these "tokens" exhibit

bubbles (probably because they were cast and not struck). Tliey both

also show very "mushy" lettering throughout and the Ripon piece

shows odd coloration as well. If a CWTS member won either of these

lots, I would be interested in hearing from you. I suspect there is a

line on the rim, perhaps filed down, that would be further evidence

that these were cast.
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I reported these obvious fakes to eBay which did nothing of course.

My point is that you can't rely on eBay to ensure the accuracy of a

listing or to ensure the items for sale on eBay are authentic. Sure they

have a policy against selling fakes, but eBay has demonstrated over the

years that it isn't exactly interested in enforcing it.

The point to be made here is that while there are some very good eBay

sellers, there are also unethical sellers on eBay. Don't expect eBay to

save you from a bad experience. Do business with reputable sellers

and you may want to consider submitting your tokens to a third party

grading service. Arm yourself through education and a healthy dose

of skepticism and be careful out there!
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V.S CIVIL WAR STORE CARDS,

THIRD EDITION

GEORGE «nd MELVIN
^HN OSTENDORF, EDI

^11. WAR TOKEN SOCIETY

CHICAGO. AlJGtST 2015

John Ostendorf brought home the NLG Awards at the Chicago

ANA in August. SC3 took top honors with Best Token and Medal

Book and Extraordinary Merit. It was a long time coming,

but well worth the wait.
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124/294a Raw AU+ 13 1/2 1 7a Raw MS62 PL 132/ 149a Raw MS64 RB

$475 $850 $600

Steve Hayden Fixed Price

Auctions

CivilWarTokens.com Catalog Sales

o tf-lLiflOUflR i

M 1225V -4a Raw ::.62

$125

Ml .7011-41) Raw MS64

$125

MI440A-4a Raw MS62

$200

Steve Hayden P() Box 1863 Goose Creek, SC 29445

eBay Seller stevehayden - - 843-973-4556 civilwartokens@aol.com

Exclusive first time offer, no sales before publication.
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Tokens by Marr and Kleinsteuber
Roger Lalich

John Marr Charles Kleinsteuber

Civil War tokens are often attributed to a certain manufacturer, producer, maker,

shop, issuer, etc. For the Civil War token to get in the hands of the original end user

merchant, three main steps must be taken; die engraving, die sinking and marketing/

distribution. This article addresses the John Marr and Charles Kleinsteuber affiliation

with Civil War tokens.

Johann (John) Marr

John Marr was born in Germany in 1831. He completed an engraving apprenticeship

for a gun manufacturer and in order to avoid conscription in the Prussian army, he

immigrated to the United States in 1852. Soon he began working as an engraver at

the Colt pistol factory in Hartford, Connecticut. The day after his wedding in 1855,

he left Hartford for Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Shortly thereafter, he met Peter Mossin

(1816-1872), who had established a business in engraving, finishing notary seals and

sheet brass molds. The firm of Mossin and Marr was founded in 1856 and lasted until

1865. Marr and Mossin’s partnership was an unusual one, as Mossin was devoutly

religious (Swedenborg) and Marr was an atheist (or as Marr called himself, a “free

thinker”). In regards to this partnership, Marr stated, “My business began to grow

and my partner had no cause to rue this step either, for he too gained business.”'

MOSSIN « MARN,

VKTALS & WOOD,
iir.

Marr advertisement and

the office building where

Marr engraved his Civil

War token dies.
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After leaving Mossin in 1865, Marr started his own engraving business. In 1878, he

was joined by wood engraver George Richards. The Marr and Richards Engraving

Company produced maps, door plates, magazine illustrations and city views. Their

firm grew and at the time of Marr’s retirement the company had 16 employees. Marr

was also an artist, his most memorable piece being his bust of Mark Twain. John

Marr died in 1921 at the age of 89. Marr continued to engrave token and medal dies

until his retirement in 1894.

Carl (Charles) Kleinsteuber

Charles Kleinsteuber was born in Germany in 1821. He learned metal work and en-

graving in Germany before he immigrated to the United States in 1852. By 1853, he

settled in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. By 1856, he owned his own business as a mechanic

and engraver. Over the next 24 years, he advertised his skills an engraver, machinist,

founder, model worker, stencil cutter, brass casting maker and manufacturer of small

machinery, surveying instruments and telescopes. His work is seen on fire depart-

ment badges, uniform belt buckles and political medallions.

Kleinsteuber is best remembered for his shop, where the typewriter was invented.

Amateur inventers often used his machine shop and foundry for their projects. A
machine for addressing newspapers and a machine for labeling ledgers and tickets

were both invented in his shop. Christopher Sholes along with Carlos Gidden,

Samuel Soule and Matthias Schwalbach built the first typewriter in 1867 in the

Kleinsteuber shop. It was patented in 1868. By 1874, E. Remington 8c Sons of New
York were producing the Sholes typewriter.

The Kleinsteuber shop was destroyed by fire in 1880. Just before the fire, Kleinsteuber

had entered into partnership with William Erankfurth (WI-510-L) to manufacture

Phoenix scales. Charles Kleinsteuber died in 1885 at the age of 63.
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Marr and Kleinsteuber Collaboration

It is possible that John Marr knew Charles Kleinsteuber in Germany, as both were

from Saxony and both were engravers. It is known they were friends at the Colt

factory in Hartford, Connecticut in 1852.^ Kleinsteuber may have influenced Marr

(along with a friend of Marr’s wife’s family) to move to Milwaukee in 1855, as Klein-

steuber had already been in the city two years. In 1867 Kleinsteuber was a witness

for Marr to become a United States citizen. The Marr engraving business was in an

office building with no means of physically striking the tokens.

Kleinsteuber was the die sinker for the Marr tokens. This was first suggested by Dr.

George Hetrich in 1922, although he also thought Kleinsteuber was the engrav-

er, despite Marr’s name on many of the tokens.^ Ray Callan wrote that Mossin &
Marr engraved the tokens and Kleinsteuber struck the tokens.** Kleinsteuber’s son,

Monroe Kleinsteuber (1867-1924), stated in 1909 that, “During the [Civil] war he

[Charles Kleinsteuber] was permitted by the government to coin pennies for the

business men of Milwaukee.”^ The government, of course, had nothing to do with

Kleinsteuber’s tokens. Marr engraved only two busts, one of the deceased

Stephen Douglas (store card dies 1 155 and 1 156, patriotic dies 154 and 154A), and

the other of his friend Charles Kleinsteuber (WI-510-V). All the Kleinsteuber to-

kens are on 24 mm planchets, the only non-numismatic struck Civil War tokens by

John Marr on large planchets.

In 1866, the Milwaukee streets were renumbered and renamed. Marr engraved new

dies in 1867 for Kleinsteuber with the new shop address and year, changed from

WI-510-V. Kleinsteuber struck his new token in white metal (Rulau WI-Mi 25).

'there is no evidence that the Kleinsteuber shop had steam power, so the Marr to-

kens were probably struck manually. A great granddaughter of John Marr claimed

Marr also engraved the letters and numbers for the first typewriter developed in

Kleinsteuher’s shop.*’
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1863 (WI-510-V) and 1867 (Rulau WI-Mi 25) Kleinsteuber tokens.

The 1867 token is white metal with the new address.

John Marr must have done the marketing and distribution of the tokens, because

when new laws forbidding the manufacture and use of Civil War tokens were en-

acted (Act of July 17, 1862), it was Marrs firm, and not Kleinsteuber, who recalled

all the tokens in 18637 Marr and Kleinsteuber did, however, begin reissuing to-

kens and even dated one popular reverse 1864 (die 1 174).

Marr-engraved tokens are known for their many varieties, including different

metals, overstrikes, die combinations and brockages. Many of these were struck

after the Civil War for collectors. It is not known who instigated these rare vari-

eties, Marr or Kleinsteuber. One must suspect, however, that the unusual dou-

ble-struck brockage, rotated 90 degrees, of Kleinsteuber’s own token (WI-510-V-

2a) was Kleinsteuber s initiative.

WI-510-V-2a, double and rotated brockage

Peter Mossin

The man largely left out of the story, Peter Mossin, continued in business by himself

after Marr left their partnership. Marr engraved all of the tokens for the Mossin 8c

Marr firm with some exceptions. The Bast Wisconsin Brewery token (WI-510-B)

was probably engraved by Peter Mossin. Friedrich Miller (WI-510-AB) dies 46450

and 46460 as well as obverse die 27930 of MN-680-A were engraved by unknown
craftsmen, perhaps Mossin. These dies are low relief and some have no denticles,

some are incuse, and the workmanship is not typical of Marr.
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Marr also mentioned that both men brought their own skills to the business, and

. I would work in my field [metal engraving] for myself and he in his specialty

[notary seals and sheet brass molds] for himself....”® Interestingly, Kleinsteuber

added on to the front of his shop in 1869 and Mossin moved his business to the

basement of the addition. With his eyesight failing, Mossin closed his business and

went to work for a wagon wheel manufacturer. Peter Mossin died in 1872 at the

age of 56.

Kleinsteuber shop, 1870. Kleinsteuber (left arrow) is at the top

of stairs. Mossin (right arrow) standing in front of his sign in the

basement of the shop.

The John Marr and Charles Kleinsteuber relationship in token manufacturing lasted

almost 20 years. Perhaps the Civil War tokens of Mossin and Marr should be referred

to as tokens of Marr and Kleinsteuber.

Picture credits:

John Marr bust- Museum of Wisconsin Art

Marr building and Kleinsteuber 1870 building -Milwaukee Historical Society

Kleinsteuber early building-Wisconsin Historical Society
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3. George Hetrich, “Civil War Tokens and Tradesmens Currency”, The

Numismatist, June 1922, p. 275.

4. Ray Callan, “The men who made Milwaukee’s Civil War store cards”. The
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Dave Bowers, Frank &
Susan Trask, Matt &
John Bowers at ANA

Banquet

Dave Schenkman

inducted into

ANA Hall of Fame.

(CWTS life member

and Hall of Fame

Inductee)
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SCRIP MATES
(Continued from previous issue)

Part 4: New Hampshire and New Jersey.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

for '

E CENTS.!

• »

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

120A- lip A. W. Gale .03 March 20, 1863 Bowers p. 25

Comments: This item and the next, like the MI745C-llp reported in the previous

issue, are presently unique and in others’ collections. The R-4 one cent restaurant

token of Albert W. Gale is the only CWT from New Hampshire, and now it has

this scrip mate, manually signed by the proprietor. Appropriately, this note once

belonged to Wayne Rich, a collector from Concord, who participated in dispersing

a stash of about 200 mint-state Gale tokens discovered around 1970 when the depot

in which Gale had operated his lunch room was demolished. Gale (1827-1909) was

a merchant mariner in his youth, spending time in the California gold fields before

returning east, marrying and settling in Concord. He opened the “Depot House” on

Railroad Square in the early 1860s, adding a saloon in 1864 and opening a second

business, a fruit and pastry stand, in 1870. Tlie note has the imprint McFarland 8c

Jenks’ Print. Only this denomination is known.
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NEW JERSEY

fs

une Houso, Atlantic Clt^f

Oocdfor 26 Cents.

l#«V M IMHU 0^14 or

'i\

\

Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date

20A-llp Neptune House .25 None

Reference

Criswell & R. p. 66

Comments: John Smick, a Philadelphian who pursued a couple of trades, became the

proprietor of Neptune House, Atlantic City’s fifth largest hotel, in 1858, and served

on its City Council beginning in 1859. He operated a restaurant there, which may or

may not have been connected with the hotel, from 1863 to 1877. Smick issued this

cardboard check on the hotel around 1862, with his signature on the back. It was in

Herb Romerstein’s collection in 1971 when his exhibit ofCWT took first place in the

token category at the American Numismatic Association convention in Washington,

DC. For those who didn’t see or don’t remember Herb’s exhibit, the introduction

to his section of the Criswell and Romerstein Official Guide summarizes it, and

includes a plug for our society. This chit has no imprint. No other denominations

are known.
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Fuld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

555A-21p John L. Agens & Co. .10 1857 Wait 1353

555A-22p John L. Agens & Co. .15 July 11th 1862 Wait 1355

Comments: Per Newark city directories, John L. Agens operated a “segar store”,

newspaper and vegetable stand at 1 Commerce St., the address on his CWT. During

the Panic of 1857 he issued variety 2 Ip shown above, along with scrip of similar

design in denominations of .15, .25 and .50 (Wait 1356, 1357 and 1359). All have a

light red background tint, usually faded to brown, with the name “John L. Agens”

silhouetted in large white letters across the notes, and the imprint ENGRAVED BY
JOHN W. ORR NEW YORK in small white letters at the bottom. The tint, however, is

lithographed with the text and design applied by surface printing. In 1860 Agens was

joined by Charles A. Wallen and the business became John L. Agens & Co. Under

this name it issued Civil War tokens, and reissued the 1857-dated scrip, manually

redated July 11th 1862 (on example 22p) and manually signed. Per Wait, 5 to 10

examples are known of each variety, but the redated notes (Wait 1352, 1355 and

1358, the .50 is unlisted as a reissue) are rarely encountered.

F’uld # Merchant Denom. Date Reference

690A-1 Ip CoLitts & Bro. .05 November 1st 1862 Wait pp. 300-301

690A-12p same .25 same same
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Comments: From the scant records available to us, we can surmise that this dry

goods, grocery and variety store was a family business, operated by John M. Coutts

in 1850. By 1860 it had become John M. Coutts & Son, or Sons. The elder Coutts

then served on the Perth Amboy City Council, but left that post in April 1861,

possibly to enlist in a Civil War volunteer unit, although no record of his war service

has been found. The signature on lip reads “G. M. Coutts & Bro.” but the other

brothers name is unknown. “Coutts Bros.” (presumably G. M. and one or more of his

brothers) still operated a retail grocery as late as 1878. The brothers’ scrip notes are of

two different styles that were printed in New York, all with the same issue date, and

used by several Perth Amboy merchants. The .05 and .10 are small format, printed

in blue; the .25 and .50 are larger, printed in black with a green frame and values; all

have the imprint of Francis & Loutrel, 45 Maiden Lane N. Y. The Goutts notes are

signed and numbered in red ink, and are quite scarce. Only the .10 is listed in Wait.

Steve Tanenbaum had examples of both the .10 and .25 denominations; the .50 is

unknown. The example of 12p shown here is a falsely signed remainder.
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Fuld # Merchant Denoni. Date Reference

925A-llp Bodine & Brothers .01 Sep’t. 1st, 1851. Wait uni.

925A-12p same .03 same same

925A-13p same .05 Jan’y. 1st, 1856. same

925A-14p same .05 Oct 1st, 1859. Wait 2463

925A-15p same .03 June 1st, 1861. Wait uni.

925A-16p same .25 Nov. 1st, 1862. same

925A-17p same .05 Oct. 1st, 1869. same

925A-18p same .03 Oct. 1st, 1870. same

925A-19p same .50 March 1st, 1871 same

925A-20p same .50 July 1st, 1872. same

Comments: This business was a Camden County glass works with the Protestant-

inspired name “Free Will Glass Manufactory.”

The works were built in 1835 and operated by

the Bodine family for most of its existence. Joel

Bodine purchased the works about 1842 after it

had merged with an adjacent works. Joel’s son,

John R, joined him in partnership at the age of

25 in 1846, along with John’s brothers William

H. and Joel Alfred, at which time the business

became known as Joel Bodine & Sons. The lip

and 12p varieties, printed in red, are thus signed.

The father withdrew in 1855, and thereafter the

business went under the name Bodine & Brothers.

The 13p, 14p, 15p and 16p scrip varieties, along

with the CWT 925A-lb and an earlier 1856 dated

token (Adams-Miller 10), are thus identified.

Another management change occurred in 1864

when John’s two brothers withdrew and were

succeeded by Walker R. Thomas, at which time

the business name was changed to Bodine,

Thomas & Co. Varieties 17p, 18p and 19p are thus signed. Variety 20p, using the

same design as 19p, is an unsigned remainder. The only varieties with an imprint are

lip and 12p which have “Young, Pr., Black Horse Alley, Phila.” The works eventually

incorporated as the Williamstown Glass Manufacturing Go., still under the control

of John, and continued to make mold-blown bottles as late as 1917. In summary,

this glass company issued two varieties of tokens (the 1863-dated token being an

overdate from the same die as the 1856 token) and at least 11 issues of scrip, 9 of

which are listed here (Wait 2464 being an undated 1.00 merchandise credit punch

card good at the BT8cCo. company store, plus an unknown BT&Co. issue circa 1864-

1869 that is mentioned in a court decision involving John).
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The tokens, as well as the scrip, are of the “company store” variety issued to workmen

in their pay envelopes; 925A-lb is only coincidentally a CWT because of its date,

which does qualify it. The signature of John appearing below his engraved picture

bears a strong similarity to the signatures on all of the scrip notes. Although John

Bodine’s companies cranked out a lot of scrip over the years, these notes individ-

ually are excessively rare today, the only issue with more than one denomination

known being the earliest, varieties lip and 12p. In most cases only a single example

is known. Still, one can always hope that additional examples and new varieties will

turn up, perhaps even a hoard of them.
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Award Winners and Officers at ANA

Dave Bowers, Steve Hayden, Susan Trask, Bill Luitje,

John Ostendorf, Don Erlenkotter

Jud Petrie, Paul Cunningham, John Ostendorf, Bill Luitje, Susan Trask, Tom Reed
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H.A, Ratterman and the Continuous Search

for the First Store Card Issuer

By Scott M. Hopkins

OH-165 EQ

H.A. Ratterman asserts to have been the first issuer of Civil War token store cards

in his correspondence with fellow numismatist Waldo C. Moore. Moore claims

Ratterman conceived the idea while looking for an alternative to the postage

currency that was necessary for small change in his insurance business with ran from

1832-1 923. ‘ Dozens of online articles, blogs and even online encyclopaedias have

repeated this claim verbatim: “The first of these privately minted tokens [referring to

Civil War token store cards] appeared in the autumn of 1862, by H. A. Ratterman,

in Cincinnati, Ohio.” Perhaps an examination of the amazingly complex character

of Mr. Ratterman will provide some clues as to why he thought that he was the first

issuer of store cards of the American Civil War.

Ratterman, a proud German immigrant was the editor of the The Pionier catering

to the ballooning immigrant population that mimicked his journey from Osnabriick

and other regions of Saxony to the American Midwest. Cincinnati’s German
population in the 19th century was enough to sustain several German language

periodicals. Writing provided for Ratterman both a form of consistent income and

pride. Although we will see that income was just a necessity to pursue his various

desires. Besides the newspaper, Ratterman wrote several histories of the region, the

architecture and the German immigrants of Cincinnati. One of his more popular

books at the time was; Spring Grove and Its Creator: H.A. Ratterman’s Biography

of Adolph Strauch Tolzmann. “Today, the study of German-American history and

literature is inconceivable without the major scholarly and editorial work of Heinrich

Armin Ratterman.” ^ On a less scholarly note he wrote dozens of novels published in

both German and English.
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In his leisure, Ratterman provided his expertise on tire art and antiquities, while

consistently adding Greek and Roman antiquities to his collections. Busts and

statuettes were his most cherished. Where and how he acquired these items is a

mystery. It is important to note though that cultural property laws and ethics were

hardly existent in 19th century America. His advice on painting and sculpture in

the late 18th century was unmatched in the Queen City. For additional profit from

his insurance business he worked independently as a personal property appraiser,

with only his skill set to distinguish himself. He may have even used his insurance

company to cover such items for clients. When patrons learned of his connoisseurship

they were infatuated and perhaps more importantly; they were sold.

A bibliophile, Ratterman amassed an incredible personal library totaling well

over 7,000 titles, now in the collection of the University of Illinois. An immense

bibliography was composed of the works in his collection. The collection focused

on rare German language books as well as a near complete collection of German
manuscripts produced in Cincinnati. As a bibliophile he engaged in many
debates regarding controversial understandings of his favorite playwrights such

as Shakespeare. It is said that he often orated exclusively in German so as to keep

challenging the university students he was invited to debate, though they had no

problem, understanding him. ^ When invited, he shared with English audiences rare

German poetry in his collection.

Not just a collector of the typical arts, Ratterman was also an avid numismatist. His

first numismatic specialization was in good for’ cardboard chits, which he collected

as they were issued from merchants across the Midwest. Favorites of his included

transportation, bakery and soda tokens. His love of numismatics is evident in the

coins he had produced as well. Several of his personal tokens were manufactured

strictly for his own collection. Of those we know attributed to him, 13 of the 16

different varieties are an R-7 or higher. That tradition continued as several of them

ended up in collections of notable contemporary Cincinnati collectors.

Ratterman’s character and eccentric lifestyle as a self-taught man might suggest

that he would have conceived such a brilliant idea of issuing store cards during the

American Civil War before anyone else. The claim would make Ratterman appear

quite the cunning businessman. Is there any chance Moore’s interview was accurate?

In reading the introduction to Civil War tokens by Russell Rulau, he quotes extensively

from Hetrich in which he writes: “... the first of these coins issued on account of the

lack of proper Government currency made their appearance in Cincinnati in the fall

of 1862.” However, correcting our previous understanding Rulau writes, since then

our understanding has changed and new evidence comes to light that Chicago was

likely the first issuing city.
^

It is this author’s understanding that Ratterman took advantage of an opportunity to

build upon the already large wealth of his character by implying that he first issued

copperhead store cards.
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The scholarship at the time seemed to suggest Cincinnati as the birthplace of these

store cards and no merchant issuer was claiming responsibility as the first. Our stan-

dard reference (1960) and our organization (1967) was half a century away from

realization. The distinction Ratterman took advantage of was the public awareness

of the issuance of these pieces.

According to Q. David Bowers, Frederick N. Dubois minted the first small size cent

store cards, probably in 1858 or 1859.^ Although not Civil War tokens, they are often

collected by Civil War token collectors because of their ingenuity and what they may
have helped inspire in the years to come. Further, Chicago diesinker, S.D. Childs &
Co. copied this idea and began striking tokens similar in shape and design to federal

Indian Head Cents in 1860. These did circulate. Cincinnati Civil War token expert

John Ostendorf agrees that although Cincinnati may have produced the most store

cards and had the most varied of die sinkers, the Queen City did not produce the first

store card tokens.^ According to George and Melvin Fuld, store cards first circulated

in large quantities in late 1862. A handful of tokens were issued in 1860 and 1861.”*

Katherine Jaeger corroborates that Cincinnati die sinkers were the “first to step up”

in the fall of 1862 - implying that their production matched demand and gained

acknowledgement, something initial die sinkers did not.“^ These authors all assert

that Cincinnati were probably the first to react the one cent shortage but were not the

first to create store cards nor were they the first when war broke out in April 1861.

Our collective scholarship and a more accurate understanding of the first issuers has

become more precise with time.

Finally we can look at a more contemporary account from the prominent Cincinnati

die sinker John Stanton. In an interview at the turn of the century, 82 years old at the

time, he stated that he first conceived the idea of producing store cards (as opposed

to patriotic tokens) “very early” in the War of Rebellion, during a visit to Lafayette

Indiana. He observed first hand these tokens freely exchanged on par for one cent

and theorized (almost mockingly) he could do the same if he replaced the patriotic

slogans with merchant advertising.''^ Tluis, the earliest die sinker of Cincinnati Civil

War tokens acknowledges that his idea for store cards came from patriotics he saw

in Indiana. He was observing the solution to the one cent shortage first hand. There

is an important distinction here. Although Stanton produced some of the earliest

patriotic tokens. Wealth of the South and the presidential contenders mini-series,

prior to the start of the Civil War, he did not produce a “store card” until after his

visit to Lafayette. According to his record that would date Rattermans store card at

no earlier than April 1861.

H.A. Ratterman did not issue the first Civil War token yet he was arguably at the fore

front of a very important episode in our numismatic history. To describe him as an

author, a leader, husinessman and a numismatist still leaves too much absent. Nev-

ertheless, his life and works set him far apart from simple merchant issuers of store

cards, many of whom we struggle to produce a narrative for.
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To call Heinrich Arminius Ratterman a renaissance man is to give him too little

credit tor his achievements and passions. Ratterman is all of us; a numismatist

and often fanatic collector of history. For that, it is well worth adding a Ratterman

token to our collections.

Photo 1: The Germania Building.

Caption: The Germania Building

is a stalwart in the Over- the-Rhine

community, it was constructed

in 1877 to accommodate H.A.

RattermatTs German Mutual

Fire Insurance Company. The

Renaissance Revival style expresses

his love ofarchitecture. Photo Credit:

University ofCincinnati.
_J
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Civil War Token Society

Auction #159

1. Send Bids to: Dan Moore, P.O. Box 125, Monroe, MI 48161 or e-mail with

subject CWTS Auction to working.man@usa.net

2. Please include your e-mail address with your bids, if available, for notifica-

tions.

3. Please include mailing address and phone number with all bids regardless

of bidding method.

4. Members have attributed all tokens. Lots incorrectly attributed or described

may be returned within seven days of receipt of lots. Reason for return must accom-

pany lots.

5. Bids are to be made by lot number only. Earliest postmark or email date/

time will decide tie bids.

6. Bids will be accepted with postmark or email date/time as late as the auc-

tion closing date.

7. Bids of more than $10.00 will be reduced to 10% over the second highest

bidder or to 50% of the bid, whichever is larger. Bids of $10.00 or less will not be

reduced.

8. Terms are cash. Lots will be sent via U. S. Mail unless otherwise requested.

Bidders will pay postage and insurance. Payment is due and payable upon receipt of

billing. Please make checks or money orders payable to either Dan Moore or CWTS.
9. Auction Manager reserves the right to withdraw any lot or to reject any bid

considered to be unreasonable.

10. All tokens are copper unless otherwise specified.

1 1. Most all copper CWTs resemble circulated cents in color. "Lherefore, the use

of the adjective “dark” will denote a color “darker” than customary. Use of the term

“darkening” will denote an early stage of the coloration process.

12. Abbreviations used are SCM- Single Card Merchant, and SMT- Single Mer-

chant Town.

13. A double grade on a lot (XF/VF) denotes obv/rev grading.

14. Listings are per FULD: “U. S. Civil War Storecards” 3rd Edition & “Patriotic

Civil War Tokens” 5th Edition.

1 5. Selected lots marked with will have pictures posted at the end of

the listings in the Journal and/or on the CWTS website here : www.cwtsociety.com/

auctionpix.html

16. Please observe a minimum bid of $5.00 per lot unless otherwise indicated

in parentheses ( ) following the lot description. This is a general minimum for the

auction and does not imply the value of any lot in the auction.

17. Auction closes on the 15th of the month after the month that the Journal is

published (March, June, September and December) unless noted otherwise. Please

bid responsibly.
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18. Prices realizeci will be available after the close of the auction and will be sent

FREE to all bidders. Others requesting a prices realized list, please send an e-mail

with subject CWTS Auction Prices Realized to working.man@usa.net . For a print-

ed copy of the list, please senci a self-addressed, stamped envelope (SASE) with your

request to Dan Moore, P.O. Box 125, Monroe, MI 48161.

Sale Closes on January 15, 2016

Illinois

:

1. 320E-2a, Freeport, R5, VF-i-, Chocolate brown color, couple small clips

2. 540A-la, Marengo, R4, VF, SMT, SCM, darker brown color, some verdigris

3. 692A-9a, Peoria, R4, VF, SMT, good color, some verdigris, some scratches,

exOH-165-EZ
4. 695A-la, Peru, R4, VF, Holed for suspension, reddish brown color, some

verdigris

5. 775C-la, Sandwich, R6, XF, Old obverse cleaning is retoning, reverse is

nicer

Indiana

:

6. 250A- la, Dublin, R7, UNC, SMT, Lots of red, Fuld #3 plate (Min.

Bid $390.00)

7. 260C-la, Elkhart, R6, F, Good color, some verdigris, weak centers, rim

dings

8. 430G-la, Huntington, R9, VF-f-, SCM, good color, minor verdigris, several

tiny rim nicks

9. 460H-2a, Indianapolis, R6, VF, Good color, minor verdigris, couple marks

Kentucky

:

10. 640C-3a, Newport, R3, VF, Good color, minor verdigris, couple dings

Massachusetts

:

11. 1 15G-5e, Boston, R6, VF, White metal, 27mm, good color, several rim

dings, couple scratches,stamped #16, Baker 581, Miller Mass-91

12. 200A-la, Charlestown, R5, VF-35 BN, SMT, NGC certified, decent color,

some verdigris,numerous tiny nicks, ex MA-1 15-B

13. 760B-le, Springfield, R7, VF, White metal, 28mm, good color, numerous

marks & dings,Baker 365, Rulau Ma-Sp-65

Michigan

:

14. 225A}-lal, Detroit, R9, XF, Plain edge, good color, recent obverse scratch

15. 225CD-la, Detroit, R8, XF, Good color, couple marks, struck with rusty

reverse die
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New York

:

16. 630A-la, New York, R2, F, 22mm, Decent color, some verdigris, holed for

suspension

17. 630Ha-le, New York, R9, F, White metal, 34mm, decent color, couple

nicks, small hole for suspension, new to Fuld #3

18. 630L-5b, New York, R4, XF, Brass, decent color, some dark areas, some

verdigris

19. 630L-17a, New York, R2, AG, Dark, rough surfaces, lots of verdigris, some

scratches, hard tobe sure of attribution

20. 630AK-2a, New York, R3, XF+, Darkening with some verdigris

21. 630AP-5a, New York, R3, UNC, Nice color, mint red highlights, good

luster

22. 630BK-2a, New York, R2, MS-65 BN, NGC certified, beautiful toning, nice

luster ***pix*^*

23. 630BV-2a, New York, R5, UNC, Nice color, some minor verdigris

24. 630BX-lz(ap), New York, R6, XF Details, Zinc - copper plated, NGC
slabbed as 630BX- Igl -environmental damage, mix of dark and lighter

colors where copper has worn olf, large area of bright grey corrosion on

obverse (Min. Bid $45.00)

25. 630BX-2Z, New York, R3, VF Details, Zinc, NGC slabbed as 630BX-lg -

environmental damage, decent color, rough surfaces (Min. Bid $25.00)

26. 630BY- 1 a. New York, R2, AU, Nice color, some nicks & dings

27. 630CB-la, New York, R3, UNC, Good color, some touches of mint red

28. 890B-5b, Troy, R2, F, Brass, dark, rough surfaces, lots of verdigris

Ohio

:

29. 74A- 1 la, Berea, R7, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, some nicks & dings

30. 440C-3a, Lancaster, R6, F, Starting to darken, long thin vertical obverse

Scratch, some verdigris

3 1 . 985A- la, Xenia, R6, XF, SMT, SCM, Darker brown color, couple nicks

***piy^*** (Min.Bid $255.00)

Pennsylvania

:

32. 750Lc-lb, Philadelphia, R6, MS-61, Brass, NGC certified, 25mm, nice col

or, lots of luster, couple spots. Baker 546B, Miller Pa-232, new to Fuld #3

33. 750Lc-lb, Philadelphia, R6, XF-i-, Brass, bright color, hairlined from clean

ing, verdigris area above Washington's head, small obverse spot. Baker

546B, Miller Pa-232, new to Fuld #3

34. 750M-la, Philadelphia, R2, AU, Nice color, traces of mint red

Rhode Island :

35. 700F-la, Providence, R6, XF-r, Good color, minor verdigris, weak centers

(Min.Bid $90.00)
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36. 700G-2a, Providence, R2, XF, Chocolate brown color, couple scratches

across head, obverse flat

Area

West Virginia

:

37. 890A-12a, Wheeling, R7, XF, Decent color, surfaces are a bit rough

*^*piy^*^* (Min.Bid $95.00)

Patriotics

:

38. 1/39 la, Rl, F, Reddish brown color, rough surfaces, some verdigris

39. 6A/269a, R3, VF, Decent color, numerous little nicks

40. 7A/316a, R3, AU, Decent color, some verdigris, struck on rusty dies

41. 8C/313a, R3, VG, Decent color, couple scratches, rough surfaces, lots of

verdigris

42. 10/298a, R2, G, Dark, rough surfaces, lots of verdigris, hard to be sure of

attribution

43. 16/30 la, R4, VF, Starting to darken, some verdigris

44. 18/337a, R6, XF, Good color, obverse die break, couple reverse scratches

45. 20/303a, R3, F, Darker brown, some verdigris areas

46. 22/442a, R2, AU, Nice color, touches of mint red

47. 27/365a, R3, F, Decent color, some verdigris areas

48. 28/303b, R5, VF, Brass, good color, weak centers, few nicks & dings

49. 29/303a, R2, VF, Darker color, numerous small facial scratches, small clip

50. 41/337a, R2, AU, Good color, touches of mint red, minor verdigris

51. 53/336a, Rl, AU, Darkening, rough, struck on rusty well-worn dies

52. 54/296a, R5, XF, Chocolate brown color, minor verdigris

53. 55/162a, Rl, VF-i-, Nice color, very minor verdigris

54. 68A/371a, R3, XF, Darkening, some verdigris

55. 79/351a, Rl, MS-63 BN, NGC certified, nice color, good luster, couple tiny

verdigris spots (Min. Bid $50.00)

56. 88/36 la, R3, XF, Decent color, struck on very rusty obverse die

57. 90/364a, Rl, XF-h, Decent color, some verdigris, few small nicks

58. 91 /303a, R3, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, weak area each side

59. 91/303a, R3, XF-i-, Decent color, significant obverse verdigris

60. 97/389a, R2, AU-h, Darker brown color, couple nicks, touches of mint red,

slight bend as struck

61. 98/291a, R5, UNC, Lots of mint red, numerous dark spots, some verdigris

62. 100/34 la, R7, VG, Darkening with verdigris, two holes as if used as a

button

63. 103/375a, R4, XF, Good color, couple obverse rim nicks

64. 104/263a, R5, F, Retoning, numerous marks & dings

65. 105/358a, R4, F, Reddish brown color, small dings, retoning

66. 107/432a, Rl, AU, Good color, mint red highlights, struck on polished

obverse die. Baker 490
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67. 1 10/442a, Rl, XF, Good color, couple obverse spots, struck on somewhat

rusty obverse die. Baker 474

68. 1 1 1/27 la, R3, F, Decent color, some verdigris areas. Baker 480

69. 1 17/420a, Rl, XF, Darker brown color, large obverse cud, struck on rusty

dies. Baker 473

70. 135/44 la, R2, VF, Decent color, some verdigris, typical weak centers

71. 155/400a, R4, VG, Darkening with verdigris

72. 155/43 la, R4, AU, Nice color, very minor verdigris

73. 176/271a, Rl, F, Darker brown, some verdigris, missing chunk on reverse.

Baker 478

74. 196/355a, R3, VF+, Good color, minor verdigris, obverse die breaks

75. 201 /432a, R3, AU, Good color, very weakly struck

76. 203/412a, R3, VF+, Decent color with a couple darker areas, some verdi

gris, struck on rusty reverse dies

77. 203/412a, R3, F, Decent color, couple nicks & dings

78. 205/4 10a, R3, F, Good color, some verdigris

79. 207/4 10a, Rl, XF, Decent color, some darker areas

80. 221 /327a, R4, AU, Decent color, couple darker areas, some verdigris

81. 233/3 12a, Rl, XF, Nice color, some verdigris

82. 243/378a, R3, XF, Reddish brown color, few small spots, several small

dings

83. 248/27 la, R4, XF, Nice color, minor verdigris

84. 254/434a, Rl, XF+, Nice color, minor verdigris, curved clip

85. 255A/390a, Rl, XF, Good color, minor verdigris. Baker 466

86. 450/47 la, Rl, AU, Good color, couple small spots, couple small cutis

Sale Closes on lanuary 15, 2016

End of Sale

Good Luck!

Election Results!!!!
Congratulations to

Pat Flannery

Scott Hopkins

Bill Luitje

Elected to the Board of Governors

for the 2016-2017 term
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The General Store
PORTSMOUTH, OHIO - Fuld OH 745A Burton’s Exchange and 745B Cunning Li-

quors storecards collected by member 3435. Stephen M. Edenfield, Post Office Box

25191, Cincinnati, Ohio 45225-0191.

PLEASE VISIT: Shigitatsu.com for a nice selection of CWTs. Beautiful enlarged

obv./rev. images. John M. Martello, P. O. Box 855, Bethpage, NY 1 1714 or email:

shigitatsu@aol.com

EUNKY, INDIANA PRIMITIVES WANTED: Big clips, off center, double struck,

other odd strikes. I pay top dollar. Wayne Stafford, 3004 Connett Ave., Ft. Wayne,

IN 46802 or sweetnet8361@yahoo.com

COMPLETE SET OF ORIGINAL CWTS JOURNALS from Fall 1967 - current. Fall

1967 through Winter 2001 are hardbound in 10 volumes; the rest are not bound.

Offers. Bob Canaday, 615-838-1679.

STILL LOOKING: For examples of delisted patriotics 481/491 and 481/493 “Rhode

Island Sporting Scene” tokens. Please contact Chris Erlenwein at (860) 304-7456 or

chris.erlenwein@comcast.net.

FREE: SEMI-ANNUAL FIXED PRICE LIST of tokens, medals and paper collectibles.

Always many Civil War tokens, etc. Write soon for next list. Norman Peters, P.O.

Box 29, Lancaster, NY 14086-0029.

WANTED TO BUY: Springfield and North Hampton, Ohio tokens, Ron Patton, 937-

399-0414 or Ronl3@sbcglobal.net

WANTED TO BUY: 67/372 any metal, overstrikes, etc. welcome. Call or write Steve

Butler, 3414 137th St., Gig Harbor, WA 98332, 253-858-8647.

FREE: CWTS HALL OF FAME MEDAL - Send SASE with postage for two

ounces to Don Erlenkotter, 10616 Ranch Road, Culver City, CA 90230-5457. For

further details about this copper medal, email derlenko@anderson.ucla.edu.

SEE WWW.CWTOKEN.COM for resource materials on collecting CWTs by pictorial

type, and for hundreds of downloadable, high-quality photos. Also a few choice and

rare CWT examples for sale. Ken Bauer, 145 Elena Court, Scotts Valley, CA 95066-

4707; email ken.bauer@mac.com; tel. 831-359-9307.
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WANTED: NJ CWTs & HT Tokens, 1798 Large Cents & NJ Colonials. Write first.

Steven Kawalec, P.O. Box 4281, Clifton, NJ 07012 or owlprowler@aol.com CWTS
LM189.

141/307b, R8 in brass for sale along with unlisted and multiply struck pieces. De-

scriptions & pictures are available at http://cwts.ecrater.com or contact me at wvluit-

je@gmail.com if you are looking for something not shown there.

SEEKING CIVIL WAR STORE CARD TOKENS FROM NEW YORK (mostly interested

in NYC, but also other towns). Prefer UNC/MS, but will consider anything, espe-

cially if rare/scarce. Please send list with grades/pricing and scans if available. Have

some CWT patriotics and store cards (NYC and others) to trade or can pay cash.

davidposes@gmail.com or 914-645-4750.

WANTED TO BUY: Wisconsin CWTs: 300C-2a, 300C-3a, 300C-4a, 300E la. Please

send price, condition, description, and photo if available to: northernlight@charter.

net

NEW WEB SITE: Please check out my new Web site at www.rick-irons.com. Sutler

tokens, patriotics & store cards for sale. Also, pictures of my sutler token collection.

My Retail CWT List of about 200 storecards available from LCDZIUBEK@zoomint-
ernet.net or Larry DziubekP.O. Box 235, Connoquenessing, PA 16027

CWT Surplus for Sale

The CWTS has a unique item for sale: unused corrugated cardboard boxes. These

boxes were initially designed and ordered to house the Reprint Volume no. 2 books

which were printed some years ago.

The boxes measure 8 % inches x 5 7/8 inches by 1 3/8 inches inside. If you sell books

or collectibles, they may be just the answer for that item or items that calls for a small

box instead of a large padded mailer.

These are being offered for 25 cents each, minimum order of 25 boxes (to be shipped

flat), postpaid. Contact the CWTS President today and arrange for 25 up to about

1000 boxes, more or less!

New Members
David Vinson

David Brand

John Kozicki

Michael Schmidt

Nathan Punswick

Seth Wilson

Linda M. Johnson

Peter Jordan

Randy Chappell

Michael Furman
Gary Baril

Charles Cornell III
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Consign Your Tokens

to Stacks Bowers Galleries
Our experts, including Q. David Bowers, lead the hobby

in definitive presentations of scarce and rare tokens and

medals of the United States and from around the world.

Over the years our firm has auctioned some of the

most valuable and well-known collections of Civil

War tokens, including the John J. Ford, Jr. Collection,

selections from the Virgil Brand Collection, the Alan

Bleviss Collection and many others.

We invite you to consign your Civil War tokens and

other tokens and medals to one of our upcoming

auction events. We are official auctioneers of the

Whitman Coin & Collectibles Baltimore Expos and

the American Numismatic Association Worlds Fair

of Money. For further information on consigning,

contact Chris Karstedt at 800-458-4646 or visit us

at stacksbowers.com.

TIIK Comx-noNs oi

James E. Dice!

M. L.AMAK Hkj

AlX'.fSTM*

^ueiic AUCTION SAt E

JOHN J. FORD, Jr. COLLEC'TION
COINS, MCOALS AND CIUIENCY

PACT XXIII

Nl MlSMAnCAMIRKAN HtSTORI

JtaehASowet^
GALLERIES

800.458.4646 West Coast Office • 800.566.2580 East Coast Office

123 West 57th Street, New York, NY 10019 • 1231 East Dyer Rd., Ste. 100, Santa Ana, CA 92705

Info@StacksBowers.com • StacksBowers.com

California • New York • New Hampshire • Hong Kong • Paris
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CIVIL WAR TOKENS
Classic Rarities from the

Stephen L. Tanenbaum Estate

1 offer a section of the rarest of the rare tokens for your consideration. Few

collections have such pieces. These are treasures from the Tanebaum estate. Special:

Take a 15% discount from the prices of any of interest (offer expires December

31, 2015). Satisfaction guaranteed, or any item can be returned within a week of

receipt, no explanation necessary. Thank you for your interest!

IT, Alton • Walter & Smith • IL-OlO-A-Olb • 10 cents • Rev. die: Stanton

advertisement • R-9 • AU-58 (PCGS) • Ex Steve Tanenbaum Collection. This

and the next are keys to a “town” collection. • $16,875

IT, Alton • Walter & Smith • lL-010-A-02b • 25 cents • Rev. die: Stanton adver-

tisement . R-9 . MS-62 (PCGS) • $18,125

IT, Chicago • S.A. Ingram, S.A. • IL-150-AG-6a copper • R-9 • MS-65 RB
(PCGS) • Another marvelous rarity reflective of the connoisseurship of Steve

Tanenbaum over a period of more than four decades. • $4,125

IL, Lodi • C.H. Taylor • lL-520-A-2b brass • Rev. die: 1205 (1863 eagle, ‘Union,’

2 stars) • R-10 (believed to be unique) • AU-55 (PCGS) • $3,425

KY, Lexington • Keiningham, J.L. • KY-480-A-la copper • Rev. die: 1047 (1864

Indian Head) • R-9 • MS-64 RB (PCGS) • A beautiful token from this extreme-

ly rare issuer. • $9,450

KY, Louisville • A. Huber • H. Miller Co. • KY-510-G-lb (formerly KY-510-A-

11b) brass • Rev. die: Hand holding beer mug • R-9 • MS-63 (NGC) • New
listing of an exceedingly rare issuer. Not listed in the 2nd edition. First example

seen. • $6,075

MA, Boston • Merriam & Co. • MA-1 15-D-2b brass • Rev. die: 1284 Good for a

Scent . R-8 . AU-55 (NGC) • $5,000

MA, Boston • Merriam & Co. • MA-1 15-D-3b brass • Rev. die: 1284 Good for a

Scent . R-9 • MS-62 (NGC) • $3,125

MN, Red Wing • A.W.E. • MN-680-A-ld copper-nickel • Rev. die: • 1220 R-9 •

MS-64 (PCGS) . $8,775

MN, Red Wing • A.W.E. • MN-680-A-2a copper • Rev. die: 1272 (“America,”

stars, wreath) • R-8 • MS-64 RB (NGC) • $1 1,475

MN, Red Wing • A.W.E. • MN-680-A-2d copper-nickel • Rev. die: 1272 (“Ameri-

ca,” stars, wreath) • R-8 • MS-65 (PCGS) • $10,800

MN, Winona • C. Benson • MN-980-A-la copper • Rev. die: 1310 (mortar and

pestle) . R-7 . MS-64 RB (NGC) • $3,038

Dave Bowers

Box 539, Wolfeboro Falls, NH 03896-0539

Email:qdbarchive@metrocast.net


